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Notice of Appeal of Interstate Gas Supply^ Inc,
Appellant Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (“IGS Energy” or “IGS”), hereby gives its
notice of its appeal, pursuant to R.C. 4903.11,4903.13 and S. Ct. Prac. R. 10.02(A), and
Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-02(A) and 4901-1-36, to the Supreme Court of Ohio and Appellee
the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“Commission” or “PUCO”), from the
Commission’s Entry on Rehearing issued on July 17, 2019 (“Entry on Rehearing”)
(Attachment A), and Opinion and Order issued on December 19,2018 (“Opinion and
Order”) (Attachment B) (collectively, “Orders”) in Case Nos. 17-32-EL-AIR, et al.
Collectively, the Orders approved Duke Energy Ohio’s (“Duke”) application to increase its
distribution rates and to establish a standard service offer, mcluding a default offering of
competitive retail electric service in the form of an electric security plan.
The Orders are unjust, unlawful and unreasonable inasmuch as they authorized Duke
to increase its non-competitive service rates to recover costs associated with competitive
retail electric service. Further, the Orders permitted Duke to assess discriminatory and
unsubstantiated fees on competitive retail electric service (“ORES”) providers without
record support.
Appellant was and is a party of record in Case Nos. 17-32-EL-AIR, et al., and on
January 18, 2019, filed an Application for Rehearing (“Attachment C”) of the Opinion and
Order. The Entry on Rehearing denied Appellant’s Application for Rehearing on July 17,
2019 (Attachment A). The Orders are unjust, unlawful and unreasonable for the reasons set
out in the following Assignments of Error:
1. The Orders are unlawful and unreasonable because they authorized
Duke to recover the cost of competitive retail electric service through
non-competitive service rates. R.C. 4928.05(A)(1) prohibits the
Commission from exercising Chapter 4909 to regulate competitive retail

electric services; therefore, the Orders exceeded the scope of the
Commission’s jurisdiction.
2.

The Orders authorized an anticompetitive, unlawful, and unreasonable
subsidy to Duke’s competitive retail electric service in violation of
precedent and State policy enumerated in R.C. 4928.02. Elyria Foundry
Co. V. Pub. Util Comm% 14 Ohio St.3d 305,315 (2007).

3. The Orders are unlawful and unreasonable inasmuch as they rejected
IGS’ proposal to remedy Duke’s unlawful collection of competitive retail
electric service costs through non-competitive service rates.
4. The Orders are unlawful and unreasonable because they violated R.C.
4903.09 by failing to state findings of fact and reasons prompting the
Commission’s decisions. In re Application of Columbus Southern Power
Company, 128 Ohio St. 3d 512,519,526-27 (2011). The Orders failed to
appropriately consider or address IGS’ arguments that the Stipulation
recommended that the Commission: (1) unlawfully and unreasonably
apply Chapter 4909 to authorize recovery of competitive retail electric
service costs through non-competitive service rate structures; (2)
unlawfully and unreasonably provided a subsidy to Duke’s competitive
retaU electric service rates in violation of R.C. 4928.02; and (3) the
Orders further failed to evaluate and address IGS’ analysis and
quantification of competitive retail electric service costs proposed for
recovery in distribution rates.
5. The Orders are unlawful and unreasonable because they concluded the
existence of costs related to Duke’s facilitation of the choice market may
justify subsidizing standard service offer (“SSO”) service. The Orders’
reasoning circumvents the statutory limitation against regulation of
competitive retail electric services under Chapter 4909. The Orders are
also arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion given that choicerelated costs are already directly assigned to CRES providers. Forest
Hills Utility Co. v. Pub. Util. Common Ohio, 31 Ohio St 2d 46 (1972).
6. The Orders’ determination that choice costs may justify subsidizing the
SSO is against the manifest weight of the evidence. The record reflects
$23 million in SSO-related costs proposed for recovery in distribution
rates; substantial CRES provider fees to cover choice-related costs; thus,
the record demonstrates that additional costs should be allocated to the
SSO even under the Orders’ unlawful reasoning. Westside Cellular, Inc.
V. Pub. Util Comm., 98 Ohio St. 3d 165; Cleveland Elec. Ilium. Co. v.
Pub. Util Common Ohio, 76 Ohio St.3d 163,166 (1996).

7. The Orders are unlawful, unreasonable, and discriminatory because
they authorized Duke to impose switching fees and historical usage fees
on CRES providers without evidentiary support in violation of R.C.
4909.15 and R.C. 4909.18. The application of these fees to CRES
providers is discriminatory in violation of R.C. 4905.35 and 4928.02.
WHEREFORE, Appellant IGS respectinlly submits that Appellee Commission’s Orders are
unlawful, unjust, and unreasonable and should be reversed. TTiese cases should be
remanded to the Appellee with instructions to correct the errors complained of herein.
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THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO
In the Matter of the Application of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for an
Increase in Electric Distribution
Rates.

Case No. 17-32-EL-AIR

In the Matter of the Application of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Tariff
Approval.

Case No. 17-33-EL-ATA

In the Matter of the Application of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Approval
TO Change Accounting Methods.

Case No. 17-34-EL-AAM

In the Matter of the Application of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Approval
TO Modify Rider PSR.

Case No. 17-872-EL-RDR

In the Matter of the Application of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Approval
TO Amend Rider PSR.

Case No. 17-873-EL-ATA

In the Matter of the Application of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Approval
to Change Accounting Methods.

Case No. 17-874-EL-AAM

In the Matter of Application of Duke
Energy Ohio, Inc. for Authority to
Establish a Standard Service Offer
Pursuant to R.C. 4928.143 in the form
OF AN Electric Security Plan,
Accounting Modifications, and
Tariffs for Generation Service.

Case No. 17-1263-EL-SSO

In the Matter of Application of Duke
Energy Ohio, Inc. for Authority to
Amend its Certified Supplier Tariff,
P.U.C.O.NO. 20.
In the Matter of the Application of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for
Authority to Defer Vegetation
Management Costs.
In the Matter of the Application of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., to Establish

Case No. 17-1264-EL-ATA

Case No. 17-1265-EL-AAM
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Minimum Reliability Performance
Standards
Pursuant to
Ohio
Adm.Code Chapter 4901:1-10.

Case No. 16-1602-EL-ESS

SECOND ENTRY ON REHEARING
Entered in the Journal on June 27, 2019
I.

Summary

1) The Commission denies the applications for rehearing of the December 19,
2018 Opinion and Order, filed by the Ohio Consumers' Counsel, Interstate Gas Supply, the
Retail Energy Supply Association, and, collectively, the Environmental Law & Policy
Center, Sierra Club, Ohio Environmental Council, Environmental Defense Fxmd, and
Natural Resources Defense Council.
II.

Procedural History

2) Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. (Duke or the Company) is an electric distribution
utility as defined in R.C. 4928.01(A)(6) and a pubHc utility as defined in R.C. 4905.02, and,
as such, is subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission.
3) On April 13, 2018, Duke and certain parties filed a stipulation and
recommendation (Stipulation) that purported to resolve issues in four pending cases. The
cases included in the Stipulation are:
•

In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energ}/ Ohio, Inc., for an Increase in Electric
Distribution Rates, Case 17-32-EL-AIR, et al. (Rate Case);

•

In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Approval to Modify
Rider PSR, Case No. 17-872-EL-RDR, etal. (PSR Case);

•

In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Authority to Establish
a Standard Service Offer, Case No. 17-1263-EL-SSO, et al. (ESP Case); and
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•

In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., to Establish Minimum
Reliabilih/ Performance Standards, Case No. 16-1602-EL-ESS (Standards Case).

The parties that signed the Stipulation are: Duke, Staff, the City of Cincinnati, Ohio Partners
for Affordable Energy, Ohio Energy Group, Ohio Hospital Association, and People Working
Cooperatively, Inc. Non-opposing signatories are the Kroger Company, Industrial Energy
Users-Ohio, Ohio Manufacturers' Association Energy Group, and Wal-Mart Stores East LP
and Sam's East, Inc.
4) On December 19, 2018, the Commission issued an Opinion and Order that
approved the Stipulation and thus resolved the Rate Case, the PSR Case, the ESP Case and
the Standards Case.
5) R.C. 4903.10 states that any party who has entered an appearance in a
Commission proceeding may apply for rehearing with respect to any matters determined
in that proceeding, by filing an application within 30 days after the entry of the order upon
the journal of the Commission.
6) On January 18,2019, the Ohio Consumers' Counsel (OCC); the Environmental
Law &: Policy Center, Sierra Club, Ohio Environmental Council, Environmental Defense
Fund, and Natural Resources Defense Council (collectively, the Conservation Groups);
Interstate Gas Supply (IGS); and Retail Energy Supply Association (RESA) filed applications
for rehearing of the December 19, 2018 Opinion and Order. Duke filed a memorandum
contra OCC, ihe Conservation Groups, IGS, and RESA's applications for rehearing on
January 28, 2019. OCC filed a memorandum contra IGS's application for rehearing on
January 28, 2019.
7) On February 6, 2019, the Commission granted the applications for rehearing
filed by OCC, IGS, RESA, and the Conservation Groups for further consideration of the
matters specified in the applications for rehearing.
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8} The Commission has reviewed and considered all of the argximents raised in
the application for rehearing and responsive memorandum contra. Any argument that was
raised on rehearing that is not specifically discussed herein has been thoroughly considered
by the Commission and should be denied.
A.

PSR Case
9) In their applications for rehearing, OCC and the Conservation Groups submit

that, in approving the Stipulation, the Commission wrongfully authorized Duke to proceed
in the PSR Case. Duke previously requested to establish the Price Stabilization Rider (Rider
PSR), which would allow the Company to recover the net costs associated with Duke's
contractual entitlement in the Ohio VaUey Electric Company (OVEC) in In re Duke Energy
Ohio, Inc., Case No. 14-841-EL-SSO, et al. (ESP 3 Case). However, at that time. Rider PSR
was only estabtished as a placeholder and Duke was not permitted to recover any costs. ESP
3 Case, Opinion and Order (Apr. 2, 2015). In these proceedings, we determined that Rider
PSR has significant value as a hedge against volatile energy prices and, after considering the
entire Stipulation as a package, authorized Duke to recover costs associated with Rider PSR.
Opinion and Order at ^ 282-283.
10} In its first assignment of error, OCC argues that the Commission's Opinion
and Order is unlawful and unreasonable because the Commission's jiuisdiction is
preempted by the Federal Power Act (FPA). OCC avers that the United States Supreme
Court affirmed decisions finding that a state commission's order guaranteeing a "costbased" wholesale price is preempted by the FPA, citing Hughes v. Talen Energy Marketing
LLC, 136 S.Ct 1288 (2016). OCC states that the Opinion and Order only addresses the
preemption issue to state that the matter is best reserved for judicial determination.
According to OCC, however, when the Commission approved Rider PSR, the Commission
effectively determined that it had jurisdiction. OCC asks that the Commission reconsider
and find that Rider PSR is preempted by federal law.
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{5[ 11} OCC next argues that the Commission's Opinion and Order wrongfully
approved Rider PSR as a limitation on customer shopping without any record evidence, in
violation of R.C. 4903.09 and Commission precedent. OCC states Rider PSR was approved
in the ESP 3 Case under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) as a purported limitation on customer
shopping, and Duke is not asserting any new statutory basis for Rider PSR in this case.
According to OCC, the record in this case, as well as the record in the ESP 3 Case, is
insufficient to authorize Rider PSR as a limitation on customer shopping. OCC contends
Rider PSR does not relate to a limitation on customers shopping for electric supply because
it is non-bypassable and aU customers will pay for it. OCC argues that because there is no
record evidence that Rider PSR is a limitation on customer shopping, in the ESP 3 Case or
the record in this case, the Commission should abrogate and modify the Opinion and Order
by disallowing Rider PSR.
{f 12) In its memorandum contra applications for rehearing, Duke argues that OCC's
assignments of error must be denied. First, Duke contends that, contrary to OCC's assertion,
the Commission did not decide the issue of federal preemption. According to Duke, the
Commission expressly did not make a ruling regarding jurisdiction and left the matter for a
court to decide. Duke further submits that OCC's argument has already been discussed and
addressed by the Commission and should therefore be denied, noting that OCC's
application for rehearing refers back to its initial brief to make its argument regarding
jurisdiction. Duke additionally asserts that OCC's arguments regarding the ESP 3 Case are
not relevant in this proceeding and that the Commission's reliance on its prior conclusion
was supported by record evidence, citing ESP 3 Case, Opinion and Order (Apr. 2, 2015) at
19,45. According to Duke, the Commission properly relied on its prior determination in the
ESP 3 Case, as well as a recent decision from the Supreme Court of Ohio that confirmed that
a rider substantially similar to Rider PSR acts as a financial limitation on shopping, citing
Ohio Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 2006-Ohio-5789, 11 Ohio St.3d 300. Duke
therefore asserts that OCC's arguments lacks merit and should be denied.
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13} With respect to OCCs first assignment of error, regarding federal preemption,
we note that OCC presents no new arguments that were not already addressed by the
Commission. The Commission thoroughly discussed those issues in the Opinion and Order
and OCC, in referring back to its initial post-hearing brief, presents no new information.
Opinion and Order at

93-94. However, we reiterate that the issue of federal preemption

is a judicial determination and thus outside of our purview. In response to OCC's second
assignment of error, the Commission rejects OCC's argument. In the ESP 3 Case, we
authorized the creation of Rider PSR as a provision of Duke's ESP, pursuant to R.C.
4928.143(B)(2)(d), finding that the rider constitutes a rate stability charge related to
limitations on customer shopping for retail electric generation service. ESP 3 Case, Opinion
and Order (Apr. 2, 2015) at 48. Because we acknowledged m the Opinion and Order that
Rider PSR was properly established in the ESP 3 Case, OCC therefore attempts to relitigate
the ESP 3 Case here. As we discussed in our decision, the Supreme Court of Ohio upheld
the Commission's approval, pursuant to R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d), of a nearly identical OVECrelated rider for AEP Ohio. Opinion and Order at ^ 266, citing In re Application of Ohio Power
Co., 155 Ohio St3d 326, 2018-Ohio-4698. Like AEP Ohio's rider. Rider PSR was authorized
xmder R.C. 4928.143(B) as a limitation on customer shopping and the Supreme Court of Ohio
held that R.C. 4928.143(B) provides that an ESP may include a charge "[njothwithstanding
any other provision of Title XLIX of the Revised Code to the contrary." In re Application of
Ohio Power Co., 155 Ohio St.3d 326,2018-Ohio-4698 at ^ 118-19. Accordingly, we affirm that
Rider PSR is a valid provision of an ESP.
14} In its application for rehearing, the Conservation Groups initially argue that
the Commission failed to reasonably evaluate the impact of Rider PSR on the entire
Stipulation package. According to the Conservation Groups, the Commission did not
properly weigh the record evidence regarding the projected costs of Rider PSR for Duke's
customers. The Conservation Groups maintain that, according to Duke's forecasts. Rider
PSR projects to consistently be a cost to customers and to be a much higher cost to customers
in the near-term, when forecasts are more reliable. The Conservation Groups assert that
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pursuant to R.C. 4903.09 the Commission must explain and make findings regarding why
the possibility of smaller losses for customers beyond 2022 is outweighed by the morecertain larger losses in the near-term years. Further, the Conservation Groups assert that
the Commission's disregard of the negative forecasts is inconsistent with its own precedent,
including cases in which the Commission has credited similar long-term forecasts as a viable
basis for authorizing other major utility proposals.
15) The Conservation Groups also argue that even if the Commission did give the
cost forecasts regarding Rider PSR some weight, the Commission did not address other
negative impacts that could increase OVEC costs. Specifically, the Conservation Groups
aver that the pending bankruptcy proceedings regarding First Energy Solutions, which also
has a contractual agreement with OVEC, could significantly affect the cost of Rider PSR.
Further, the Conservation Groups state that regulatory requirements facing the OVEC units
may drive Rider PSR's costs higher than the projections. In sum, the Conservation Groups
contend that the Commission had an obligation to assess all the potential costs of Rider PSR
in order to determine its impact on Duke's customers as part of the overall consideration of
the merits of the Stipulation package.

According to the Conservation Groups, the

Commission did not conduct any baseline determination of Rider PSR's costs to customers
and only referenced the Stipulation's limits on certain OVEC costs for recovery under the
rider as providing protections for consumers. The Conservation Groups argue that because
the Commission never carried out a full analysis of the costs, the Opinion and Order
therefore provides no basis for any aggregate conclusion about the value of the Stipulation
as a whole and is thus unreasonable and unlawful.
16} The Conservation Groups next assert the Commission unreasonably placed
the btuden on opposing intervenors to demonstrate why the Stipulation should not be
adopted. The Conservation Groups contend that the Commission relied on the existence of
a stipulation in this case and ignored the undisputed evidence, and its own precedent,
regarding the lack of value from Rider PSR. The Conservation Groups assert that the
Commission may accept sub-optimal provisions as part of an overall beneficial package, but
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it must hold parties to their burden of proof in showing the overall benefits.

The

Conservation Groups argue that the Commission cannot weigh the merits of the Stipulation
as a package without holding Duke to its burden to demonstrate the value of its individual
components.
17} In its memorandum contra applications for rehearing, Duke argues that the
Conservation Groups' assignments of error must be denied. First, Duke contends that,
contrary to the Conservation Groups' assertion, the Commission did take a position on the
validity of the record evidence. According to Duke, the Commission acknowledged that
Rider PSR is substantially similar to the OVEC-related riders approved for other EDUs such
as AEP Ohio and Dayton Power & Light, Co. Further, states Duke, the Commission
acknowledged that the OVEC-related riders were presented as part of distinguishable
stipulations and considered based upon the records in each case. Duke argues that even
though the Commission found that Rider PSR was likely to represent a cost to consumers,
it also has the potential to offer benefits. Duke avers that the Commission concluded that
the benefits of Rider PSR outweighed the unpredictable costs. Second, Duke argues that the
Commission did not place the burden of proof on the intervenors. Duke states that it met
its burden of proof, allowing the Commission to properly conduct the thjee-part test
applicable to stipulations. Duke contends that the Commission adequately considered the
impacts of Rider PSR and did not simply rely on the existence of a stipulation. According
to Duke, the Commission considered the testimony of Company witness Judah Rose which
included testimony on current market prices, market price forecast, OVEC costs, and
volatility comparisons, among other things. Further, Duke argues that the Commission also
considered the downside of Rider PSR and distinguished the terms of the rider from a
similar rider that was rejected in the ESP 3 Case. Duke asserts that the burden of proof
remained on the Company and the Commission considered the case in that light.
[% 18) The Conservation Groups' initial assignment of error is denied.

Then-

argument that the Commission did not properly consider the potential financial impact of
Rider PSR is without merit. Throughout our analysis regarding the benefits of Rider PSR,
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we recognized that the rider would likely serve as a financial cost to customers. Opinion
and Order at f ^ 281-283. In doing so, we considered the forecasts presented by both Duke
and OCC. Opinion and Order at ^ 283. Further, we acknowledged that federal regulations
could have significant impacts on future costs. Opinion and Order at ^ 282, citing Staff Ex.
17 at 15. While the Commission considered the potential financial effects of Rider PSR, we
note that cost is not the only factor considered by the Commission when weighing potential
benefits. See, In re Columbus Southern Power Company, 129 Ohio St.3d 46, 61 (2011) ("while
cost is surely a relevant concern to be balanced * * * it is not the only concern, and the
commission is entitled to consider more.") In approving Rider PSR, as part of the
Stipulation, we discussed that while the rider may serve as a charge for customers, there are
benefits associated with the rider that mitigate those costs. This includes Rider PSR's ability
to potentially serve as a hedge against more volatile markets prices, particularly in instances
of extreme weather conditions. Opinion and Order at f 282, citing Co. Ex. 8 at 13-14, 21.
We also recognized the various consumer protections added to Rider PSR, including
limitations related to forced outages at OVECs generating plants; provisions for annual
prudency reviews; a requirement to continue to pursue transferring the Company's
entitlement in OVEC; and a requirement that no carrying costs shall be included in the rider.
Opinion and Order at f 283.
19} The Commission also notes that we evaluated the Stipulation as a package. In
prior cases, the Commission has considered and approved stipulations that address a wide
variety of issues, often resolving several pending proceedings at the same time, and
specifically emphasized that the stipulation must be viewed as a package for purposes of
the second part of the three-part test used by the Commission to evaluate stipulations. See,
e.g. In re Ohio Power Co., Case No. 94-996-EL-AIR, et al.. Opinion and Order (Mar. 23,1995)
at 20-21; In re Columbus Southern Power Co. and Ohio Power Co., Case No. 99-1729-EL-ETP, et
al.. Opinion and Order (Sept. 28, 2000) at 44; In re the Dayton Poiver and Light Co., Case No.
02-2779-El-ATA, et al. Opinion and Order (Sept. 2, 2003) at 29. The Commission reiterates,
as emphasized in the Opinion and Order, that an evaluation of the advantages or
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disadvantages associated with a specific aspect of a settlement, in isolation, does not
necessarily ensure that a stipulation will be approved or denied. Opinion and Order at ^
281. The Conservation Groups' argument that Rider PSR may not financially benefit
ratepayers does not persuade the Commission that the Stipulation, as a package, fails to
comply with the second part of the three-part test. See, e.g. In re FirstEnergy, Case No. 121230-EL-SSO, Opinion and Order (July 18,2012) at 42; In re Columbus Southern Power Co. and
Ohio Power Co., Case No. 11-5568-EL-POR, et al.. Opinion and Order (Mar. 21,2012) at 17.
20) The Commission is additionally tmpersuaded by the Conservation Groups'
second assignment of error.

The Conservation Groups argue that Duke failed to

demonstrate the benefits of Rider PSR and by allowing Rider PSR to go forward, the
Commission therefore shifted the burden to the intervenors to show why the rider is not
beneficial. The Commission disagrees. As discussed above, and extensively m the Opinion
and Order, we found that while Rider PSR projects to be a charge for customers, there are
numerous benefits associated with the rider. We also recognized that forecasting energy
markets can be unpredictable. Pointing to evidence presented by the Company, we noted
that while wholesale market energy prices have fluctuated 49 percent over the past six years,
OVEC production costs are significantly more stable. Opinion and Order at ^ 282, citing
Co. Ex. 8 at 13-14, 21. We determined that this contrast gives Rider PSR significant value as
a hedge. We also acknowledged that various customer protections added by Duke to this
version of Rider PSR differentiated it from the previous iteration. Opinion and Order at If
283. Accordingly, the Commission appropriately foxmd numerous benefits associated with
Rider PSR that counterbalanced the projected financial costs. Combined with the entire
Stipulation package, we concluded that the Stipulation was beneficial to ratepayers and the
public interest.
B.

AMI Transition and Rider PF
21} A number of OCC's assignments of error surroxmd Duke's advanced metering

infrastructure (AMI) transition. As proposed in the Stipulation, Duke requested to phase
out its current AMI and transition to new smart meters. OCC first asserts that, in the Rate
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Case, Duke's current metering system was not determined to be used and useful and
therefore should not have been included in base rates. According to OCC, Staff did not
investigate whether the system was used and useful and instead relied on annual rider
audits, approved by the Commission, where Staff foxmd Duke's spending was prudent and
reasonable.

However, states OCC, "prudent and reasonable" is a different statutory

standard than "used and useful." OCC therefore concludes there is no evidence that the
current meters are used and useful and asserts the Commission wrongly authorized the
Company to recover the costs of the meters. OCC further maintains that the Commission
wrongfully approved the Stipulation without requiring Duke to quantify the benefits
associated with its current AMI. OCC avers that Duke was directed by the Commission to
evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the AMI in its next rate case in In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.,
Case No. 10-2326-GE-RDR {Mid-Deployment Review Case). OCC states Duke failed to do so
and the Commission failed to enforce its own order.
22) Along those lines, regarding the AMI transition, OCC argues that the
Commission wrongfully determined that the AMI transition would be cost-effective. OCC
avers that the state policy espoused in R.C. 4928.02(D) provides that smart grid programs
must be cost-effective. OCC submits that Duke did not do any cost-benefit analysis and the
Commission's finding that the AMI transition is cost-effective was unsupported by the
evidence. Additionally, OCC asserts the Commission erred in finding the AMI transition
was the least-cost option to correct issues with the current meters. According to OCC,
numerous cost-effective options to address various issues with the current meters were
available, but were not considered by Duke or the Commission. Similarly, OCC contends
the Commission unlawfully approved Duke's Rider PF without finding that investments
would be cost-effective. OCC notes that the Rider PF contains three components; according
to OCC, the costs and benefits associated with each component were vague and not
quantified. OCC concludes it was inappropriate for the Commission to approve the rider
without more detail and analysis to affirm the rider would be beneficial for rate-payers.
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23} Duke disputes OCC's contentions and asks that the applications for rehearing
on these issues be denied. First, regarding whether the meters were used and useful, Duke
states the Staff Report expressly states that Staff verified the existence and used and useful
nature of the assets, as of the date certain. Thus, Duke avers there was an investigation and
finding that Ihe meters were used and useful and the Commission's approval of the
Stipulation is therefore valid.

Additionally, Duke submits OCC never disputed the

Company's annual applications to recover AMI costs, which were regularly approved by
the Commission. Duke expresses that, as of the date-certain determined by the Commission,
the meters were ably used to read customers' usage and support time-of-use rates.
According to Duke, it is irrelevant if the meters will cease being useful in the future. Duke
also submits that OCC mistakenly presumes the Commission is obligated to make a finding
concerning the benefits associated with Duke's AMI. The Company maintains there is no
such requirement on the Commission and the benefits of the AMI were reflected in Duke's
rate case application, which demonstrated significantly reduced operation and maintenance
(O&M) expenses.
24} As to the AMI transition, Duke asserts the Commission properly concluded
that the AMI transition is cost effective. According to the Company, it is not necessary for
the Commission to evaluate every possible alternative solution, as OCC insists. Duke avers
that the AMI transition proposed by the Company is a significantly cheaper route than
maintaining the current AMI environment. Thus, Duke contends the Commission's ruling
was proper and OCC's request should be denied. Duke also asks that OCC's applications
for rehearing concerning the Rider PF be dismissed. Initially, the Company submits that
two of the three components of the rider provide mechanisms for Duke to file future
applications. Therefore, Duke avers that no recovery was actually approved and OCC will
be provided an opportunity to dispute any recovery when those applications are filed. As
to the other component of Rider PF, Duke maintains this allows the Company to upgrade
its technology such that, among other things, CRES providers wiU be able to access customer
energy usage date (CEUD). Duke submits that in approving the Stipulation the Commission
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discussed the various advantages associated with Rider PF and thus determined that the
rider would be beneficial to customers. Accordingly, Duke asserts that OCCs contention
that the Commission did not properly analyze Rider PF is without merit
25) The Commission declines to grant OCC's application for rehearing regarding
Duke's AML As we discussed in the Opinion and Order, the Commission has continuously
reviewed Duke's AMI deployment through annual audits as well as through the MidDeployment Review Case. Opinion and Order at ^ 219. While OCC contends Staff did not
evaluate whether the meters were used and useful. Staff expressed that, in those audits, only
used and useful assets were approved to be included in the riders (Staff Ex. 6 at 4). Further,
the Staff Report explains that Staff "verified the existence and used and useful nature of the
assets." Staff Report at 7. Finally, while the future usefulness of Duke's current meters was
discussed in these proceedings, OCC presented no persuasive evidence that the AMI was
not used and useful as of the prescribed date certain. We additionally find no merit in
OCC's argument that the decision should be abrogated because Duke did not provide a
sufficient explanation of cost savings associated with its AMI. We note that we previously
asserted that Duke's next rate case should reflect benefits associated with AMI. MidDeployment Review Case, Opinion and Order 0une 13,2012) at 15. We agree with Duke that
the savings attributable to Duke's AMI can be ascertained by examining the O&M expenses
included in Duke's application in this case and the expenses described in Duke's 2012 case.
In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No. 12-1682-EL-AIR, et al.
If 26) Regarding the AMI transition, the Commission affirms the finding that the
proposal approved in the Stipulation is reasonable. OCC's argument that the Commission
did no analysis to determine whether the new smart grid system is cost-effective is
unsupported. First, the Commission considered the myriad of issues that will eventually
undermine Duke's current metering environment.

Opinion and Order at f 218.

Additionally, the Commission considered the estimates of upgrading the current
environment versus replacing the meters and found that replacing the meters would be
more economical and was the least-cost option of the two presented. Opinion and Order at
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f 218, citing Duke Ex. 11 at 13, att. DSL-1. In our evaluation, we also noted the additional
benefits associated with the AMI transition, including the availability of CEUD for CRES
providers (Staff Ex. 11 at 5). We therefore conclude our finding was reasonable and
supported by the evidence on record. We similarly affirm our approval of the Rider PF. As
discussed by Duke, the first component of Rider PF permits the Company to recover costs
incurred as a result of a Commission directive after the conclusion of the PowerForward
initiative. As no such directives have been issued, any recovery amount is naturally
imquantifiable at this juncture.

Any future recovery will be the result of a separate

application and subject to hearing and OCC, and any other interested parties, can address
their concerns at that time. Opinion and Order at ^ 130. The third component of Rider PF
requires Duke to file an infrastructure modernization plan that includes an upgraded
customer information system. Similarly, this will also require a separate application and
proceeding. Opinion and Order at f 134. Regarding the second component of Rider PF, the
Commission explained the various benefits associated with the rider. Specifically, we
explained that CRES providers will gain access to CEUD and be able to offer more
innovative products. Opinion and Order at ^ 291. Additionally, there are safeguards to
ensure spending is reasonable. This includes recovery caps. Staff audits, and requirements
by Duke to demonstrate that the spending is prudent. Opinion and Order at 1133-134. As
the rider encourages innovation and more efficient access to information, in a cost-effective
manor, we thus affirm that our approval of Rider PF is consistent with the state policies set
forth in R.C. 4928.02.
C

Standards Case
{f 27) OCC additionally argues several points of error regarding reliability

standards. OCC notes that Duke failed to meet its reliability standards in 2016 and 2017 and
pursuant to the Stipulation no associated penalties will be pursued by Staff. OCC contends
it is unlawful and unreasonable for Staff not to pursue enforcement of the Commission's
rules and such inaction will serve as a disincentive for EDUs to provide reliable service.
OCC next argues the Stipulation was wrongfully approved because OCC was excluded
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from negotiations in the Standards Case. OCC asserts that Duke, Staff, and OCC were the
only parties involved in the Standards Case and once Duke determined OCC would not be
a signatory of the global Stipulation, OCC was excluded from further discussion concerning
the reliability standards. According to OCC, this violates the first prong of the three-part
test to approve stipulations and, therefore, the approval of the Stipulation should be
overturned. Finally, OCC expresses that it was unreasonable for the approved Stipulation
to continue Duke's Distribution Capital Investment Rider (DCI Rider) when Duke failed to
meet reliability standards. As explained by OCC, piusuant to R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h), the
DCI Rider was initially approved after a finding that Duke and its customers' expectations
for reliability were aligned. OCC maintains that Duke's inability to meet the reliability
standards in 2016 and 2017 is proof that Duke's expectations for reliability are not aligned
with its customers. Thus, OCC states the DCI Rider should not be permitted to continue.
1% 28} In reply, Duke submits that the new reliability standards are aggressive and
beneficial to customers and OCC's concerns about a lack of enforcement are misplaced.
Duke avers that the new reliability standards will provide customers with about a one-third
reduction in interruptions and interruption minutes. According to Duke, the negotiated
standards approved by the Commission will provide customers with significantly
improved reliability. Regarding negotiations, Duke states OCC's arguments lack merit. The
Company maintains that OCC consistently participated in discussions relating to the
Standards Case once the application was filed in 2016. Thereafter, once the case was
consolidated with the other cases, Duke submits that OCC attended every settlement
discussion. Duke therefore concludes that OCC was in no way excluded from negotiations.
As to the DCI Rider, Duke maintains that its expectations regarding reliability are aligned
with its customers. As Duke explains, OCC misxmderstands the reliability performance
indices. Additionally, the Company points out that Rider DCI was modified to offer
customers protections such as spending caps related to meeting reUabllity goals.
29} Initially, the Commission rejects OCC's argument that it was excluded from
negotiations in the Standards Case. Prior to consolidation, the proceedings were continued
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mimerous times as the attorney examiner granted unopposed motions to delay proceedings
due to ongoing negotiations. After consolidation, proceedings were again continued for
further settlement discussion, without objection from OCC. As to the resolution of the
Standards Case, we uphold our finding that the proposed standards are reasonable. With the
adoption of the new standards, we determined that 30 percent fewer customers are expected
to experience outages and the average duration of each outage is expected to decrease.
Opinion and Order at ^ 193, citing Staff Ex. 3 at 12-13. OCC is concerned that if Duke's 2016
and 2017 performances do not result in any enforcement actions, this will serve as a
disincentive for other EDUs to comply with the standards. However, the Commission finds
that the reliability standards that were agreed to are aggressive and more proactively
address the issues going forward. This is expected to result in increasingly improved
reliability, which is what Duke's customers expect (Staff Ex. 3 at 10-11, att. JN-1 and JN-2).
Finally, regarding Rider DCI, we are not persuaded that, because Duke did not meet certain
reliability standards, the Company's expectations regarding reliability are not aligned with
its customers.

As we discussed in the Opinion and Order, Duke made substantial

investments in its distribution infrastructure to improve reliability. Opinion and Order at ^
201, citing Co. Ex. 12 at 10. Further, in addition to annual spending caps, the Company is
required to work with Staff to ensure Rider DCI spending is focused on areas that will have
a maximum impact on reliability. Opinion and Order at ^ 202. We therefore affirm our
finding that Duke's expectations and its customers' expectations are aligned and Rider DCI
should continue.
D.

SSO Unbundling
30} In its application for rehearing, IGS submits several points of error associated

with the imbundling of SSO costs from distribution rates. According to IGS, the Stipulation
permits Duke to recover, through distribution rates, incremental overhead and
administrative costs associated with the SSO. IGS argues that the SSO is a competitive retad
electric service and, pursuant to R.C. 4928.05(A), the Commission is prohibited from
regulating competitive retail electric services. By allowing Duke to recover SSO costs
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through distribution rates, IGS asserts the Commission is tmlawfully subsidizing the SSO
and discriminating against customers that shop for generation. IGS further maintains that
this recovery goes against state policies that require the Commission to ensure the
availability of unbundled and comparable retail electric service and to foster competition in
the retail electric market. In approving the Stipulation, IGS reasons the Commission failed
to properly consider IGS's arguments regarding SSO costs and additionally erred by not
adopting IGS's recommendation to xmbimdle SSO costs by establishing a non-bypassable
credit and a bypassable charge. IGS further argues the Commission's reasoning for refusing
to unbundle SSO costs was unlawful and an abuse of discretion. According to IGS, the
Commission determined that distribution services such as Duke's call center may incur costs
related to both the SSO as well as costs related to the customer choice program and that
separating out the SSO-specific costs would also require sifting out costs associated with the
customer choice program. IGS asserts this exceeds the Commission's authority and ignores
that CRES providers already compensate Duke for these services. In declining to separate
SSO costs from distribution rates, IGS contends the Commission's determination conflicted
with recent precedent. IGS explains that in a recent rate case for another electric utility the
Commission required that assessment expenses for OCC and the Commission be removed
from distribution rates, citing In re Dayton Power & Light, Co., Case No. 15-1830-EL-AIR, et
al.. Opinion and Order (Sept. 26,2018) (DP&L Rate Case Order). IGS states it is improper for
the Commission to ignore precedent and issue inconsistent orders.
31) Duke and OCC ask that IGS's application for rehearing be denied. Duke and
OCC both assert that IGS wrongly labels the SSO as a competitive electric service. Duke
states that the SSO, as determined by R.C. 4928.141, is necessary to maintain essential electric
service to customers. Continuing, the Company avers that the SSO is the default service
that Duke, as the EDU, has a legal obligation to provide to any customer. OCC contends all
customers benefit from the SSO, including shopping customers who could, by need or
choice, revert to the SSO at any time. Duke argues that, regardless of how many customers
shop, the Company has a consistent amount of imavoidable expenses associated with
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admimstermg the SSO for all customers and it is therefore proper for such costs to be
recovered through distribution rates. Duke and OCC further discount IGS"s methodology
for determining that the distribution rates for SSO administration are exclusively
attributable to non-shopping customers. According to OCC, IGS's determination of an SSO
subsidy was based on speculation and anecdotal evidence. Thus, OCC argues IGS's request
to establish riders for a non-bypassable credit and a bypassable charge lacks merit.
32} The Commission denies IGS's application for rehearing on these issues.
Initially, while there may be differential cost implications associated with the provision of
competitive electric commodity service when compared to that of regulated default service,
these differentials do not, on their face, constitute discriminatory treatment nor an unlawful
subsidy. Thus, we reject IGS's argument in this regard. We similarly reject IGS's assertion
that the Commission's ability to authorize such recovery is outside the bounds of our
jurisdiction. Pursuant to R.C. 4928.141, all EDUs are required to offer an SSO that is
available for all customers as the default service. Further, as described in R.C. 4928.14,
customers will default to the SSO if a CRES supplier fails to provide service. Duke is thus
statutorily required to be able to provide service to all customers in its service territory and
the expenses are unavoidable, regardless of how many customers choose to shop.
Accordingly, all customers benefit from Duke's ability to provide the SSO. The recovery of
costs attributable to the SSO is consistent with previous Commission decisions. See, In re
Ohio Power Company, Case No. 16-1852-EL-SSO, et al.. Opinion and Order (Apr. 26, 2018) at
^ 215; DP&L Rate Case Order at | 28. As we discussed in those cases, and in our decision in
this proceeding, expenses that IGS attributes solely to the SSO, such as Duke's call center,
include costs that are exclusively related to the customer choice program and promoting
competition. Opinion and Order at f 232. Thus, IGS's contention that allowing such
recovery is discriminatory is without merit. As the expenses are non-discriminatory, assist
aU customers, and promote the customer choice program, we find that allowing this
recovery is consistent with the state policy espoused in R.C. 4928.02(H) to ensure the
availability of imbundled and comparable electric service. The Commission further affirms
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the decision not to adopt IGS's proposed riders. We are unpersuaded that the calculation
provided by IGS fully encapsulates costs directly attributed to either the SSO or the
customer choice program. RESA/IGS Ex. 1. However, we note that our Opinion and Order
directed Duke to conduct a cost-of-service study analyzing the extent to which expenses are
allocated specifically towards the SSO and specifically towards customer choice programs
before it files its next rate case.

Opinion and Order at ^ 232.

We additionally are

unpersuaded by in IGS's argument that Commission precedent from the DP&L Rate Case
Order dictates that OCC and Commission assessment expenses are unrecoverable through
distribution rates. We point out that decision was the result of a negotiated stipulation. In
discussing the assessment expenses, we expressly said "our treatment of this issue in this
case results from the specific procedural circumstances discussed above and should not bind
Staff or the Commission to the same result in future proceedings." DP&L Rate Case Order at
^ 32. IGS's application for rehearing on these issues is denied.
33) IGS, along with RESA, also avers the Commission erred by continuing to
authorize Duke to impose switching fees and historical usage fees on CRES providers. IGS
and RESA maintain that the fees are recovered through distribution rates and Duke has an
obligation to justify the costs. IGS and RESA contend it is irrelevant that the fees were
previously approved and that Duke was not proposing to alter the fees. According to IGS,
the fees unfairly discriminate against CRES providers and, at the least, the Commission
should authorize similar charges when customers switch from a CRES to the SSO. RESA
submits that Staff should have investigated the actual costs associated with switching and
the Commission did not properly address RESA's request.
34) In reply, Duke argues that the fees were previously approved by the
Commission and thus considered lawful rates. Duke states it did not seek to alter either the
switching fees or the historical usage fees in its application or in the Stipulation. According
to Duke, RESA and IGS bear the burden to demonstrate that the fees are unreasonable or
unlawful and they failed to do so.
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35} The Commission is not persuaded by the arguments of IGS and RESA. As we
determined in our order, the fees were most recently adjusted in the Company's second ESP
case, in 2011. In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No. 11-3549-EL-SSO, et al.. Opinion and
Order (Nov. 22, 2011) at 39-40. In the order, we explained that the Commission has the
authority to modify prior orders but such authority is not unlimited. Opinion and Order
at ^ 24. Specifically, the Supreme Court of Ohio has held that when the Commission has
made a lawful order, the Commission is bound by certain institutional constraints to
provide an explanation before such order may be changed or modified. Ohio Consumers'
Counsel v. Pub. UtU. Comm., 10 Ohio St.3d 49,50-51,461 N.E.2d 303 (1984). Here, whUe Duke
carries the burden to support its application, IGS and RESA bear the burden to support their
objections. The parties did not present sufficient evidence to demonstrate how the fees
became unreasonable after they were determined to be lawful in In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.,
Case No. 11-3549-EL-SSO, et al.. Opinion and Order (Nov. 22,20ll) at 39-40. The testimony
presented by IGS and RESA did not offer any change in circumstances that would justify
altering our previous decision. IGS/RESA Ex. 4 at 2-4. We additionally do not find it
unreasonable that Staff did not investigate whether the fees are cost-justified. Here, Duke
was not requesting to modify the fees in any way and, generally, tariffs which are not
proposed to be modified in a rate increase application are not subject to Commission review
and modification during a rate case. DP&L Rate Case Order at % 36. However, as we have
previously explained, the Commission may revisit these concerns in the future. DP&L Rate
Case Order at f 42.
{f 36} In IGS's final assignment of error, IGS states that the approved Stipulation
wrongfully permits Duke to provide non-commodity billing to an affiliate. IGS avers that
Duke does not permit IGS to put non-commodities on the electric bill. In doing so, IGS
argues that Duke is unlawfully providing an advantage to an affiliate and thus
discriminating against CRES providers such as IGS. IGS asks that Duke be directed to
include non-commodity billing for CRES providers in infrastructure management plan.
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37) Duke maintains that the Commission properly determined the issue of non
commodity billing shoxild be resolved after Duke files an application for a customer
information system. According to Duke, non-commodity billing is complicated by multiple
factors, including Duke's natural gas services and Duke's purchase of receivables program.
According to the Company, a separate proceeding will permit a more robust dialogue about
the feasibility of non-commodity billing.
38} The Commission denies IGS's application for rehearing on this issue. In the
Opinion and Order, we declined to require the Company to permit non-commodity billing
for CRES providers. We determined that the purchase of receivables program and Duke's
status as a distributor of bolh electric and gas significantly restricted Duke's ability to
provide non-commodity billing to CRES providers. However, we also found that the issue
will be explored again after Duke files its application for a customer information system
plan. Opinion and Order at f 239.
IV.

Order

39) It is, therefore.
40) ORDERED, That the applications for rehearing filed by OCC, the
Conservation Groups, IGS, and RESA be denied. It is, further,
41) ORDERED, That a copy of this Second Entry on Rehearing be served upon all
parties of record.
COMMISSIONERS:
Approving:
Sam Randazzo, Chairman
M. Beth Trombold
Lawrence K. Friedeman
Daniel R. Conway
Dennis P. Deters

NJW/hac
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Case No. 16-1602-EL-ESS

OPINION AND ORDER
Entered in the Journal on December 19,2018
I.

iifi}

Summary

The Commission approves and adopts the Stipulation filed by various

parties.
II.
2}

Introduction

This Opinion and Order considers a stipulation and recommendation that

purports to resolve ten cases regarding fotu major proceedings, all involving Duke Energy
Ohio, Inc. (Duke or the Company). Each of these cases, in isolation, is extremely intricate.
Undoubtedly, distribution rate cases, standard service offers, and, recently, riders
involving power purchase agreements are some of the most heavily litigated cases that
appear before the Commission. Thus, when the proceedings merged, the complexity
increased significantly. However, consolidation of these proceedings provided parties
with unique opportuniti^ for discussion that ultimately resulted in an agreement that the
Commission determines will benefit ratepayers by offering stability, reasonable rates, and
improved reliability.
m.
3}

Background

Duke is an electric distribution utility (EDU) as defined in R.C.

4928.01(A)(6) and a public utility as defined in R.C. 4905.02, and, as such, is subject to the
jurisdiction of this Commission.
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On April 13, 2018, Duke and certain parties fUed a stipulatic«n and

recommendation (Stipulation) diat purports to resolve issues in four pending cases. The
cases included in the Stipulation are:
• In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for an Increase in
Electric Distribution Rates, Case 17-32-EL-AIR, et al. {Rate Case);
• In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Approval to
Modify Rider PSR, Case No. 17-872-EL-RDR, et al. {PSR Case);
• In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for Authority to
Establish a Standard Service Offer, Case No. 17-1263-EL-SSO, et al. (ESP
Case); and
• In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., to Establish
Minimum Reliability Performance Standards, Case No. 16-1602-EL-ESS
{Standards Case).
A> Summary! of the Rate Case
{f 5}

An application for an increase in rates is governed by and must meet the

requirements of R.C. 4909.17 to 4909.19, and 4909.43. The Commission adopted Ohio
AdnuCode 4901-7-01 and its Appendix (Standard Filing Requirements) pursuant to R.C.
4901.13,4909.04(C), and 4909.18. The Standard Filing Requirements specify the format for
filing all information required in an application for an increase in rates and define the
information which the Commission requires, pursuant to R.C. 4909.18(E).
{<|f 6}

In applying for a rate increase, R.C. 4909.15(C)(1) and (2) provide that a

utility may propose a test period for determining the revenues and expenses that is any 12month period beginning not more than six months prior to the date the application is filed
and ending not more than nine months subsequent to the date the application is filed.
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Unless otherwise ordered by the Commission, the test period shall be what is proposed by
the utility. It is also required that the date certain be no later than the date of filing.
1. Procedural History
{f ^

On January 31,2017, Duke filed a notice of intent to file an application for

an increase in its electric distribution rates, pursuant to R.C. 4909.43(B) and in compliance
with Ohio Adm.Code 4901-7-01, Appendix A, Chapter 1 of the Commission's Standard
Filing Requirements, On the same day, the Company filed a motion to establish a date
certain and test period and for waivers of certain standard filing requirements. By Entry
issued February 23, 2017, and amended on March 1, 2017, the Commission approved
Duke's proposed date certain of June 30,2016, and ihe proposed test-year period of April
1, 2016, through March 31, 2017. The Entry also granted in part and denied in part the
requested waivers.
8}

On March 2, 2017, Duke filed its application seeking Commission

authority to increase its rates for electric distribulion service, for accounting authority, and
for approval of revised tariffs.

Duke also filed direct testimony in support of the

application. Thereafter, on March 21, 2017, as requested by Staff, Duke filed a revised
Schedxile B-2.2 and a revised Schedule B-3.1.
{f 9}

By Entry dated April 26, 2017, the Commission found that the application

met the requirements of R.C. 4909.17 and 4909.19 as well as the Standard Filing
Requirements, and accepted the Company's application as of its filing date.
{f 10}

On September 26,2017, Staff filed a written report of investigation (Staff

Report) pursuant to R.C. 4909.19. Staff filed a supplement to the Staff Report on October
12,2017.
11}

On September 28, 2017, the attorney examiner issued an Entry directing

that any objections to the Staff Report be filed in accordance with R.C. 4909.19 and Ohio
Adm.Code 4901-1-28(B), with motions to strike objections and related memoranda contra
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motions to strike being due on or before November 6, 2017, and November 13, 2017,
respectively.
(5[ 12}

Objections to the StaJGf Report were timely filed by Industrial Energy

Users-Ohio (lEU-Ohio); Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy (OPAE); Duke; the Ohio
Consumers' Counsel (OCC); The Kroger Company (Kroger); The Ohio Manufacturers'
Association Energy Group (OMAEG); The Environmental Defense Fund (EDF),
Environmental Law & Policy Center (ELPC), the Sierra Club, Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC), and Ohio Environmental Council (OEC) (collectively, the Conservation
Groups); Cincinnati Clean Energy Foundation (CCEF); Ohio Hospital Association (OHA);
Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (IGS); and Retail Energy Supply Association (RESA).
13}

Pursuant to an October 16, 2017 Entry, two local public hearings were

conducted. The first hearing occurred on October 30, 2017, at Butler Technology and
Career Development Schools, at 6:00 p.m., and the second on November 2, 2017, at
Cincinnati City Hall at 12:30 p.m.
2. Summary OF THE Application
{f 14}

In its application, Duke requests to increase distribution rates by $15.4

million, or 3.18 percent, over current revenues. Duke states in its application that it seeks
to generate sufficient revenues to pay its distribution-related operating expenses,
including taxes and depreciation; to service its debt; and to provide an adequate rate of
return (ROR) on its property used and useful in the rendition of electric distribution
service to its customers. The Company proposed to establish a ROR of 7.82 percent. Duke
states it has completed its deployment of SmartGrid and is requesting to incorporate the
SmartGrid revenue reqtiirement into base rates. Duke also requests an extension of its
Distribution Capital Investment Rider (Rider DCI), to modify the costs recoverable
thereunder, and adjust the basis for the rider's calculation. Duke indicates that it seeks
Commission approval of proposals that will enable continued advances in technology that
will allow the Company's customers more control over their energy usage and facilitate an
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exchange of information necessary for the implementation of programs and services for
customers. Duke also seeks to establish or change several riders, including the following:
Rate LED, LED Outdoor Lighting Electric Service, and Regulatory Mandates Rider (Rider
RMR) that will be used to timely recover the costs of implementing laws and regulations
requiring expenditures by the Company.

Additionally, Duke seeks approval of all

necessary and appropriate accoxmting authority to continue riders and implement new
riders, including approval of the proposed depreciation rates and the proposal to continue
the accoxmt treatment associated with the Company's storm deferral mechanism. Lastly,
Duke proposes to increase the fixed customer charge while reducing the volumetric charge
of the distribution rate. (Co. Ex. 1.)
3. Public Testimony
15}

At the local public hearings held on October 30, 2017, and November 2,

2017, nearly 50 individuals expressed their views regarding Duke's application.

In

addition to this testimony, numerous public comments were Med in this case. The
majority of the public testimony and comments raised opposition to Duke's proposal in
the application to increase rates.
4. Summary OF THE Staff Report

{5fl6}

Staff recommends a revenue decrease in the range of $18,357,786 to

$(28,932,684). This represents a decrease of 3.77 percent to 5.94 percent over test year
operating revenue. Staff made this determination based on the examination of the
accounts and records of Duke for the 12 months ending March 31, 2017, including
schedules which incorporate Staff's recommended ROR, rate base, and adjusted operating
income. Additionally, as a result of Staff's investigation and review of the application.
Staff recommends that adjustments be made to the Company's date certain plant
investment for ratemaking purposes. Further, Staff recommends the Commission reject
Duke's proposed modifications to Rider DQ. Staff states Mat the proposed modifications
are unnecessary and are not germane to a distribution investment rider as has been
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adopted by the Commission in non-stipulated^ previously contested cases in which it
rendered a decision on each of the merits of such requests. With respect to the termination
date for the Rider DCI, Staff recommends that Rider DCI end on May 31, 2024, provided
that Duke files for a rate case by May 31,2023. If Duke fails to file an application for a rate
case by May 31, 2023, the Rider DCI rate should default to $0 on June 1, 2023.
Additionally, Staff recommends the following revenue caps for the DCI Rider: $14 million
for 2018 (full year), $28 million for 2019, $42 million for 2020, $56 million for 2021, $69
million for 2022, $83 million for 2023, and $41 million through May 31,2024 (five months
of 2024).
17}

Staff recommends a ROR in the range of 7.20 percent to 7.74 percent and

the cost of common equity set at a range of 9.22 percent to 10.24 percent. Staff developed
the recommended ROR using a cost of capital approach, which reflects a market-derived
cost of equity and the Duke's embedded cost of long-term debt. Staff recommends that the
current rate-design methodology be maintained until sufficient customer demand data is
available and collected from the new metering capability. Once the data is collected and
evaluated, Staff believes an appropriate rate design should be developed based on this
data.
5. Summary OF Objections TO THE Staff Report

{% 18}

Of the various objections to the Staff Report, only the following were

briefed and, therefore, relevant to om* review. ^
a.
19)

Green Button Connect

The Conservation Giroups argue that the Staff Report is unjxrst and

unreasonable by failing to recommend that Duke implement Green Button Connect My
Data (GBC). The Conservation Groups explain that GBC is the industry standard and that
over 32 million United States utility customers already have access to their energy usage
^ Pursuant to Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-28(0), in rate case proceedings, an objection to a staff report is deemed
withdrawn if a parfy fails to address the objection in its initial brief.
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The Conservation Groups' witness Michael Murray testified that

implementing GBC means that the "utility hosts an automated vreb service through which
developers of energy management software can, with customer authorization,
automatically and securely retrieve meter data in their software." (OEC/EDP Ex. 3 at 18.)
This allows customers to pick and choose which energy service providers work best for
their needs. Ensuring consistent, standardized access to this is imperative or, as Mr.
Murray testified, Duke "could propose any number of technical methods for transmittir^
interval customer energy usage data that are idiosyncratic and that do not comply with
nationally-recognized standards and best practices, resulting in increasing costs of
processiJig such data to third parties." (OEC/EDF Ex. 3 at 22-23.) The Conservation
Groups note that OCC witness Paul Alvarez also recognized the benefits of adopting a
standardized platform for cost savings, and recommended the adoption of GBC as well.
(OCC Ex. 18 at 6,46.) The Conservation Groups argue that if the goal of the Commission is
to ensure maximum benefits for customers, it should implement GBC, as well as the
safeguards recommended by Mr. Murray, including ensuring compliance with the most
current North American Energy Standards Board standard and documented best
practices, and subjecting the utility's GBC implementation to periodic certifications by an
independent third party.
{^20}
regarding GBC.

Staff and Duke disagree with the Conservation Groups' proposal
Staff witness Krystina Schaefer testified that Staff recognizes that

providing access to customer energy usage data for retail customers and third parties,
including competitive retail electric service (CRES) providers, is an important measure to
ensure that the benefits associated with smart meters are maximized. However, Staff and
Duke note that the Stipulation advances smart meter data access. Staff and Duke contend
that the Stipulation, by establishing Rider PowerForward (Rider PF), will support the
modernization of energy delivery infrastructure and develop innovative products and
services for retail electric customers. Staff suggests the Conservation Groups provide
input into the electric rider case once it is initiated. (Staff Ex. 11 at 3; Jt Ex. 1 at 16-18.)
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21]

RESA objects to the continuation of certain fees charged by Duke to CRES

suppliers in its Supplier Tariff, specifically its switching fee and its interval customer
energy usage data (CEUD) fee. RESA contends that the Staff Report did not challenge
these fees or question where or how costs are incurred that would justify such charges.
RESA witness Ringenbach testified that Duke recovered nearly half a million dollars in
switching fees in 2016 alone. RESA argues that the Stipulation did not address either fee
and if approved the switching fee and CEUD fee will continue. RESA contends that these
fees create disincentives for customers to switch because suppliers must drive up the
prices charged to customers to account for the fees suppliers must pay. RESA maintains
that competition will be hampered as long as these fees are in effect. RESA urges the
Commission to strike these fees from the Supplier Tariff or require Duke to demonstrate
the costs associated with the fees and determine the best method for recovery. (IGS Ex. 6 at
4.)
{f 22)

Staff witness Rutherford testified that Staff reviews tariffs in a proposed

application when the Company is proposing tariff modifications. Because the Company
did not propose changing the current tariff. Staff did not review the cost related charge in
its investigation of the Company's application and disagrees with RESA that it had an
obligation to do so, (Staff Ex. 7 at 4.)
c.
{f 23}

Time-Differentiated Kates

IGS objects to the Staff Report's recommendation that Duke continue

Time-of-Use (TOU) rates, despite Duke's proposal to discontinue these rates. IGS argues
that default service should not be in the role of providing time-differentiated pricing,
which would be better provided by the competitive market. Further, placing the utility in
the role of providing time differentiated pricing will diminish customers' incentive to
engage with the competitive marketplace. IGS argues that time-differentiated rates should
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be phased out or, in the alternative, that the rates should be based on wholesale market
prices and not recovered through distribution rates. (IGS Ex. 6 at 4-5.)
24)

Staff recommends that Duke offer TOU rates and Duke states it is

amenable to doing so. Staff noted that it was not aware that any marketer is offering a
time-of-day rate that reflects I^M wholesale electricity prices in the Company's service
territory. Therefore, Staff provisionally recommended offering a time-differentiated rate
to residential customers until such time the Commission has made a determination that
time-of-day rates are available to customers in the retail market place. (Staff Ex. 1 at 21; Tr.
VoI.mat686.)
d.
{f 25}

Rider Da

OCC argues the Staff Report is unreasonable because it recommends that

Rider DCI be extended to May 31, 2024, to the detriment of customers who may be
required to fund tiie rider. OCC witness Williams opined that Staff recommended
continuing Rider DCI without any factual support for why the rider should be continued.
Additionally, Mr. Williams testified that there is nothing in the record on whether the Staff
examined any of the proposed programs included in Rider DCI to determine if the
programs are expected to contribute to improved reliability. For those reasons, OCC
argues Rider DCI should not ^ approved. (OCC Ex. 8 at 29,33.)
{<|f 26}

Duke and Staff disagree and argue that Rider DCI is supported in the

record. Duke witness Hart testified about two new proposed programs Self-Optimizing
Grid (SOG) and Targeted Undergrounding. Ms. Hart testified that the SOG proposal
bears a relationship to and complements the Company's earlier investment in self-healing
teams, although in an even more integrated and real-time approach.

Targeted

Undergrounding entails moving overhead lines to underground in specific problem areas,
in order to harden the distribution system, (Co, Ex. 17 at 11-12,15.) Duke contends that
those programs allow for continuing improvement and maintaining the distribution
system. Duke states that OCC's argument that the programs are not justified and the
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claims that Staff has not adequately explained why Rider IX^I should continue do not
recognize Duke's ongoing efforts to improve its distribution system and Staffs
supervision. Staff witness Nicodemus explained that the terms of the Stipulation that
include the Company's commitment to decrease ihe System Average Interruption
Frequency Index (SAIFI) provides the assurance that the programs included for recovery
under Rider DQ are well-justified. As Mr, Nicodemus testified, "The combination of
Duke's Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) and SAIFI commitments
results in a System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) that improves each of the
next four years, and in 2022 through 2025 will be the low^t it has been since the EDUs
began to report reliability performance in 2010." (Staff Ex. 3 at 12.) Duke argues that the
SAIFI and CAIDI standards agreed to in the Stipulation align with spending on
distribution capital investment
e.
{5 27}

ROR

OCC argues that the Staff Report used an imduly high 4.45 percent risk

free return in the capital ^set pricing model (CAPM) analysis. OCC witness Duanntestified that the risk-free return of 4.45 percent used in the Staff Report was based on the
forecasted (instead of actual) 5delds of 30-year Treasury bonds by the Congressional
Budget Office and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Mr. Duaim opined that the estimated
risk-free return of 4.45 percent is overstated and unreasonable. First, the risk free return
was not supported by actual financial market conditions. Second, the yields of 30-year
U.S. Treasury bonds were exclusively used, unnecessarily overstating the risk-free return
to be used in the CAPM analysis. Third, explained OCC witness Duann, the forecasted
yields of long-term government bonds are subjective and have frequently turned out to be
wrong, especially over a longer forecasting period. OCC argues that a risk-free return
used in a CAPM should be based on the actual market yields rather than any forecasted
yields. Thus, the risk-free return used in the CAPM analysis should be no higher than
three percent at this time. (OCC Ex. 7 at 6-12.)
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Additionally, CXC argues that the Staff Report used an unduly high

seven percent risk premium in its cost of common equity calculation. OCC witness Duann
testified that the equity risk premium of seven percent is overstated and should be
reduced accordingly. Dr. Duann opined that if the error in the arithmetic was corrected,
the resulting equity premium would be six percent. Additionally, more recent financial
data regarding the long-term market returns of different classes of assets compiled in a
similar report support a six percent equity risk premium. In summary, a reasonable
estimate of the equity risk premium currently is likely to be six percent instead of seven
percent. (OCC Ex. 7 at 11-15.)
{% 29}

Staff witness Buckley testified that Staff made adjustments to its

traditional CAPM analysis to achieve an appropriate risk premium that would result in a
return on equity (ROE) that is more appropriate for setting long-term rates and keeps the
Company competitive for attracting investment. Staff believes there are many ways to
establish a reasonable ROR and does not believe altering an individual component is
appropriate if it would create a return that is outside a reasonable range. (Staff Ex. 4 at 4.)
Duke argues that it is appropriate to use forecast yields in a CAPM analysis. Duke witness
Morin testified that CAPM is prospective in nature therefore must take into account
current market expectations for the future because investors price securities on the basis of
long-term expectations, including interest rates. As a result, according to Duke, in order to
produce a meaningful estimate of investors' required ROR, the CAPM must be applied
using data that reflects the expectations of actual investors in the market. While investors
examine history as a guide to the future, it is the expectations of future events that
influence security values and the cost of capital. (Duke Ex. 21 at 13-14,37,38.) Dr. Morin
further testified that using 30 year Treasury bonds will more closely incorporate within
their yields the inflation expectations that influence the prices of common stocks than do
short-term or medium-term Treasury bonds. (Duke Ex. 21 at 35.) Additionally, Duke
argues that the Commission should disregard OCC s flawed clain^ that the market risk
premium is overstated. Duke contends that OCCs witness erroneously subtracted bond
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returns from stock returns rather than subtracting the income component of bond returns
from stock returns. As discussed in Dr. Morin's testimony, the income component is a far
better estimate of expected return than the total return because, over the long term,
realized capital gains/iosses are largely unanticipated by bond investors. (Duke Ex. 21 at
39.)
{f 30}

OCC argues that the Staff Report inappropriately applied unequal

weights to the CAPM and discounted cash flow (DCF) model. OCC witness Duann
testified that the assignment of unequal weights to the CAPM and DCF results is a
departure from the method used in the staff reports of many electric and gas distribution
rate cases in the past. In other proceedings, the staff reports typically calculated the simple
average of the CAPM and DCF results as the baseline ROE. OCC contends that the Staff
Report has failed to provide an adequate and reasonable justification or explanation for
this change in its method of analysis. (OCC Bx. 7 at 15-16.)
{f 31)

Duke contends that OCC's argument is not supported in financial theory

nor Commission precedent. Duke argues that regulatory financial theory holds that
multiple cost of equity methodologies should be employed. Duke witness Morin testified
that the weight accorded to any one method may vary depending on circumstances.
Additionally, Duke contends that Commission precedent demonstrates that the
Commission has used unequal weightings of cost of equity methodologies in order to
determine an appropriate and reasonable ROE. (Co, Ex. 21 at 16.)
32}

OCC argues that the Staff Report made improper adjustments for equity

issuance and other costs. OCC witness Duann testified that this adjustment is unnecessary
and unreasonable. Dr. Duann stated that the addition of an equity issuance and other
costs to a baseline ROE is contrary to established regulatory principles of setting a
reasonable ROR for a regulated utility. The purpose of setting a reasonable ROE and a
reasonable ROR for a regulated utility is not to authorize the regulated utility to collect
from customers previously incurred costs associated with issuing equity. Additionally,
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even if an adjustment for equity issuance and other costs can be allovred, there is no actual
cost basis for the proposed adjustment factor of 1.019. OCC contends that this adjustment
was based on data from Duke's electric distribution rate case almost ten years ago, not
data filed in this pending rate case. OCC argues that Staff used a 3.5 percent adder as a
proxy for equity issuance and other costs that would unreasonably increase the cost of
electric service to Duke's customers. (OCC
{^33}

7 at 17-19.)

Staff argues that an adjustment for issuance cost is necessary. Staff

witness Buckley testified that the cost of issuance is properly spread over the life of the
stock issue and that as long as stock has been issued, an equity adjustment is necessary.
The investor requires a full return as long as the investor owns the stock. The company
issuing new equity initially receives funds in the amount of the equity issued. The amount
of equity issued less the issuance cost is the amount available to the company for
investment, yet the investor is, as required, paid a return on the full amount of investment.
(Staff Ex. 4 at 5.) Duke argues that reflecting issuance, or flotation, costs is necessary.
Duke witness Morin testifies that the stock price does not change the fact that a portion of
the capital contributed by equity investors is not available to earn a return because it is
paid out in the form of flotation costs. The reality is that there are transaction costs
associated with obtaining common equity capital. As a result, a portion of the capital
contributed by equity investors is not available to earn a return because it is paid out as
flotation costs. Duke contends that the Commission has previously recognized the need to
reflect flotation costs in a utility's cost of equity. (Co. Ex. 21 at 54; In re Cincinnati Bell
Telephone Co., Case No. 96-899-TP-ALT, Supp. Opinion and Order (Nov. 9,1999).)
34}

OCC argues that Staffs recommended ROR and ROE are unreasonable

because they exceed the ROR and ROE authorized for electric distribution utilities
nationwide that are similar to Duke. OCC argues that the average ROE and ROR
authorized for delivery-only electric utilities in 2016 and 2017 are all below the midpoint
ROE and ROR recommended in the Staff Report.
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OCC witness Duann testified that one of the fundamental principles in

setting a reasonable ROE for a regulated utility is to ensure that an ordinary investor can
earn a return from investing in the regulated utility comparable to the returns he or she
expects to earn from other investments with similar risk. If such a comparable ROE is
authorized by the regulatory agency, the regulated utility is afforded an opportunity to
attract capital at reasonable terms, to maintain its financial integrity, and to have funds
available to conduct its normal business of providing utility services. In this regard, the
average ROE authorized nationwide in recent years can be viewed as a proxy for the
opportunity cost to an investor considering investing in Duke Energy Corporation directly
and Duke indirectly. Additionally, Dr. Duann testified that there is no evidence in the
record that Duke is facing any unique circumstances to justify a much higher ROE as
compared to the average or typical ROE authorized for electric utilities considered as a
group.

Instead/ Duke has operated in a favorable {or credit-supportive) regulatory

environment in Ohio where Duke is given a number of riders and stability charges
unrelated to the costs of providing services. In short, it seems that Duke does not appear
to exhibit any financial, operational, and regulatory risks that would make it riskier than
the U.S. electric distribution utilities as a group. Thus, according to OCC witness Duann,
there is no valid reason to give Duke a ROE or a ROR that is much higher than those
recently authorized for electric distribution utilities in Ohio and other jurisdictions. (OCC
Ex. 7 at 19-22.)
36}

Staff believes that the ROE range proposed in the Staff Report is

reasonable because the average ROE nationwide over five years is 9.79 percent, well
within the range of reasonableness Staff recommended. In fact, the mid-point of the Staff
recommendation is 9.73 percent. Staff also believes that the ROR range proposed in the
Staff Report is reasonable because the average rate of return nationwide during that same
five-year period is 7.39 percent. When a range of reasonableness is applied to that
average, the result i$ a ROR range of 6.89 percent to 7.89 percent. (Staff Ex. 4 at 6.) Duke
argues that both Staff and the Company provided detailed analysis demonstrating a
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reasonable range for an electric distribution utility such as Duke and the negotiated and
stipulated 9.84 percent ROE is within that range.
/.

Purchase of Accounts Receivable Program

37) ' RESA objects to Staff's recommendation to audit Duke's Purchase of
Accoimts Receivable (PAR) Program including CRES supplier receivables and books.
RESA argues that the language in the Stipulation, while less invasive than the language in
the Staff Report, still gives Staff authority to require an audit of CRES supplier books for
excluded charges. RESA contends that there is no explanation of what types of excluded
charges may deem a CRES supplier non-compliant with the PAR or what type of
information CRES suppliers will need to provide. RESA proposes that this language be
removed from the Stipulation or require that any audit be performed using the express
language of the PAR Program agreement. (RESA Ex. 6 at 7.)
{f 38}

Staff argues that an independent audit of the PAR Program is necessary.

Staff witness Smith testified that the purpose of the audit is to ensure that Duke is
purchasing only those receivables it is authorized to purchase and recover through the
FAR program and the sufficiency of internal processes and controls for monitoring CRES
providers' compliance with Duke's PAR Program agreement. The Account Receivables
Purchase Agreement, the Duke Supplier Retail Tariff, and the Sale and Assignment
Agreements provides the Company with the authority to inspect the CRES accotmtang
records, make inquiries into internal and external reports, and review individual
transactions. Staff found that the Company did not actively review, inquire, or inspect any
supplier receivable between 2014 and 2017, Furthermore, the Company did not review a
single internal or external audit report regarding the CRES receivables. (Staff Ex. 14 at 34,) Duke argues that Staff's call for an audit of the Company's PAR Program is reasonable
and should be approved. The intent of this audit is to ensure that only appropriate
commodity-based charges are being included in the Company's FAR Program by CRES
providers as is required imder the Company's tariffs. Duke argues that RESA's opposition
to the audit is unsupported; if the CRES providers are following the Company's tariffs
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there should be no issue or reason for concern. Duke contends that the proposed audit
creates a forum where Duke and Staff can adequately manage the PAR Program. (Co. Ex.
5 at 9; Jt. Ex. 1 at 22.)
SmartGrid
{f 39}

OCC argues that the Staff Report failed to address whether Duke's

current SmartGrid infrastructure delivers all of the capabilities and functionality that Duke
promised it would in past cases and in its application to the U.S. Department of Energy for
federal funding. OCC witness Alexander testified that Duke promised many benefits to
offset the cost of its smart grid investment and the smart grid system they installed has not
delivered the vast majority of the promised benefits. OCC argues that Duke shareholders,
not customers, should be responsible for the risk associated with the smart grid
investment. For those reasons, OCC contends that the Stipulation should be rejected.
(OCC Ex. 12 at 9.)
{f40|

Staff notes that in a stipulation filed in a previous proceeding, and

approved by the Commission, the parties agreed that Duke would file a rate case in the
year after full deployment and that the revenue requirement requested in that case will
reflect the level of the benefits attributable to SmartGrid which have actually been
achieved by the Company and all prudently incurred current costs associated with the
program" (Staff Ex. 6 at 2-3; In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No. 10-2326-GE-RDR (MidDeployment Review Case), Stipulation and Recommendation (Feb. 24, 2012) at 7-8.) Duke
argues that SmartGrid has provided value to customers and delivered on its promises.
Duke contends that Ms. Alexander admitted that she had no technical or engineering
understanding of the Duke SmartGrid deployment and that she did not do a complete
review of the annual applications submitted to the Commission to document deployment
and cost recovery, including the entailed prudence review with respect to the costs that
had been incurred. Duke contends that Ms. Alexander was ill-informed to render any
reliable opinion with respect to the value of the Duke SmartGrid deployment (Tr. Vol. IX
at 1497,1500.)
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OCC argues that the Staff Report failed to address whether Duke's

current SmartGrid infrastructure is capable of providing customers with safe, reliable, and
reasonably priced electric service as required by R.C. 4928.02(A).
(5[ 42}

Staff witness Schweitzer testified that this issue is outside the scope of the

proceeding and will not be addressed (Staff Ex. 6 at 3.).
{^43}

OCC argues that the Staff Report failed to address the prudence of

Duke's spending on SmartGrid infrastructure and whether Duke's current SmartGrid
infrastructure is used and useful for consumers. OCC argues that neither Staff nor Duke
have provided evidence that the current system is used and useful therefore the
Commission should conclude that it is not used and useful under R.C. 4909.15(A)(1). OCC
witn^s Alexander testified that the Commission should exclude from Duke's rate base the
remaining book value of the current S)retem because Duke's SmartGrid costs have not been
prudently incurred and that customers should not be required to pay for those costs.
(OCC Ex. 12 at 1,25.)
44}

Staff argues that these objections are not valid. Staff witness Schweitzer

testified that the assets and expenses associated with the smart grid that are included in
this rate case have historically been recovered through Duke's Distribution Reliability
Infrastructure Modernization Rider (Rider DR-IM) and the Commission has approved
Rider DR-IM aimuaily since 2010. Staff argues that since ail smart grid costs in this rate
case originated in Rider DR-IM that these expenses have already been reviewed and
approved as prudent and used and useful. (Staff Ex. 6 at 3.)
{% 45}

OCC argues that the Staff Report failed to address whether the revenue

requirement in this case reflects the savings that have been achieved for customers from
Duke's SmariGrid investments.

OCC witness Alexander testified that Duke did not

identify any benefits in its rate case application or testimony and does not know what the
dollar value of those benefits are. Similarly, the Staff Report does not quantify the level of
benefits attributable to smart grid in the test year. OCC argues that the Commission
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shouid require Duke to reduce the revenue requirement in its base rate case by $12,933
million (amount of agreed operation and maintenance (O&M) savings from the MidDeployment Review Case), unless Duke can identify the actual amount of test year savings
to customers. (OCC Ex. 12 at 2-3, 6; Mid-Deployment Review Case, Opinion & Order 0une
13,2012) at 15.)
{f 46}

Staff argues tire level of expenses included in this rate case reflects the

benefits of Duke's completed smart grid project. Staff witness Schweitzer testified that on
October 22, 2015, Staff tiled its Notice of Staff Determination in Mid-Deployment Review
Case stating that Duke had achieved full deplo3mient of its smart grid project and from
that point forward, the benefits of SmartGrid would be reflected in Duke's operating
expenses. Staff witness Donlon testified that expenses included in the test period have
been impacted by the full deployment of Duke's smart grid project and therefore include
the savings or benefits of the smart grid. (Staff Ex. 6 at 4; Staff Ex. 17 at 8; Mid-Deployment
Review Case, Notice of Staff Determination (Oct 22,2015).) Duke argues that OCC witness
Alexander is uninformed and did not review subsequent tilings in the Mid-Deploymeni
Review Case to ensure that the annual revenue requirement of SmartGrid deployment
equalized the value of the operational benefits, levelized over four years, Duke notes that
$12,933 million in savings has been netted against the revenue requirement in the
Company's most r^ent rider application. (Tr. Vol. IX at 1503; Mid-Deployment Review Case,
Stipulation and Recommendation (Feb. 24, 2012).) Duke contends that it has clearly
achieved considerable savings since the inception of its SmartGrid deployment.
47}

OCC objects to the Staff Report stating that Staff should have verified that

expenses included in the test year are not also being collected from customers through
Rider DR-IM. OCC contends that customers should not be double-charged for costs by
paying them both through base rates and through rider charges. OCC argues that Staff
witness lipthratt could not explain how Staff arrived at $29,466,269 to exclude for Rider
DR-IM charges which proves that the Staff Report is unreliable on this issue. OCC
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maintains that customers are double paying in SmartGrid charges. (Tr. VoL XI at 1859;
1865-1866.)
{f 48)

Staff argues it did verify that the expenses in the test year were not also

being collected from customers through Rider DR-IM. Staff witness Lipthratt testified that
the DR-IM rates in effect during the test year were for smart grid related expenses
associated with calendar year 2014 and these amotmts were verified as part of Staffs audit
in Case No. 15-883-GE-RDR. Staff contends that once base rates go into effect Rider DRIM rates will be set to zero and the rider eliminated in order to roll smart grid costs into
base rates. (Staff Ex. 13 at 4, citing In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No.l5-883-GE-RDR.)
{f 49}

OCC argues that the Staff Report unreasonably recommends accelerated

amortization of certain accounts related to Duke's current SmartGrid infrastructure. OCC
witness Alvarez and OCC witness Alexander testified that allowing Duke to accelerate the
depreciation of these assets is an imjust and unreasonable outcome for consumers. OCC
contends that the Commission should not allow Duke to accelerate the depreciation of
assets it is discarding long before the end of its useful life because it would be an unfair
result for the consumers. (OCC Ex. 12 at 20; OCC Ex. 18 at 29.)
{•(f 50}

Staff argues that it properly set the cost of the meters on an accelerated

recovery schedule based on the Commission's decision to allow recovery of those costs.
Staff witness McCarter t^tified that because the meters are being removed and that meter
type would no longer be available for installation. Staff set the account as a dying account
with an accelerated recovery period. (Staff Ex. 8 at 4.)
h
{^51}

Customer Education Funds

CCEF argues that the Commission should modify the Stipulation to

incorporate customer education funds. CCEF contends that inclusion of the education
funding specificaliy supports renewable energy and energy efficiency programs and
technologies to small business owners and ratepayers. CCEF argues that ratepayers need
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access to information regarding renewable energy and energy efficiency options. CCEF
urges the Commission to modify the Stipulation to provide for customer education funds.
{^52)

Staff explains that when Staff assesses whether costs are prudent to

include in the test year expenses they look at (1) whether the cost is known and
measurable; and (2) whether the cost is related to something that is used and useful in
providing utility service to customers. Staff witness Berrmger testified that the amount
proposed for customer education did not occur during the test year and could not be
considered used and useful in the provision of service to customers, thereby making the
associated costs for the program inappropriate to include in test year expenses. Therefore,
Staff made its recommendation to remove the expense for the proposed customer
education campaign.

(Staff Ex. 2 at 2-3.) Duke argues that the Commission should

disregard CCEFs objection. Duke contends that CCEF's objection does not argue the
Stipulation is unreasonable or the exclusion of this funding results in the Stipulation
failing the Commission's three-part test. Duke maintains that the Commission should not
grant CCEF's funding request as ihe stipulathig parties have agreed to an overall base rate
revenue reduction as part of this settlement. Increasing the Company's costs results in a
corresponding increase to its revenue requirement, thereby actually reducing the
negotiated base rate revenue reduction.
i
{f 53}

Customer Information System

IGS objects to the Staff Report's failure to provide a comprehensive

evaluation of all matters and issues related to Duke's proposed customer information
system (CIS). IGS argues that the Commission should require Duke to implement QSspecific design parameters that contemplate a market-based option, supplier consolidated
billing, and non-commodity billing. (IGS Ex. 11; IGS Ex. 5 at 15.) IGS's objections, and
Duke's corresponding responses, are discussed in more detail below.
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(f 54}

Market-Based Option

IGS argues that the Commission should require Duke to evaluate the

costs and benefits of transferring all billing responsibilities to CRES providers and SSO
auction winners, and compare these costs and benefits to those expected from an enhanced
CIS. Further, a market-based solution would place the risk of investment on suppliers
rather than customers. (IGS Ex. 5 at 8.)
55}

Duke argues that IGS's market-based billing solution is not necessary

because the Company's proposal for a new CIS is beneficial for all its customers. Duke
contends that iGS's proposal will cause confusion for customers while likely eliminating
competitors in Duke's supplier choice program. Duke maintains that it has no way to
analyze which CRES providers have customer billing capabilities and there is no evidence
that those CRES providers or auction winners that do have a billing system today, will
have the functionality envisioned with the new CIS.

Duke argues that ICS's

recommendation does not consider that Duke must have a way to administer customer
switching and transferring back to

service in the event of a supplier default because it

is.the provider of last resort. Duke notes that the Stipulation provides a forum to address
and explore all issues with the new CIS. Duke contends that the Commission should
disregard IGS's recommendation for a market-based solution as a substitute for Duke to
implement a new CIS to communicate and provide service to customers.
k.
56}

Supplier Consolidated Billing

IGS argues that the Commission should direct Duke to include in its

infrastructure management plan a process that can, and will, enable supplier consolidated
billing for CRES providers, IGS witness White explains that supplier consolidated billing is
the inverse of the traditional utility billing model in that a customer's supplier, rather than
the utility, issues a single bill that contains the customer's generation, supply, and
distribution charges. IGS contends that Duke's billing system should reflect market
conditions and incorporate supplier consolidated billing into its program design. IGS
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argues that supplier consolidated billing will enable CRES providers to offer products and
services through direct billing options eliminating the need to utilize dual billing. That,
IGS contends, would provide customers with bill formatting improvements that better
serve their needs. (ICS Ex, 5 at 8-11; att. MW-1.)
{<([ 57}

Duke argues that supplier consolidated billing is not beneficial to the

Company's customers. Duke explains that the majority of its customers are combination
electric and natural gas customers and receive a single bill for both services. These
customers may shop independently for both their electric and natural gas commodity
services and not be limited to a single supplier for both services. Duke contends that this
is problematic because this would allow third party electric and natural gas suppliers to
have access to one-anodier marketers' rate offerings for a combination customer. Duke
argues that IGS's proposal would limit customer's shopping choices to suppliers that are
■willing to offer both gas and electric commodity service. Duke urges the Commission to
reject IGS's proposal to implement supplier consolidated billing as it raises numerous
concerns for Duke's customers.
I, Non- Commodity Billing
58)

IGS argues that the Commission should also direct Duke to include in its

infrastructure management plan a CIS program design that can, and will, facilitate non
commodity billing for CRES providers. IGS witness White explains d\at non-commodity
billing includes placing charges on the utility bill that are not retail electric service. IGS
argues that, in order to ensure a level playing field in the design of Duke's new CIS the
Commission should direct Duke to include in its infrastructure management plan a CIS
program design that will enable non-commodity billing for CRES providers. IGS contends
that this is important in order to ensure compliance with R.C 4905.35(A) and
4928.17(A)(2)-(3). (IGS Bx. 5 at 11-15; att. MW-1.)
ff 59}

Duke argues that because all customers must bear the costs of unpaid

bills, and because Duke does not have the technology to separate commodity and non-
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commodity charges from third party suppliers, it is not reasonable to allow such charges
to be added to bills. Duke contends that IGS's argument that non-commodity billing
should be required for CRES providers because Duke allows its affiliate, Duke Energy
One, to bill for its own non-commodity services on bills is impersuasive because Duke
Energy One does not provide retail electric service and is not analogous to a CRES
provider. Duke argues that billing for third party non-commodity products and services
adds additional complexity and confusion for customers, and creates the potential for
CRES providers to commingle their commodity and non-commodity products, the former
is eligible for inclusion in the Company's PAR program and the latter is not Duke
contends that if non-commodity products and services are essential to the CRES providers,
they can choose to use their own billing processes as they are not required to participate in
Duke's consolidated billing program and are not required to participate in the Company's
PAR Program. Duke suggests that the Commission decide this issue in the infrastructure
modernization proceeding and disregard IGS's proposal to implement non-commodity
biliing functionality at this time.
{f 60J

Staff addresses all of IGS's objections at once. Staff believes that these

issues have been resolved or additional direction has been provided by the Stipulation
filed in the current case. Staff witness Schaefer testified that the Stipulation establishes a
new non-bypassable rider, Rider PF, which includes three components. Ms. Schaefer
testified that the third component of Rider PF is a placeholder for Duke to recover costs
associated with an infrastiucture modernization plan filed by the Company, including a
proposal to upgrade the CIS. Staff explains that the cost recovery will be subject to a
hearing in a separate proceeding and Staff recommends IGS provide input regarding the
CIS in that proceeding. (Staff Ex. 11 at 7-9.)
m.
61}

Cost of Service Study

IGS and RESA argue that the Staff Report fails to recommend that Duke

unbundle from distribution rates costs related to the provision of the standard service offer
(SSO). IGS and KESA assert that the cost of service study accepted by Staff failed to
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allocate certain costs to the SSO and that the Company charges competitive suppliers
certain fees that it does not charge to SSO customers. RESA/IGS witness Edward Hess
testified that Duke should imbundle the distribution costs required to process and
administer the SSO and allocate those costs to SSO service directly rather than allocating
those costs to the distribution service rates paid by all customers. In order to directly
allocate these costs, Mr. Hess recommends the creation of two new riders: a credit for all
customers allowing them to avoid distribution costs that support the SSO administrative
processing costs and an avoidable rider that collects those costs directly from ^O
customers. (RESA/IGS Ex. 1 at 10-14.)
{f 62}

Additionally, IGS and RESA argue that the Commission lacks authority

to authorize recovery of SSO costs through non-competitive distribution rates. IGS and
RESA argue that SSO is a competitive retail electric service and that state law prohibits
competitive costs to be collected through non-competitive rates. IGS and RESA assert that
the Stipulation must be amended to unbundle the SSO-related costs to avoid an
anticompetitive subsidy. (RESA/IGS Ex. 1.)
63}

Duke argues the Commission should reject IGS and RESA's proposal.

Duke explains that while a CRES provider can choose to provide generation service to
retail customers, the EDU is required by law to serve any customer. Duke contends that
the availability of an SSO for retail electric service is a benefit provided imder Ohio law to
every customer of the EDU and is not a service provided only to customers actually taking
the SSO- Duke witness Wathen testified that services, like calls to the call center, to
administer the SSO are available to all customers regardless of whether or not they switch
to a competitive provider. Duke asserts that because these services are provided by E>uke
to meet its legal obligation as a provider of last resort through an SSO under R.C Chapter
4928, the costs to enstire that service is available to all customers should be borne by ail
customers. (Tr. VoL V at 991.)
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Staff states it was not directed by the Commission to examine the Cost of

Service Study regarding possible embedded administrative, operating, and non-operating
costs associated with the provision of choice or SSO generation. Staff witness Smith
testified that Choice customers do not pay costs associated with the provision of
generation twice; all customers pay for the Company's distribution costs in distribution
rates.

Mr. Smith explained that Choice customers do not pay for the Company's

distribution costs in the CRES supplier's charges. Rather, Choice customers do pay for
generation service, once, through the CRES supplier's charges. Moreover, he testified that
all customers (shoppers and non-shoppers) benefit from the SSO and all customers should
share in the costs of providing and administering the SSO. (Staff Ex. 15 at 4-5.)
B. Summary of the PSR Case
{t 65}

R.C. 4928.141 provides that an EDU shall provide consumers within its

certified territory a SSO of all competitive retail electric services necessary to maintain
essential electric services to customers, including a firm supply of electric generation
services. The SSO may be either a market rate offer (MRO) in accordance with R.C.
4928.142 or an electric security plan (ESP) in accordance with R.C. 4928.143.
{f 66}

On April 2,2015, the Commission modified and approved an application

for an ESP filed by Duke for the period Jime 1, 2015, through May 31, 2018. In re Duke
Energy Ohio, Case No. 14-841-EL-SSO, et al. (ESP 3 Case), Opmion and Order (Apr. 2> 2015).
Among other things, the Commission concluded that the Price Stabilization Rider (PSR)
proposed by Duke met the requirements of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) to be included in an ESP
and authorized the establishment of the PSR mechanism, as a zero placeholder rider.
However, after thoroughly considering the record evidence, tiie Commission found the
PSR proposal, as put forth in the ESP 3 Case, would not provide a sufficiently beneficial
financial hedge, or other commensurate benefits, to Duke's customers to justify approval
of the rider. Further, the Commission offered factors that it will consider, but not be
bound by, in its evaluation of future requests for a PSR. ESP 3 Case, Opmion and Order
(Apr. 2,2015).
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{f 67}

On March 31, 2017, Duke filed an application to modify and amend the

PSR and for approval to change its accounting methods,
68}

In its application, Duke explains that the Ohio Valley Electric Corporation

(OVEC) was organized by investor owned utilities, including Duke's predecessor, for the
purpose of meeting the power needs of uranium enrichment facilities operated by the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). In 1952, OVEC and the ABC entered into a long-term
agreement for the provision of power to these essential uranium enrichment facilities. In
order to support this long term agreement, OVEC and OVEC's owners or affiliates,
together with affiliates of rural electric cooperatives entered into the Inter-Company
Power Agreement (ICPA).

The ABC's successor, the Department of Energy (E>OE)

assumed and extended the contractual obligations. In 2003, the DOE cancelled the power
agreement and all of the output of the OVEC-owned plants essentially reverted to the co
sponsors under the ICPA. The current ICPA, to which Duke is a counterparty, has a term
through June 30, 2040, as approved by Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
Duke's entitlement approximates 200 megawatts of the total generating capacity of the
OVEC-owned assets.
{f 69}

Duke also proposes as part of its application to include in the PSR the net

costs associated with its contractual entitlement in OVEC. The PSR would be updated on
a quarterly basis with annual audits. Duke further proposes that capacity performance
credits and charges to be included in the PSR. Duke states that this approach reconciles
the rider with the economic realities of participating in PJM's capacity market as a
Capacity Performance resource and thus properly aligns the interest of the Company and
its customers. As a complement to the previous measure, Duke proposes to commit $1
million annually toward economic development initiatives in its southwest Ohio service
territory beginning Jtme 1, 2018, and ending with the termination of the PSR. Duke
proposes a term for the rider that aligns with the terms of the ICPA. Duke also requests
that the Commission authorize Duke to modify its current accounting procedures and
allow Duke to defer income statement recognition of its net costs incurred under the ICPA
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effective April 1, 2017, and recover such costs via the PSR with the deferral amount
included in the first rider adjustment. (Co. Ex. 3.)
C Summary of ESP Case
{5[ 70}

As noted earlier, the SSO may be either an MRO in accordance with R.C.

4928,142 or an ESP in accordance with R.C. 4928.143.
{^[71}

If an EDU applies for an ESP, R.C. 4928.143(C)(1) requires the

Commission to determine whether the ESP, including its pricing and all other terms and
conditions, including deferrals and future recovery of the same, is more favorable in the
aggregate as compared to the expected results that would otherwise apply for an MRO
under R.C. 4928.142.
1.
72}

Procedural History
On June 1, 2017, Duke filed an application and supporting testimony for

an SSO pursuant to R.C. 4928.141. This application is for an ESP in accordance with R.C.
4928.143. Duke's current ESP was approved in the ESP 3 Case.
(f 73)

On Jtine 12, 2017, and July 20, 2017, Duke filed amendments to its

applicatiorL
74}

On July 21, 2017, the attorney examiner established a procedural

schedule, including deadlines for intervention, discovery, and testimony on behalf of
interveners and Staff. The Entry also scheduled the evidentiary hearing to begin on
November 13/ 2017.
75}

A technical conference regarding Duke's application was held on August

{f 76}

On September 28, 2017, the attorney examiner issued an Entry granting

7,2017.

the motions to intervene filed by: lEU-Ohio; Ohio Energy Group (OEG); OCC; OMAEG;
OPAE; ELPC; Wal-Mart Stores East, LP and Sam's East, Inc. (collectively, Walmart);
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iCroger; OHA; People Working Cooperatively, Inc. (PWQ; EDF; Ohio Enviroranental
Counsel (OEC); IGS; city of Cmcinnati; Calpine Energy Solutions, LLC (Calpine); RESA;
Direct Energy Business Services, LLC, Direct Energy Business, LLC, and Direct Energy
Business Marketing/ LLC (collectively. Direct Energy); Miami University; the University of
Cincinnati; Constellation NewEnergy, Inc,; and Exelon Generation Company, LLC. The
attorney examiner also scheduled two local public hearings.
77}

Two local public hearings were conducted. The first hearing occurred on

October 23, 2017, at MidPointe Library Middletown, at 6:00 p.m., and the second on
October 26,2017, at Cincinnati City Hall at 12:30 p.m.
% Appucation Summary
78}

In its application, Duke requests approval of an ESP that would begin on

June 1, 2018, and continue through May 31, 2024. As part of the ESP, Duke proposes to
continue or modify a number of established riders, as well as to continue the competitive
bidding process (CBP) for supplying its SSO load and percentage of income payment plan
(plPP) load. Duke proposes continuation of existing b3q>assable riders, including the
following: Retail Capacity Rider (Rider RC), Retail Energy Rider (Rider RE), Supplier Cost
Reconciliation Rider (Rider SCR), and Alternative Energy Resource Rider (Rider AER-R).
Additionally, the Company is proposing to modify Rider SCR to recover payments for
e?(cess generation to net metering customers.

Duke proposes continuation or

implementation of new nonbypassable distribution riders, including the following:
continuation of Rider DCI, continuation of the Distribution Storm Rider (Rider DSR),
continuation of Distribution Decoupling Rider (Rider DDR); implementation of
PowerForward Rider (Rider PF) to establish new offerings designed to advance programs,
services, and initiatives the Company believes reflect the current intent of PowerForward,
implementation of the Electric Service Reliability Rider (Rider ESRR) to recover ail O&M
costs associated with its vegetation management activities incremental to the costs
included in base rates, implementation of the Regulatory Mandates Rider (RMR) to
properly and efficiently align the implementation of those processes and procedures
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necessary to comply with applicable law, regulation, or order with the timely recovery of
related costs; implementation of the Incentive Ratemaking Mechanism (Rider IRM) to
allow an adjustment mechanism to enable customers to benefit when the Company's
earnings are above a certain threshold ROE and further positions Duke to attract capital
when its earnings are below a certain ROE threshold; and continuation of the PSR.
Further, Duke proposes a battery storage pilot project.

Finally, Duke proposes

modifications to its Corporate Separation Plan to allow the Company to offer customers
products and services other than electric retail service. (Co. Ex. 2.)
3. PuBuc Testimony
79}

Two local public hearings were held to allow Duke's customers to have

the opportunity to express their opinions regarding the issues in these proceedings.
Numerous customers from Duke's service territory gave testimony. In addition to the
public testimony, customers also filed letters expressing their concerns regarding the
company's proposal- A majority of the testimony and letters were in opposition to Duke's
proposed ESP.
D. Summary of the Standards Case
{f 80}

Pursuant to Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-10(B), each electric utility shall file

an application to establish, and periodically update, company-specific minimum reliability
performance standards. Further, Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-1.0(B)(2) requires that the
application include a proposed methodology for establishing reliability standards, a
proposed company-specific reliability performance standard for each service reliabiUty
index based on the proposed methodology, and supporting justification for the proposed
methodology and each resulting performance standard.
81}

On July 22, 2016, Duke filed an application to revise its reliability

performance targets, namely its CAIDI and SAIFi, in accordance with Ohio Adm.Code
4901:1-10-10.
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In its application, Dtike explains tiiat, in accordance with the stipulation

approved by the Commission in Duke's last reliability standards case, the Company
agreed to file an application to update its reliability performance standards in 2016 and
provide additional data that is included with this application. Duke states that it is
engaged in the business of supplying electric transmission, distribution, and generation
service to approximately 700,000 customers in southwestern Ohio. Duke proposes a
CAIDI of 134.00 and a SAIFI of 1.12, based on five years of historical data to calculate the
baseline for the proposed CAIDI and SAIFI and then applied two standard deviations to
reflect unknown variations in future CAIDI and SAIFI values, and account for factors such
as weather, system design, and system configuration. Duke states that the proposed use of
two standard deviations improves the level of confidence, so that a failrire to meet the
standard is not just the result of a random variation. Further, Duke explains that using the
last five years of data points is a better reflection of the Company's current system
upgrades and operation, with the implementation of system automation and reliability
improvement programs. The application also indicates that Duke completed a customer
satisfaction survey, in compliance with Ohio Adm.Code 4901;l-10(B)(4)(b). (Co. Ex. 4.)
{f 83}

By Entry issued January 4,2017, a procedtzral schedule was established to

assist the Commission with its review of Duke's proposed reliability standards. The Entry
also granted OCC's motion to intervene.
If 84}
85)

A technical conference was held on February 2,2017.
Pursuant to the procedural schedule, OCC filed comments on February

22, 2017, Staff filed a recommendation on March 6, 2017, and Duke and OCC filed reply
comments on March 24,2017.
{f 86}

On August 3, 2017, the attorney examiner set the matter for hearing on

September 26, 2017. On September 18, 2017, the attorney examiner granted Duke's
September 8,2017 motion for a continuance and ©ctended the hearing date to December 7,
2017, The attorney examiner found that 2016 reliability standards should remain in effect
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until such time as the Commission orders otherwise. Since that time, the procedural
schedule was extended multiple times. On March 5,2018, die attorney examiner granted
Staffs motion to suspend the procedural schedule and directed the parties to file a status
update if a resolution was not reached by March 23,2018. On March 9, 2018, Duke filed a
status report stating that settlement discussions are still ongoing and would be concluded
very soon.
E. Stipulation
{f 87}

On April 13, 2018, Duke and certain parties filed the Stipulation and

recommendation that purports to resolve issues in the Rate Case, the PSR Case, the ESP
Case, and the Standards Case.
{^88}

The parties that signed the Stipulation are: Duke, Staff, the City of

Cincinnati, OPAE, OEG, OHA, and PWC (collectively, the Signatory Parties).

Non-

opposing signatories are Kroger, lEU-Ohio, OMAEG, and Wal-Mart (collectively, the non
opposing parties).
89}

Concurrently with the Stipulation, Duke filed a motion to consolidate the

cases included in the Stipulation.
(5[ 90}

On May 9, 2018, the attorney examiner granted Duke's motion to

consolidate the cases and set forth a procedural schedule. Additionally, the attorney
examiner granted motions to intervene filed by OEG, OCC, lEU, OPAE, ELPC, Kroger,
EDF andOEC, IGS, PWC, OHA, Calpine, Cincinnati, OMA, RESA, CCEF, NRDC, Direct
Energy, the University of Cincinnati and Miami Universities (Universities), and
Constellation New Energy Inc. and Exelon Generation Company LUC.
{1[ 91}

The evidentiary hearing commenced on July 9, 2018, and concluded on

July 24,2018. Rebuttal testimony was heard on August 6,2018.
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{^92}

On September 11, 2018, OPAE, Staff, PWC, OCC, OHA, CCEF, the

Conservation Groups, Duke, EDF/OEC, IGS, and R]^A filed initial post-hearing briefs.
On October 2, 2018, Staff, PWC, the Conservation Groups, OCC, IGS, Duke, and RESA
filed reply briefs.
1.

{% 93}

Summary OF THE Stipulation

The Stipulation notes that it was intended by the Signatory Parties to

resolve all of the issues raised in these proceedings (Jt.

1 at 2). The following is a

summary of the Stipulation and is not intended to supersede or replace the Stipulation,
a.
If 94}

ESP Approval and Term

The term of the ESP shall be from June 1,2018, through May 31, 2025.

The Signatory Parties recommend that the Commission find that the ESP application
meets the SSO filing requirements and that the Commission find that the statutory MRO
test, as set forth in R,C. 4928143(C)(1), is fulfilled in respect of the Company's ESP.
Further, the Signatory Parties recommend, consistent with the ESP application and all
supporting testimony, that the Commission approve all necessary and appropriate
accounting authority to implement the riders and rate mechanisms. 0t. Ex. 1 at 4.)
h
95}

Supply and Pricing of Generation Service

Duke shall continue its existing plan to procure generation supply for

SSO customers. Such procurements shall exclude the generation supply needed to serve
the Company's PIPP customers. The CBP shall be governed by the documents attached as
Attachments C, D, E, F, and G of the ESP application, subject to the following two
amendments: (1) the words "in its sole discretion" contained in Attachment C of the ESP
application. Section 2.4 have been replaced with the words "upon Commission approval
may" (2) the confidentiality requirements for Staff shall be governed by R.C. 4901.16 and
R.C. 143.49, rather than through the agreements referenced in Attachment F of the ESP
application. Section 6.1. The auction schedule shall adhere to Attachment A of ibis
Stipulation. 0t. Ex. 1 at 4-5.)
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The Commission shall appoint an independent auditor to participate, on

the Commission's behalf, in the competitive procurements of generation supply for SSO
load and PIPP load. The costs of any independent audits billed to the Company shall be
recovered through the mechanisms discussed in Paragraphs 5 and 6 of Stipulation Part
IILB. (JtEx.lat5.)
97}

Duke's existing bypassable Rider RC and Rider RE shall continue and

function to recover costs associated with serving the Company's SSO load and PIPP load.
The aggregate sum of the revenues under said riders shall be equal to the clearing prices,
as converted into retail rates as shown on Stipulation Attachment B, Rider RC shall
recover the cost of capacity and Rider RE shall recover all remaining SSO costs, including
energy, market-based transmission service, and market-based transmission ancillary
services. 0t. Ex. 1 at 5-6.)
{f 98}

Duke's existing Rider SCR shall continue, as modified herein, and recover

any difference between payments made to suppliers for SSO service and the amount of
revenue collected horn ^O customers via Riders RC and RE. Rider SCR will also be used
to recover all costs associated with conducting the auctions for SSO load, costs resulting
from supplier default, and costs incurred pursuant to Riders NM and NM-H, as described
in Part IILE.ll. Updates to Rider SCR will be filed quarterly and the rider shall be audited
as provided for in Stipulation Attachment C, The monthly accumulated Rider SCR
balance of over- or imder-recovery will accrue a carr3dng charge equal to Duke's long-term
cost of debt, as approved in the Rate Case. Rider SCR shall be modified to exclude costs
associated with requests for proposals (RFPs) for PIPP load. Rider SCR shall initially be
bypassable for non-SSO customers who purchase retail electric generation supply from a
CRES provider, but may be modified to become nonbypassable upon an order by the
Commission based upon an application by Duke. Duke shall not file such an application
unless or until the Rider SCR balance is more than 10 percent of Duke's overall actual SSO
revenue. 0t. Ex. 1 at 6.)
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Duke's existing Uncollectible Expense - Electric Distribution Rider (Rider

UE-ED) shall continue, as modified herein, and recover any difference between payments
made to suppliers for PIPP service and the amount of revenue collected from PIPP
customers via Riders RC and RE. Rider UE-ED will also be used to recover all costs
associated with conducting the RFPs for PIPP service delivered during the period of this
ESP, costs resulting from supplier default, and audit costs. Rider UE-ED shall be updated
annually, (ft. Ex. 1 at 6-7.)
c.
If 100}

Transmission Service

Duke shall modify the Base Transmission Rider (Rider BTR) for all

customers to use a one Coincident Peak (CP) factor for purposes of allocating transmission
costs to individual rate schedules and for calculating demand-based charges (e.g., the
same methodology utilized by PJM Interconnection to bill load serving entities for
Network Integrated Transmission Service and Regional Transmission Expansion Plan).
Such modification shall be included in the Company's first filing to adjust Rider BTR made
after the Commission approves the Stipulation, without material modification, in these
proceedings. Rider BTR shall be updated in accordance with R.C. 4928.06 and Ohio
Adm-Code Chapter 4901:1-36. 0t. Ex. 1 at 7.)
d.

Distribution Service
i. ROI^Capital Structure

101}

Duke's capital structure, as of Jime 30, 2016, to be 50.75 percent equity

and 49.25 percent long-term debt and approve a ROE of 9.84 percent xmtil such time as
new rates are effective with a new ROE as authorized by the Commission in the
Company's next base electric distribution rate case. Duke's overall ROR shall be 7.54
percent and that such overall ROR on rate base be established as fair and reasonable. Qt
Ex. 1 at 7.)
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ii. Rate Base
102}

The Signatory Parties agree that Duke's rate base and revenue

requirement related to distribution service is as detailed in the updated attached Schedides
A-1 and B-1, Stipulation Attachment D. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 8, att. D.)
iii. Implementation OF New Rates
{f 103}

Duke shall implement new base distribution rates with the new ESP rates

on June 1, 2018, or upon the issuance of a Commission order approving this Stipulation
without material modification should that occur after June 1,2018.
(1) Duke will use the depreciation rates and amortization rates proposed by Staff
in its September 26,2017, Staff Report filed in the Rate Case.
(2) Base distribution rates include recovery of $10,720,877 for contract labor related
to vegetation management expenses recorded in Account 593.
(3) Base distribution rates include $4.3 million for expenses related to major events
(as defined by Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-01(T).
(4) The customer charge for Rate DP shall be lowered from $229.92 to $100.00. The
demand charges for Rate DP will be adjusted accordingly to allow the
Company and other rate classes to remain revenue neutral.
(If 104}

Staff withdraws its recommendation from the Staff Report that all energy

efficiency labor expenses be included in rate base, rather than in the energy efriciency
rider. Duke will file at least one base electric distribution rate case on or before May 31,
2024. Such rate case shall include a depreciation study completed in connection therewith.
No additional depreciation studies are required so long as one is performed as part of a
future base electric distribution rate case application. 0t. Ex. 1 at 8.)
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105}

Billing Determinants

Duke shall use the billing determinants in the direct testimony of James

A. Riddle, filed on March 16,2017, as adjusted by Staff, for purposes of recovering its base
electric distribution revenue requirement. The base electric rates will be computed using
the kilowatt hour (kWh), kilowatt (kW), and customer count numbers that appear on
Stipulation Attachment E.
106}

Duke's monthly residential service customer charge remains at $6.00 per

bill for rates RS, ORH, and CUR and that its monthly low-income residential service
customer charge remains at $2.00 per bill for rate RSLI. Except as noted in Stipulation Part
III.D.3, Duke agrees to keep the customer charge for all non-residential customer classes at
their current rate. 0t. Ex. 1 at 8-9.)
/
{f 107}

Capitalization Policy Accounting

Duke shall not be required to modify its corporate parent's convention of

capitalizing employee bonus expenses; however, so as not to include the value of the
employee bonus expenses for incremental investment in Rider DCI and Rider PF in its
Ohio jurisdictional rates going forward, Duke shall include a credit in Rider DCI or Rider
PF, as applicable, for the estimated revenue requirement impact of capitalizing employee
bonus expenses for incremental investment for its Ohio retail customers so as to net out
the cost of the bonus expenses.
108}

Duke shall include in each application to adjust Rider DCI and Rider PF

the calculation of the credit for incremental plant to be included in each such rider
adjustment, which credit shall commence with the first rider filing made after the effective
date of new base rates. 0t. Ex. 1 at 9.)
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g109}

Individual Rider Provisions

The Sig^iatory Parties agree to the renewal of 14 existing riders as listed

on Stipulation Attachment C. In addition, the Signatory Parties agree to two new riders:
Rider PF and Rider ESRR. (Jt Rx. 1 at 9-10.)
(f 110)

Automatically adjusting riders may temporarily go into effect but shall

not be deemed final and shall be subject to reconciliation, including but not limited to
refund, until the prescribed audit is completed and the Commission, by order or entry,
establishes the final rate. The automatically adjusting rider tariff sheets will be amended to
provide for either refunds or decreases in rates consistent with the audit, as ordered by the
Commission.
{51 111)

Riders required to be reviewed annually shall be subject to reconciliation

based solely upon audits instituted directly or under the supervision of the Commission
Staff or as the result of Commission ordered changes recommended by interested parties
in the audit proceeding. Such reconciliations, including but not limited to refunds and
additional charges, shall only become effective if ordered by the Commission. (Jt. Ex. 1 at
10.)
i. Rider DR-IM
{f 112}

Rider DR-IM has been updated to reflect the rates approved in Case No.

17-1403-EL-RDR.

Once new base rates are implemented. Rider DR-IM shall be

discontinued. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 10.)
ii. Rider DCI
(5f 113}

Duke's existing non-bypassable Rider DCI shall be extended through

May 31, 2025, subject to the conditions below. Duke shall continue to make quarterly
filings based on actual plant in service. Such filings shall be made on or about January 31,
April 30, July 31, and October 31 of each year and the updated rates under Rider DCI will
be temporarily approved 60 days after filing, subject to reconciliation, unless otherwise
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suspended by the Comimssion witihin that sixty-day period. Any new or impending
changes to Duke's capitalization policy that affect its jurisdictional revenue requirement
shall be identified in a quarterly filing, along with a quantification of the impact of such
changes on the revenue requirement for Rider DQ. New or modified capitalization
policies are subject to Commission approval, which approval shall occur sixty days after
the quarterly filing in which they are identified, imless otherwise suspended by the
Commission. Rider DCI shall continue to be subject to an annual audit, the costs of which
will be recovered through Rider DCI.
(1)

For 2018, the Rider DQ revenue cap will be $32 million.

(2)

For 2019, the Rider DQ revenue cap will be $42.1 million. This amount may
be increased to $46.8 million if, in 2018, Duke achieves both reliability
standards.

(3)

For 2020, the Rider DQ revenue cap will be increased by an additional $14
million, or up to $18,7 million, depending on whether the Company achieves
both reliability standards.

(4)

For years 2021 through 2024, the Rider DQ revenue cap will be increased by
an additional $18.7 million, each year.

(5)

For the period of January 1 through May 31,2025, the Rider DQ revenue cap
will be between the range of $62.4 million and $66.3 million depending on
the Company's reliability performance in prior years.

{f 114}

Capital costs included in Rider DQ shall be those recorded in FERC

Accotmts 360 through 374, provided such costs are not recovered elsewhere. Rider DCI
shall be computed by comparing the current rate base associated exclusively with plant
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accounts recorded in the FERC accounts noted above to the rate base related to the same
accounts as included in the overall rate base approved in the most recent base electric
distribution rate case. The Rider DCI revenue requirement shall be limited to (i) a return
on distribution rate base using the weighted average cost of capital approved in the most
recent base electric distribution rate case, grossed up for prevailing tax rates; (ii)
depreciation expense; and (iii) property taxes on the incremental rate base (i.e., net plant
less Accumtilated Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT)) accumulated since the date certain in
the Rate Case, grossed up for commercial activity taxes. The pre-tax return of 8.94 percent
on rate base is based on the after-tax weighted-average cost of capital, as shown on
Schedule A-I of Stipulation Attachment D, grossed up for the current 21 percent federal
income tax rate.
{f 115}

The collection of the revenue requirement shall be based on a percentage

of the customer's base distribution charge.
{f 116}

The Company shall file at least one base electric distribution rate case

application on or before May 31,2024. If the Company files a base electric distribution rate
case earlier than May 31,2024, the revenue caps for Rider DQ will be adjusted to reflect
the updated rate case and Rider DQ will continue until May 31, 2025, unless otherwise
extended by the Commission. If the Company does not file a base electric distribution rate
case application by May 31, 2024, the Rider DQ rate and associated revenue caps will be
set to zero on June 1, 2024. Rider DQ shall be updated quarterly and subject to annual
audit at the Commission's discretion, {ft. Ex, 1 at 10-13.)
iii. Reliability Standards
{% 117}

Duke's CAIDI and SAIFI performance for 2016 and 2017 will not be used

to determine any penalty for non-compliance with Ohio Adm.Code 4901; I-IO-IOI. The
Signatory Parties agree that all matters related to the Standards Case are resolved via the
terms of this Stiptxlation as set forth here and below. The CAIDI and SAIFI standards for
2018 through 2025 shall be as follows:
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/

Year

CAIDI

SAM

2018

134.4 minutes

1.12 interruptions

2019

134.34 minutes

1.00 inteiTuptions

2020

134.34 minutes

0.91 mterruptions

2021

135.52 minutes

0.83 mterruptions

2022-2025

137.00 minutes

0.75 interruptions

(Jt.Ex.latl3.)
{% 118)

Puke may install a battery storage project(s) for the piurpose of deferring

circuit investments or addressing distribution reliability issues. During the term of the
ESP, Puke shall invest no more than $20 million in such beneficial battery storage
project(s) in its service territory, vdth such costs being eligible and recovered through
Rider PCI. gt. Ex. 1 at 13.)
h
{f 119)

DCI Work Plan

Puke shall work with Staff to develop an annual plan to emphasize

proactive distribution maintenance that will focus spending on where it will have the
greatest impact on maintaining and improving reliability for customers. The plan shall
specifically include identification of those expenditures that will help reduce customers'
minutes interrupted. The plan shall be submitted to Staff annually starting on December 1,
2019. gt. Ex. 1 at 14.)
i.
120}

Rider ESKR

Puke shall establish a Rider ESRR, which shall be updated annually. The

purpose of Rider ESRR shall be to recover costs for actual expenditures for non-affiliated
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contractor vegetation management services which exceed the test year expenditure for
non-affiliated contractor vegetation management services of $10,720,877. All contractor
services for vegetation management must be obtained through a competitive bid
solicitation.
121}

The Company shall be subject to an annual audit of its distribution

vegetation management expenditures subject to recovery under Rider ESRR for the
preceding year.
{If 122}

Rider ESRR shall be subject to a cost cap of $10 million annually, effective

beginning with calendar year 2018. The Company may petition the Commission to amend
this cap for exigent circumstances that require additional contractor services; specifically,
additional labor or higher rates, which in the aggregate exceed $20,720,877 per year.
{fl 123}

The annual reconciliation audit shall include a requirement that the

amotint recovered in Rider ESRR was prudently incurred; i.e., pursuant to a CBP which
comports with indiistry standards. The Company's current trim cycle for purposes of
vegetation management shall be changed from a four-year trim cycle to a five-year trim
cycle.

Upon approval of this Stipulation by the Commission without material

modification, the Company shall file program changes.
(f 124}

The Company shall not, through Rider ESRR, recover any rebates,

deferrals, or retroactive payments for vegetation management services provided prior to
2018.
{f 125}

Rates for Rider ESRR shall be allocated based on a percentage of base

distribution revenue responsibility. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 14-15.)
y.
{f 126}

Rider DSR

Rider DSR shall be extended to track annual incremental major storm

expense, as compared to die amount recovered in base rates. On an annual basis, the
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Company shall apply for an adjustment to Rider DSR either to refund over collected
amounts or recover under collected amounts as compared to the baseline of $4.3 million.
127}

Beginning March 31, 2019, and continuing anniially thereafter, the

Company will file an application to adjust Rider DSR to refund or recover the
accumulated balance of the deferred storm cost deferral as of December 31, 2018. Rider
DSR shall be billed using the current rate design. Following such a filing, Staff shall
submit an audit report and the Company will implement the updated rates following the
Commission's Order.

To the extent that Staff recommends any disallowance, the

Commission may set the matter for hearing before recovery begins. The Company will be
allowed to include in Rider DSR any costs billed to it by auditors acting on behalf of Staff
in auditing the Company's Rider DSR. Any over- or under-recovery of costs under Rider
DSR is eligible for carrying costs at the Company's most recently approved long-term debt
rate. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 25-16.)
k.
128}

Rider DDR

Duke's existing Rider DDR shall continue as currently approved.

However, Rider DDR shall be adjusted for the updated billing determinants in Stipulation
Attachment E. Rider DDR shall be updated annually and subject to annual audit at the
Commission's discretion. (Jt Ex. 1 at 16.)
I
129}

Rider PI^

Duke shall implement Rider PF to recover the costs of those programs,

modifications, and offerings related to the continued evolution of the distribution grid and
an enhanced customer experience, including programs, modifications, and offerings that
may be engendered by the Commission's PowerForward review. Rider PF shall recover
both capital and O&M costs not otherwise recovered in base rates or existing rider
mechanisms. Rider PF shall have three components, as set forth in the follovring three
paragraphs and as further detailed in Stipulation Attachment F. (Jt Ex. 1 at 16.)
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i. Component One-Commission Directive
{![ 130}

The first component of Kider PF shall be limited to those incremental

costs, if any, the Company incurs as a r^uit of a Commission directive issued upon the
conclusion of the PowerForward initiative. The recovery of costs will be initiated through
a separate proceeding and subject to a hearing. The Company shall be subject to an annual
audit of its PowerForward expenditures related to Commission directives, 0t Ex. 1 at 16.)
ii. Component Two-Data Access
131}

The second component of Rider PF will be for the recovery of costs

associated with advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and data access, including the
provision of interval CEUD to customers, CRK providers and third parties; the
enablement of PJM settlement data transfer enhancements, as detailed in Stipulation
Attachment F; and the communication infrastructure needed to support the AMI
transition, but excluding the costs of the smart meters themselves. Costs associated with
this second component shall be recovered consistent with the plan and cost caps detailed
in Stipulation Attachment F. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 1647.)
iii. Mechanics FOR Component two-Data Access
{f 132}

Cost caps will be established for each of the five phases (Phases I through

V) and recovery of the prudently incurred costs of each phase will not be available xmtil
the designated functionality has been achieved for each phase. Staff may elect to issue a
RFP for services to conduct an operational audit on any of the deliverables to ensure that
the functionality requirements are performing as expected, with the costs of such audits
recovered via Rider PF.
{f 133}

The first annual filing for the second component of Rider PF will be an

application in an electric rider case, separate from the case established for Ihe
infrastructure modernization plan associated with component three. In that fUing, the
costs associated with the first twelve months of work on data access projects would be
eligible for cost recovery, subject to a demonstration by the Company that the costs
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ixicurred were prudent and the functionaiity associated with each phase has been
successfully implemented and subject to a Staff, and potentially third party, audit. For
example, if the functionaUty associated with Phases I, II, and V.A. were successfully
implemented, then the Company would be eligible to recover the prudently incurred costs
associated with each phase: up to $1.5 million for Phase I, up to $1.0 milHon for Phase II,
and up to $1,6625 million for Phase V.A.
134)

In this same initial application, the Company shall submit expenditures

for the communications infrastructure investments needed to support the AMI transition
and shall recover the prudently incurred costs through Rider PF, subject to the Staffs
audit. Cost recovery of the communications system shall not exceed $28,625,000. If a third
party other than a CRES provider expresses an interest in receiving CEUD, the Company
shall develop a proposal for providing historical interval CEUD to third parties when
authorized by customers.

The Company may adjust the work plan proposed in

Stipulation Attachment F, as needed to accommodate resource availability and manage
cost controls, though the total cost caps will not change. 0t. Ex. 1 at 17-18.)
iv. Component THREE-iNFRASTRUCrUREMODEjRNIZATION

{If 135}

The third component of Rider PF will be for the recovery of costs related

to an infrastructure modernization plan, which will be filed in a separate proceeding and
subject to hearing. , The plan will include a proposal to upgrade the Company's OS. 0t.
Ex. 1 at 17.)
nu
136)

Rider PSK

Duke shall adjust Rider PSR to recover or credit the net amount resulting

from transactions, in the wholesale market, relating to Duke's entitlement under the ICPA
with OVEC.
{f 137}

Rider PSR shall be effective with energy and capacity delivered to Duke

under the ICPA on and after January 1,2018.
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The rate design as proposed by the Company in these proceedings shall

be modified to provide for an allocation based on 50 percent demand (5 CP, as used in
Rider RC) and 50 percent energy. Rider PSR will be charged to customers in all rate
classes on a kWh basis. Rider PSR will be effective June 1,2018, or upon the issuance of a
Commission order approving this Stipulation without material modification should that
occur after June 1,2018, to flow through the net credits/charges described above, incurred
on or after January 1,2018, tihrough May 31,2025, subject to final reconciliation. Except for
true-ups of credits or charges being flowed through Rider PSR, there will be no other
deferrals (i.e., credits and charges incurred prior to January 1,2018, will not be included in
the rider). Recovery under Rider PSR shall be subject to the following conditions:
(1)

Costs related to forced outages exceeding ninety consecutive days shall not
be recovered via Rider PSR. Forced outages are those in which no kWhs are
delivered by OVEC to the Company.

(2)

Capacity performance assessments are excluded from Rider PSR.

(3)

The Company shall be subject to an annual prudency review of its practices
relating to liquidating its contractual entitlements xmder the ICPA in the
wholesale market.

(4)

The Company shall make reasonable efforts to transfer its contractual
entitlement under the ICPA, with a status report filed annually.

(5)

Credits or charges shall be based on the difference between prudently
incurred costs and the revenues from liquidating Duke's OVEC entitlement
in PJM's capacity, energy and ancillary services market.

(6)

No carrying costs shall accrue to Rider PSR.

{f 139)

The Signatory Parties recommend that the Commission approach the

determination of prudently incurred costs and the reasonableness of the generation
revenue for all three jurisdictional EDUs, Duke, the Dayton Power & Light Co., and AEP
Ohio, in a uniform manner, pursuant to controlling law, which affords parties of interest
with due process.

However, the Signatory Parties further recommend that the
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Commission resolve such issues relative to each jtirisdictional EDU's recovery related to
their respective entitlement under the ICPA in separating proceedings.
140}

Rider PSR shall be updated quarterly and, unless otherwise suspended

by the Commission, temporarily approved thirty days after filing subject to subsequent
reconciliation based upon an annual audit for which the Commission may order a hearing,
gt. Ex. 1 at 18-20.)
th
{f 141}

Corporate Separatiofi/Special Customer Services

Duke agrees to withdraw from these proceedings its proposal that woiild

allow it to offer those products and services other than retail electric service that are
included in the proposed tariff language set forth in the entirety of "Part 6 - Special
Customer Services," which is found in ESP Attachments JEZ-I and JEZ-2 to the direct
testimony of James E. Ziolkowski, the clean and redlined versions, respectively, of the
proposed tariffs. Sheet 23, Section IV - Customer's and Company's Installations (Co. Ex. 18,
att. JEZ-1 and JEZ-2). Specifically, the following would be deleted from the ESP and Rate
Case proceedings:
(1)

In the direct testimony of Christian E. Whicker, page 7, revise the sentence
starting on line 2 to read as follows: "As confirmed by the Commission's
approval of the Third Amended CSP in Case No. 11-3549-EL-SSO, et al., such
Third Amended CSF is consistent with state policies set forth in divisions (H)
and (I) of R.C. 4928.02, as those policies have been explained to me by
counsel. (See Case No. 11-3549-EL-SSO, et al.. Opinion and Order, at page 46,
wherein the Commission found tihat the Third Amended CSP is in
compliance with R.C. 4928.17 and O.A.C. 4901:1-37 and should be
approved.)"

(2)

In the direct testimony of Christian E. Whicker, the sentence on page 7 that
begins on line 7 and ends on line 11.
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(3)

In ESP Attachments CEW-2 and CEW-3 to the Direct Testimony of Christian
E. Whicker, the redlined and clean versions, respectively, of the Sixth
Amended Corporate Separation Plan, the proposed, new, second and third
paragraphs under part XII, Section C ("A Detailed Listing of the Electric
Utility's Electric Services and the Electric Utility's Transmission and
Distribution Affiliates' Electric Services; Distribution").

(4)

In ESP Attachments JEZ-I and JEZ-2 to the direct testimony of James E.
Ziolkowski, the clean and redlined versions, respectively, of the proposed
tariffs. Sheet 2$, Section IV - Customer's and Company's Installations, the
entirety of Part 6 -Special Customer Services

(5)

In the Rate Case direct testimony of Sasha Weintraub, page 5, line 1, through
page 10, line 5.

(6)

In Rate Case Schedules E-1 and E 2, sponsored by James Riddle, Sheet 23,
Section IV - Customer's and Company's Installations, the entirety of Part 6 Special Customer Services.

(7)

Any other provisions not listed herein that would allow the Company to
provide products and services other than retail electric service,
142)

As modified, the Company's Sixth Amended Corporate Separation Plan

shall be approved.

Nothing herein prohibits Duke from seeking, in a subsequent

proceeding, a revision to its Corporate Separation Plan and tariffs to enable the provision
of Special Customer Services. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 20-21.)
o.
{f 143}

RiilerNM and Rider NM^H

Duke's existing Rider NM and Rider NM-H shall continue, modified to be

consistent with the Commission's regulations as have been or may be amended in Case
No. 12-2050-BL-ORD (Net Meter Rules Case). Riders NM and NM-H shall be available to
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customers electing to shop with a CRES provider and ihe Company shall compensate
customers for excess generation, only at the applicable prevailing Rider RE rates. Staffs
net metering test year adjustment of $67,787 as part of the Staff Report is withdrawn and
costs incurred for such compensation shall be recovered via Rider SCR. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 21-22.)
p.
144}

Rider UE^GEN and PAR Program

Duke shall continue its PAR Program and related Rider UE-GEN, as

proposed in the ESP application and the Company's supporting testimony, subject to the
following modifications. Within six months of the Commission's order. Staff shall issue an
REP, subject to Commission approval, to hire an independent auditor to audit Duke's PAR
Program. The scope of the audit shall be determined by Staff and shall include without
limitation: the sufficiency of Duke's internal processes and controls for ensuring that Duke
is purchasing only those receivables it is authorized to purchase and recover through the
PAR Program; the siiffidency of internal processes and controls for monitoring CRES
providers* compliance with Duke's PAR Program agreement; and findings and
recommendations regarding the foregoing. If, and to the extent Ihe audit includes
information furnished to Duke by CRES providers, and such information is deemed
'‘confidential" imder the terms of the PAR program agreement or otherwise, the auditor
and Staff shall observe such contidential designations; provided, however, that Staff may
review such confidential information at the premises of the Company or the CRES
provider. The cost of the external auditor incurred by Duke shall be recovered via Rider
UE-GEN:.atEx.lat22.)
q.
1^}

Rider BDP

After the issuance of an Order approving this Stipiilatioxv Duke's Rider

BDP shall be revised in three steps over a 24 month period beginning the latter of June 1,
2018, or the effective date of the ]^P. For customers on Rate DS, the BDP rates will be
$4.52 per kW-month in year one, $4.09 per kW-month in year two, and $3.23 per kWmonth in year three, for contracted demand. For customers on Rate DP, the BDP rates will
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be $3.64 per kW- month in year one, $3.29 per kW-month in year two, and $2.60 per kWmonth in year three, for contracted demand. 0t. Ex. 1 at 23.)
r.
146}

Certified Supplier Tariff

Duke's Certified Supplier Tariff (Sheet 20) shall be modified as proposed

in the amended ESP application and supporting testimony of Scott Nicholson. The updates
to the Supplier Tariff included changes approved in Case No. 11-3549-EL-SSO, et al., and
other market enhancements. Those changes include: adding to the End-use Customer list a
supplier indicator, providing a customer's electronic mail address, and provide future
meter reading dates; Bulk indicator, accoxmt identifier (which is not the customer account
number); peak load contribution values for current and future periods with start and end
dates; and network service peak load values for current and future periods with start and
end dates. In addition, Duke added new language for including supplier logos on its
consolidated bills and language regarding unauthorized action to its Default section. Duke
agrees to add "and customer account number" to the end of 19.1(i). (Jt. Ex. 1 at 23.)
s.
{f 147}

Operational Support Plan

The Signatory Parties agree and recommend that the Commission

determine that Ehike has fulfilled its Operational Support Plan 0t. Ex. 1 at 23).
t
148}

Duke withdraws its proposed Riders RMR and IRM 0t. Ex. 1 at 24).
«.

{fl49}

Withdrawal ofProposed Riders

Significantly Excessive Earnings Test

The Signatory Parties agree that the method for calculating the

Company's ROE for purposes of the annual Significantly Excessive Earnings Test (SEET),
as provided for under R.C. 4928.143(F), shall be administered to Duke pursuant to Duke's
current methodology, unless otherwise, in accordance with due process, ordered by the
Commission. Duke shall initiate a proceeding during the fourth year of its i^P, to address
the applicable requirements prescribed under R.C. 4928143(E). Qt Ex. 1 at 24.)
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(f 150}

Advancement of State Policy

The Signatory Parties acknowledge and agree that the ESP, as modified

by the Stipulation, is consistent with state policy, as set forth in R.C. 4928.02 (Jt Ex. 1 at 24).
w.
151)

Large Customer Interruptible Load Program

The Signatory Parties agree and recommend that Duke’s Large Customer

Interruptible Load Program shall traininate effective May 31, 2018, subject to any final
reconciliation. Rider DR-ECF shall continue to enable recovery, on a non-bypassable basis,
for any costs associated with a reasonable arrangement proposed under R.C. 4905.31 and
approved by the Commission. Collection of fhe Rider DR-ECF revenue requirement shall
be based on a percentage of the customer^s base distribution charge. 0t. Ex. 1 at 24.)
X.
{f 152}

Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of2017

The Signatory Parties agree that the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (TQA)

that took effect on January 1, 2018, reduced the federal tax rate to be applied to income
earned by investor-owned utilities and also created liabilities for such utilities related to
the return of revenue collected from customers through December 31, 2017, for federal
income tax expense (Le., excess ADITs). The Signatory Parties agree that Rider DCI shall
be calculated using the lower federal tax rates established imder the TCJA as reflected in
the pre-tax return to be used in the Rider DCI calculation described in Paragraph 4(a) of
Stipulation Part lll.E. The Signatory Parties understand that this Stipulation does not
fully reflect the net savings realized by the Company as a result of the TQA because
certain matters, such as the refund of jurisdictional excess ADITs, remain tmresolved. It is
the intent of the Signatory Parties to resolve all remaining issues concerning the impact of
the TCJA, through Case No. 18-47-AU-COI (Tax COi), a successor proceeding, or some
other proceeding. The Signatory Parties understand that the Commission is reviewing the
full impact on all jurisdictional utilities’ rates resulting from the TQA in the Tax COI, and
an order in that proceeding, a successor proceeding, or some other proceeding may result
in additional impacts to Duke's distribution rates and/or riders, including rates and riders
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addressed by this Stipulation. The Signatory Parties agree that nothing in this Stipulation
shall limit or restrict in any manner, the rights of tihe Parties to make whatever arguments
they deem appropriate in any other proceedings relevant to the TQA, including the Tax
COL 0tEx.lat25.)
1/.
{f 153}

Hospital Working Group

Duke shall establish an internal working group that shall be readily

available to engage with active members of the OHA in respect of issues related to
reliability, maintenance, and load growth as may affect such OHA members. The Hospital
Working Group shall meet in person at least once per calendar year during the term of the
ESP unless otherwise agreed to by the OHA and Duke. 0t. Ex. 1 at 25-26.)
z.
(If 154}

City of Cincinnati

The City of Cincinnati and Duke have entered into an agreement relative

to a pending complaint proceeding and that agreement provides for a level of cooperation
with regard to matters of local concern 0t. Ex. 1 at 26, att. G).
aa.
{f 155}

Fundingfor Low Income Customers (At Risk Populations)

Duke's base rates to be approved as part of this Stipulation includes

$522,000 for weatherization programs administered by PWC. Said funding shall
continue until new base rates are established in a subsequent proceeding.
{f 156}

The Company shall include an additional $250,000 in electric rate base

rates for programs administered by the Qty of Cincinnati, which programs shall include
finandal assistance in coxmection •mth electric disconnections for nonpayment and energy
efficiency programs to assist customers at or below 200 percent of the federal poverty
guidelines, with public service announcements about such funding options provided
jointly by the Company and the City of Cincinnati. Such funding shall continue until new
base rates are established in a subsequent proceeding, subject to the City of Cincinnati's
fulfillment of the obligations set forth in Stipulation Attachment G. 0t. Ex. 1 at 26.)
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{1[ 157}

Three-Part Test

The Signatory Parties agree that the Stipulation satisfies the three-part

test tradiUonaily used by the Commission to consider stipulations 0t Ex. 1 at 28).
F. Procedural Issues
1.

1^ 158}

CONTIDENTIALFrY OF OVEC FORECAST

On August % 2018, a joint motion for reconsideration was filed by the

Conservation Groups. The Conservation Groups note that on July 10,2018, Duke witness
Judah Kose provided testiinony in support of the Stipulation.

Specifically, the

Conservation Groups state that Mr, Rose's testimony supported Duke's request to modify
the PSR. As part of his testimony, Mr. Rose forecasted the projected costs of Diike's OVEC
share. In a June 6, 2018 motion for protective order, Duke requested to maintain Mr.
Rose's formulas and calculations as confidential At the start of the hearing, Duke stated
that it was no longer seeking protection for Mr. Rose's projection of Duke's total share of
OVEC costs, for the seven year term of the rider, which was $77 milliorL In the hearing on
July 10, 2018, Sierra Club asked that Mr. Rose's annual OVEC projections not be
considered confidential. At that time, according the Conservation Groups; the attorney
examiners denied Sierra Club's request. The Conservative Groups' August 9,2018 motion
asked the attorney examiners to reconsider the previous ruling from the hearing.
{f 159)

Duke filed a memorandtun contra the Conservation Groups' request on

August 18, 2018. Thereafter, on September 6, 2018, the attorney examiner reaffirmed the
initial ruling regarding the confidentiality of Mir. Rose's OVEC forecast.
Ilf 160}

Oh brief, the Conservation Groups and OCC argue that the attorney

examiners' ruling that annual PSR projections are a trade secret lacks evidentiary support
The Conservation Groups and OCC maintain that Duke failed to provide sufficient
evidence to support the confidentiality of the numbers and, thus, the Conservation Groups
and OCC assert that the numbers cannot be considered trade secrets because no
competitive harm would take place nor would any proprietary information be released.
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The Conservation Groups and OCC contend that the attorney examiner failed to reverse
dieir mistake on reconsideration and asks the Commission to correct this error.
161}

R.C. 4905.07 provides that all facts and information in the possession of

the Commission shall be public, except as provided in R.C. 149.43 and as consistent with
the purposes of Title 49 of the Revised Code. R.C. 149.43 specifies that the term "public
records" excludes information which, under state or federal law, may not be released. The
Supreme Court of Ohio has clarified diat the "state or federal law" exemption is intended
to cover trade secrets. State ex tel. Besser v. Ohio State Univ., 89 Ohio St3d 396, 399, 732
N.E.2d 373 (2000). Similarly, Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-24 allows an attorney examiner to
issue an order to protect the confidentiality of information contained in a filed document
"to the extent that state or federal law prohibits release of the information, including
where the information is deemed * * * to constitute a trade secret under Ohio law, and
where non-disclosure of the information is not inconsistent with the purposes of Title 49 of
the Revised Code." Ohio law defines a trade secret as "information * * * that satisfies both
of the following: (1) It derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not
being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other
persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use; and (2) It is the subject
of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy," R.C.
1333.61P).
162}

The Commission finds the Conservation Groups and OCC's argument to

be without merit and affirms the attorney examiners' rulings from July 10, 2018, and
September 6, 2018. Consistent with our previous rulings, we find the annual projections
constitute trade secrets and should remain confidential. See ESP 3 Case, Opinion and
Order at 10-11 (Apr, 2, 2015) The annual numbers maintain independent economic value
that demonstrate important specifics of what is going on at power plants participating in
the wholesale market (Confidential Tr. Vol. II at 280). Thus, releasing such information
could have a detrimental effect on both Duke and OVEC. Further, the numbers are
derived from the proprietary formulas of Mr. Rose. As previously determined by the
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attomey examiners, some information necessarily should be made open to the public.
This includes the total projected cost of the PSR, $77 million, as well as Mr. Rose's forecast
that each year of the rider is likely to result in a cost to customers. Accordingly, the
request of the Conservation Groups and OCC is denied.
2.
{f 163)

Motions for Protective Order
Motions for protective orders have been filed in the docket in these

proceedings regarding documents filed under seal by the Conservation Groups, OCC,
Sierra Club, Duke, and lEU-Ohio. No memorandmn contra the motions for protective
orders were filed. Applying the requirements that the information have independent
economic value and be the subject of reasonable efforts to maintain its secrecy pursuant to
R.C. 1333.61(D), as well as the six-factor test set forth by Supreme Court of Ohio in State ex
rel Plain Dealer v. Ohio Dept of Ins., 80 Ohio St.3d 513, 524-525, 687 N.E.2d 661 (1997), the
Commission finds that the documents filed under seal in this docket contain trade secret
information. Their release, therefore, is prohibited under state law. We also find that
nondisdostire of this information is not inconsistent wiih the purposes of Title 49 of the
Revised Code. Finally, we note that the filings and documents have been redacted to
remove the confidential information and the public versions of the pleadings and
documents have been docketed in this proceeding. With respect to the pending motions
for protective orders, we note that the Commission has previously granted protective
treatment for portions of briefs filed undersea! and testimony containing sensitive data,
including information that appears to reveal matters relating to competitive business
information. ESP 3 Case, Opinion and Order (Apr. 2, 2015) at 10-11. The Commission
finds that the unopposed motions for protective treatment filed by the Conservation
Groups, OCC, Sierra Qub, Duke and lEU-Ohio are reasonable and should be granted.
{^164}

Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-24(F) provides that, unless otherwise ordered,

protective orders issued pursuant to Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-24(0) automatically expire
after 24 months. The Coirunission finds that confidential treatment shall be afforded to the
information filed under seal for a period ending 60 months from the date of a final,
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appealable order in this proceeding.

Until that time, the Docketing Division shall

maintaiiv under seal, the information filed confidentially. Further, Ohio Adm.Code 49011-24(F) requires a party wishing to extend a protective order to file an appropriate motion
at least 45 days in advance of the expiration date. If a party wishes to extend its
confidential treatment, it should file an appropriate motion at least 45 days in advance of
the expiration date. If no such motion to extend the confidential treatment is filed, the
Commission may release the information without prior notice,
IV.
If 165}

Discussion

Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-^0 authorizes parties to Commission proceedings

to enter into a stipulation. Although not binding upon the Commission, the terms of such
an agreement are accorded substantial weight Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util Comm., 64
Ohio St.3d 123,125,592 N.E.2d 1370 (1992), citing Akron v. Pub. Util Comm., 55 Ohio St2d
155,157,378 N.E.2d 480 (1978).
166)

The standard of review for considering the reasonableness of a

stipxilation has been discussed in a number of prior Commission proceedings. See, e.g.. In
re Cincinnati Gas & Elec. Co., Case No. 91-410-EL-AIR, Order on Remand (Apr. 14,1994); In
re PVesfem Reserve Telephone Co., Case No. 93-230-TP-ALT, Opinion and Order (Mar. 30,
1994); In re Ohio Edison Co., Case No. 91-698-EL-FOR, et al.. Opinion and Order (Dec. 30,
1993); In re the Cleveland Elec. Ilium. Co., Case No. 88-170-EL-AIR, Opinion and Order
(Jan. 31, 1989); In re Restatement of Accounts and Records, Case No. 84-1187-EL-UNC,
Opinion and Order (Nov. 26,1985). The ultimate issue for our consideration is whether
the agreement, which embodies considerable time and effort by the signatory parties, is
reasonable and should be adopted. In considering the reasonableness of a stipulation, the
Commission has used the following criteria:
(1)

Is the settlement a product of serious bargaining among capable,
knowledgeable parties?
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(2)

Does the settlement, as a package, benefit ratepayers and the public interest?

(3)

Does the settlement package violate any important regulatory principle or
practice?

{<([ 167}

The Supreme Court of Ohio has endorsed the Commission's analysis

using these criteria to resolve cases in a manner economical to ratepayers and public
utilities. Indus. Energy Consumers of Ohio Power Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm., 68 Ohio St,3d 559,
629 N.R2d 423 (1994), citing Consumers' Counsel at 126. The Supreme Court of Ohio stated
in that case that the Commission may place substantial weight on the terms of a
stipulation, even though the stipulation does not bind the Commission.
A.

Is the settlement a product of serious bargaining among capable, knowledgeable
parties?
{f 168}

The Signatory Parties contend that the Stipulation complies with the first

criterion of the three-part test, Duke witness Spiller testified that the 6tipulation is the
product of serious bargaining among capable, knowledgeable parties. In support of the
Signatory Parties' position, Duke witness SpiUer states that she participated in the
negotiations that led to the Stipulation (Co. Ex, 5 at 26-27). Further^ Duke witness Wathen
states that he participated in the settlement discussions by attending several individual
party meetings, as wdl as the settlement meetings held at the Commission's offices to
which all parties were invited (Co. Ex. 30 at 2-3). Staff witness Donlon states that the
Stipulation is the result of a lengthy process of negotiation, involving experienced,
competent counsel representing members of many stakeholder groups and the parties
involved in these proceedings also employ experts in the industry (Staff Ex. 17 at 11).
Duke notes that OCC attempts to impose a diversity of interests element as a component
of the first prong of the three-part test. Duke states that diversity of interests is not a
prerequisite for validation of a settlement. Nonetheless, Duke notes that, besides the
Company and Staff, the Signatory Parties include two low-income residential customer
advocates (OPAE and PWC); the Gty of Cincinnati; industrial and commercial customer
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advocate (OEG); and a commercial customer (OHA). The Non-Opposing Parties include
commercial customers (Kroger, Wal-Mart, and Sam's Club) and commercial customer
advocates (OMAEG and lEU).

Accordingly, the Signatory Parties reason that the

Stipulation complies with the first prong of the three-part test. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 1)
{f 169}

OCC argues that the support for the settlement is narrow and limited and

lacks a diversity of interests. OCC witness Kahal states that the Commission should note
the active opposition of CX!C. OCC contends that because none of the signatory parties
(other than Staff) have filed testimony supporting the Stipulation it makes it difficult to
determine what their support is based on. (OCC Ex. 20 at 20.) In its brief, OCC argues
there was not serious bargaining because parties were not aware of the negotiations in the
reliability case and OCC was excluded from the settlement process. Additionally, OCC
claims that the Stipulation is the product of a settlement process that gives the utility
unfair bargaining power by virtue of its opportunity to veto any Commission
modifications to the proposed ESP.
170}

The record conclusively demonstrates the participation of all parties in

the settlement negotiations over several months. No class of customers was intentionally
excluded from settlement discussions. Time Warner AxS v. Tuh. UUl Comm., 75 Ohio St.3d
229,233, 661 N.E.2d 1097 (1996). The Commission also notes that the vast majority of the
parties in these cases are represented by experienced counsel familiar with Commission
proceedings. Most of the parties in these matters regularly and actively participate in
regulatory and rate matters before this Commission. Additionaily, the Commission notes
that the Stipulation is supported by many stakeholder groups.

Accordingly, the

Commission finds, based upon the record in these proceedings, the Stipulation is the
product of serious bargaining among capaWe, knowledgeable parties. (Joint Ex. 1 at 1; Co.
Ex. 5 at 26-27; Co. Ex. 30 at 2-3; Staff Ex. 17 at 11)
171}

Regarding OCCs disapproval of the settlement process, the Commission

notes that it is a statutory provision, R.C. 4928.143(C)(2)(a), that permits an EDU to
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withdraw an KP modified and approved by the Commission. As OCC is weU aware,
authority to eliminate ESPs rests with the legislature, not the Commission.
B.

Does the settlement, as a package, benefit ratepayers and the public interest?
{fl72}

Pursuant to the second criterion of the test, the Commission must

determine whether the settlement, as a package, benefits ratepayers and the public
interest.
{f 173}

The Signatory Parties contend the Stipulation contains a multitude of

benefits for ratepayers and the public interest Duke and Staff submit that the Stipulation,
as a package that resolves four complicated proceedings, provided for unique and
constructive negotiations. The end result, according to Dt^e, is a package that offers
ratepayers safe, reliable electric service at stable, affordable rates.
{f 174}

A major benefit of the Stipulation, according to Duke and Staff, is a $19.17

million reduction in base distribution revenue. Duke states it originally applied for a $15.4
million increase, which it believes it is entitled to, so accepting the reduction is a
significant concession and a benefit to ratepayers (Co. Ex. 1). Staff asserts that the
reduction will be spread evenly across all rate classes. Duke contends fiiat, because of the
revenue reduction, once all riders are factored in, including Rider PSR, customers will
experience very little change on their bills. (Co. Ex. 30 at 6.)
{f 175)

Another benefit of the Stipulation, according to Duke and Staff, is the rate

consistency offered by the ESP. Specifically, both Duke and Staff note that the ESP is for a
seven-year term that expires on May 31, 2025. As previous ESPs were only three-year
terms, this ^P provides SSO customers with stability and consistency and avoids
reoccurrmg litigation, according to Duke. As part of the ESP, generation will continue to
be provided via a CBP. Duke states this auction process is practical for both customers
and suppliers and its continuation is a benefit of the Stipulation.

Another benefit

associated with the ESP and the Stipulation, as described by Duke and Staff, is the
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proposed adjustments to Rider DQ. The Stipulation provides caps on the amount of
revenue the Company may collect each year tmder the rider and incentivizes Duke to hit
specific reliability targets, among other parameters. {Jt. Ex. 1 at 4-5.) Staff asserts these
additional parameters significantly improve Rider DQ.
{f 176}

Duke and Staff also aver that Rider PF is a major benefit provided by the

Stipulation. Duke notes the Commission's goal, via the PowerForward initiative, is to
foster grid modernization and enhance the customer experience. Duke submits that Rider
PF furthers that initiative. Specifically, the Company states that Rider PF will improve
AMI to enable CRES providers to access CEUD. Duke contends this will allow CRES
providers to offer more innovative and beneficial products to shopping customers. Staff
agrees, stating that access to CEUD will give customers more control over the services they
consume. Staff also notes that spending associated with Rider PF will be capped and
subject to review (Jt. Ex. 1 at 11).
{% 177}

Regarding Rider PSR, Duke maintains that it will benefit ratepayers by

serving as a cyclical hedge against generation costs. According to Duke, when generation
costs are high. Rider PSR will provide a rate reduction, and, conversely, when generation
costs are low. Rider PSR will be an additional cost. The end result, per Duke, is a more
consistent and balanced month-to-month bill for customers. (Co. Ex. 8 at 14.) Fiuther,
wlule the rider is projected as a cost to customers, the Company submits that it has the
potential to reduce customers' rates. Duke additionally emphasizes that the inclusion of
Rider PSR in the Stipulation was an important bargaining point that allowed the Company
to make other, significant concessions in negotiations. Duke also states that Rider PSR is
necessary for the Company to maintain credit quality. According to Duke, the Company
maintaining a sufficient credit rating is important in order to access capital markets and
make capital investments to ensure safe and reliable service for customers, (Co. Ex. 22 at
15.) Further, both Duke and Staff claim that Rider PSR is similar to riders authorized for
other utilities in Ohio.
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Duke, Staff, PWC, and OPAE additionally point out that the Stipulation

will directly benefit low-income customers. Specifically, the Stipulation directs Duke to
provide $522,000 armually to fund programs administered by PWC to assist low-income
customers with weatherization techniques. Further, the Stipulation also requires that the
Company provide $250,000 annually to the City of Cincinnati to educate low-income
customers regarding energy efficiency and to help those customers avoid disconnection.
(Jt. Ex. 1 at 26.)
{f 179J

In sum, the Signatory Parties assert that the adoption of the Stipulation is

in the public interest. The parties maintain there are numerous benefits associated with
resolving these four complex cases. As a package, according to Duke, the Stipulation
provides customers with safe, affordable, and reliable service going forward and meets the
second prong of the Commission's three-part test for stipulations.
C.

Does the settlement package violate any important regulatory principle or
practice?
{f 180}

Duke, Staff, OPAE, and PWC all argue that the Stipulation does not

violate any important regulatory principle or practice. The Company contends that the
ESP established by the Stipulation is consistent with R.C. 4928.143. Further, Duke avers
that the various riders included in the ESP are permissible provisions pursuant to R.C.
4928.143,

Regarding Rider PF and Rider DQ specifically, Duke states that they are

allowable incentives for distribution infrastructure and modernization. The Company
notes that the Commission previously found Rider PSR to be permissible under R.C.
4928.143(B)(2)(d), as the rider serves as a financial limitation on customer shopping for
retail electric generation.
181}

Duke and Staff also maintain that the ESP proposed in the Stipulation is

more favorable in the aggregate than an MRO, which is a requirement of R.C.
4928.143(C)(1). Duke and Staff submit that the SSO rates under either form are effectively
the same, but qualitative benefits associated with the proposed ESP make it more
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favorable. For example, according to Duke and Staff, Rider DCI allows the Company to be
more flexible and respond proactively to address infrastructure needs. Additionally,
Rider PF allows Duke to invest in grid modernization and make enhancements in line
with the Commission's PowerForward directives.
jf 182)

Duke and Staff conclude that the Stipulation does not violate any statutes

or Commission rules. Duke additionally maintains that the ratemaking in the settlement is
consistent with cost causation principles, as well as principles regarding gradualism and
reasonable bill impacts.

Therefore, according to Duke, Staff, OPAE, and PWC, the

Stipulation satisfies the third portion of the test The Signatory Parties thus request that
the Commission approve the Stipulation without modification.
D.

Opposition to the Stipulation and Objections to the StaffReport
183)

A nximber of parties opposed the Stipulation, on a variety of grounds. In

general, opposing parties assert that tfie Stipulation, as a package, is not beneficial to
ratepayers and violates Ohio statutes and other regulatory practices.

Additionally,

relevant objections to the Staff Report are addressed herein.
1.
{f 184}

Tariff LANGUAGE
OCC avers that the tariffs for several riders should include language

stating that the charges are subject to refund. OCC notes that the Supreme Comi: of Ohio
has found that, unless there is explicit language allowing refund, a utility that imprudently
collects costs is not obligated to return that money to customers, citing In re Rev, of
Alternative Energy Rider Contained in the Tariffs of Ohio Edison Co., 153 Ohio St3d 289,2018OhiO“229,106 N.E.3d 1 {FirstEnergy Rider AER Case). In order to protect customers against
imprudent costs, OCC offers proposed language that should be included on all tariffs
(OCC Br. at 24). Without such language, OCC submits that customers wiH be unprotected
from unjust and unreasonable rates.
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Staff replies that the Stipulation provides language that contemplates

potential refunds. Staff also asserts proper refund language is being added to all tariffs as
they are updated. According to Staff, the process outlined in the Stipulation is compliant
with the Supreme Court of Ohio's directives. Duke agrees and states the Commission has
already approved reasonable tariff language addressing OCC's concerns. Duke avers that
OCC's proposed language is unreasonable and overbroad and goes against precedent.
Further, according to Duke, R.C. 4903.16 already provides parties a remedy to seek a stay
of alleged unlawful rates.
186J

The Commission declines to adopt OCC's requested modifications to

tariff language. Imtially> we note that we have addressed OCCs concerns regarding
refund language on multiple occasions.^ In doing so, the Commission has approved
language that allows a process for refunds and also comporte with the Supreme Courtis
directives in the FirstEnergy Rider AER Case, Here, the Stipulation proposes similar
language 0t. Ex. 1 at 10) and we do not find any alterations are necessary.
Z
187}

Taxes
According to OCC, the Stipulation does not properly consider the TQA.

OCC states that the TQA reduced the corporate income tax rate from 35 percent to 21
percent.

CXI^C witness David Effron testified that Duke's revenue requirement, as

determined by the Stipulation, improperly uses the old 35 percent to rate. Mr. Effron
explained that over $39 million of the Company's revenue requirement is attributed to tax
expenses. Mr. Effron continued, saying if the current 21 percent tax rate is used, instead of
the previous 35 percent rate, the tax expenses should be reduced nearly $16 million. Mr.
Effron acknowledged that there are ongoing proceedings for all utilities to address the
TQA in the Tax COJ, but avers that it is prudent and reasonable to address the current tax
implications now. Mr. Effron additionally stated that, while the Stipulation attempts to
^ See, e.g.. In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No. 17-2088-EL-RDR, et al.. Finding and Order (Mar, 28,2018);
14-1693-EL-RDR In tte Matter of the Application of Ohio Power Companyfor Approval Of Certain Accounting
Authority, Opinion and Order (Apr. 4,2018).
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address the TQA by modifyiag the ROR used in Rider DQ, the rider only addresses
distribution plant and not other components that factor into the distribution rate base.
(OCC Ex. 9 at 5-10.)
188}

Staff asserts that all implications from die TQA are either addressed

explicitly in the Stipulation, the Tax COl, or Case No. 18-1185-EL-ATA (Rider TCJA Case).
Staff states that, per the terms of the Stipulation, Duke agree to incorporate the new tax
rate into all applicable riders (Staff Ex. 8 at 4). The Company agrees, and acknowledges
that the Stipulation specifically discusses the pending Tax COI and does not limit any
party^'s rights in the Tax COI proceeding. Duke further maintains that it intends to ensure
all its customers receive the benefits of the TJCA through the Rider TCJA Case. (Co. Ex. 30
at 12-13.)

Thus, Duke and Staff insist that the Stipulation properly considers the

ramifications of the TCJA and that no modifications are necessary.
{f 189)

The Commission agrees with Staff and Duke that the Stipulation

stiffidently acknowledges the implications of the TCJA. The Stipulation appears to
recognize that not all of the tax savings from the TQA appear within the settlement, as the
Tax COI and the Rider TCJA Case were still ongoing when the settlement was filed (Jt. Ex. 1
at 25). The Commission is committed to ensuring that all benefits from the TQA be
returned to customers. See Tax COI, Finding and Order (Oct. 24,2018) at ^ 27. Subject to
our decision in the Tax COI, and the resolution of the Rider TCJA Case, we find the
language in the Stipulation properly considers the impacts of the TQA and ensures that
ratepayers will receive all associated benefits.
3,
{f 190}

Reliability Standards
As discussed, one of the proceedings resolved by the proposed

Stipulation is the Standards Case. Ohio Adm,Code 4901:1-10-10 requires the Commission to
establish minimum reliability standards for each EDU. The standards used are CAIDI,
which represents the average duration of outages, and SAIFI, which represents the
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average number of outages per customer. The standards proposed in the Stipulation are
as follows:
Reliability Stahd^ds
Year

CAIDI

SAIFl

2018

134.4 minutes

1.12 interruptions

2019

13434 minutes

1.00 interruptions

2020

134.34 minutes

0.91 interruptions

2021

135.52 minutes

0.83 interruptions

2022-2025

137.00 minutes

0.75 interruptions

0t. Ex. 1 at 13.)
191}

OCC submits that the proposed standards do not benefit customers and

were developed improperly. According to OCC, the proposed CAIDI standards are less
stringent then tihe previous standard of 122.81 minutes per interruption that was in place
in 2015, 2016 and 2017. OCC notes that Duke failed to meet that benchmark in 2016 and
2017. Similarly, OCC states that the SAEFI standards are also less stringent then the
previous standards. The standard in 2015, 2016, and 2017 was 1.05 interruptions per
customer and, per OCC, Duke did not meet that standard in 2017.

OCC witness Peter

Lanzalotta testified that there is no reason to relax the standards for Duke when the
Company is failing to comply with the current standards. OCC additionally asserts that
Ohio Adm.Code 4901:140-10(3) creates guidelines directing how the reliability standards
should be created. However, Mr. Lanzalotta contends Duke and Staff did not disclose
their methods and it is unknown whether those guidelines were followed. Mr. Lanzalotta
concludes that permitting Duke to offer less reliable service is not in the public interest and
thus the standards, and the Stipulation, should be rejected. (OCC Ex. 19 at 9-12.)
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Duke and Staff contend that OCCs concerns are unfounded. Initially,

regarding the guidelines outlined in Ohio Adm,Code 4901:1-10-10(B), Duke asserts that it
compHed with the rule. According to the Company, the requirement of the rule is that the
utility's application comply with the guidelines; Duke states that the application it filed on
July 22, 2016, complies with those guidelines and that OCC does not assert otherwise.
Regarding the reliability standards, Duke and Staff highlight Staff witness Jacob
Nicodemus' testimony, where he avers that CAIDI can increase as the result of fewer
customers experiencing an outage.

Mr. Nicodemus further testified that Duke is

committing to reduce its SAIFI standard by 30 percent, which will equate to 30 percent
fewer customers experiencing an outage,

Duke and Staff support Mr. Nicodemus'

conclusion that Duke customers will experience improved reliability and that the
Commission should adopt the reliability standards proposed in the Stipulation. (Staff Ex.
3 at 12-13.)
{f 193}

The Commission finds that the reliability standards proposed in the

Stipulation are reasonable. In establishing reliability standards, Ohio Adm.Code 4901:110-10(B) requires an EDU to conduct a customer perception survey. This provides insight
to the Commission as to whether the standards comport with the expectations of
ratepayers. Duke most recently conducted a survey in 2015 and the results indicate that
the Company is currently meeting the reliability expectations of customers. Further, the
survey showed that customers expect reliability to continuously improve. (Staff Ex. 3 at
10-11, att. JN-1 and JN-2.) The proposed standards align with those expectations. Over
the course of the ESP, Duke is committed to a 30 percent reduction in SAIFI, which
correlates to 30 percent fewer customers experiencing outages (Staff Ex. 3 at 13). Although
the Stipulation calls for the CAIDI standard to slightly increase, where the average
duration of an outage may be longer, the Commission is persuaded by the testimony of
Mr. Nicodemus that this is a natural result of significantly fewer outages occurring. With
the reduction in total outages, the average outage duration for each customer will
decrease. (Staff Ex. 3 at 12-13.) Therefore, we find that the proposed standards comply
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with customer expectations and result in increased reliability. We additionally find OCCs
argument regarding Duke's compliance with Ohio AdnuCode 4901:1-10-10(8) is
misplaced. The rule pertains to the utilit/s application to establish reliability standards
and we find no evidence that the Company's application failed to comply with the
requirements (Co. Ex. 4).
4.

194}

RIDER DCI

As part of the Stipulation, the Signatory Parties request to continue Rider

DCI, which was originally created in the ESP 3 Case. The purpose of Rider EXT was to
allow Duke to invest in capital infrastructure and take a proactive approach to address
reliability. In seeking to continue Rida: DCI, the Signatory Parties submit that the rider
wiU still be subject to an annual audit and a yearly revenue cap. The cap will start at $32
million for 2018 and increase each year. In 2019 and 2020, the cap will increase an
additional $4.7 million if Duke achieves both its reliability standards, (Jt. Ex. 1 at 10-12.)
{^195}

OCC contends that the continuation of Rider DCI does not benefit

ratepayers. OCC points out that, prior to the approval of Rider DCI in the ESP 3 Case,
Duke was consistently meeting its reliability standards.

However, notes OCC, the

Company has routinely failed to meet reliability standards since Rider DQ was
established. OCC thus submits that the rider has no positive effect on system reliability
and only serves as an unnecessary cost for ratepayers. OCC witness James D. Williams
testified that it is imreasonable for customers to continue to pay for Rider DCI if Duke
continues to not meet its reliability standards (OCC Ex. 8 at 39). OCC additionally
maintains that approval of Rider DCI should be supported by evidence that the rider will
strengthen reliability.

Here, OCC asserts Staff failed to properly scrutinize Duke's

application before making its recommendation-

Specifically, OCC notes that the

Stipulation proposes to create two new programs that would be funded by Rider DO,
including the Self-Optimizing Grid program. Mr. Williams states Staff failed to examine
whether this new program will have a positive effect on reliability. According to Mr,
Williams, previous, similar self-healing teams operated by Duke were not successful.
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(CXIC Ex. 8 at 34.) Thus, according to OCQ it is imprudent to approve Rider DCI without
a proper analysis of its costs and benefits.
196}

Duke maintains that Rider DCI wiH be beneficial to customers by having

a positive impact on reliability and that OCC's arguments lack merit. Duke states it is
counterintuitive for OCC to insist that, because Duke did not meet reliability standards
Duke should not invest in its distribution system to improve reliability. According to the
Company, the recoverable programs under Rider DCI allow Duke to proactively address
aging infrastructure. Duke witness Dr. Richard E. Brown testified that the Company's
investment into the distribution system is reasonable and prudent, but not necessarily
focused on specifically meeting the performance standards. Dr. Brown states that, with
aging infrastructure, failure rates increase and reactive maintenance costs correspondingly
increase. Thus, per Dr. Brown, distribution investments are necessary but may not
immediately be evident through the performance indices. (Co. Ex. 12 at 10.) Further,
while ClCC contends that new programs funded by Rider DCI lack sufficient examination
and justification, Duke avers that its commitment to decrease SAIFI demonstrates the
Company's expectations for the programs.
197}

OCC additionally contends that Rider DCI should not be approved

without further review and stakeholder input. OCC explains that the rider is only subject
to a financial audit and there is no requirement for the plan to verify Rider DCI's impact
on reliability on a regular basis. While the Stipulation requires Duke to work with Staff to
develop an aimual plan, OCC argues that other invested stakeholders should be included
in that development to ensure spending and planning is reasonable.
{f 198}

Duke replies that the Stipulation ensures there is sufficient oversight.

Duke first notes that the Company must meet reliability standards in order to receive
compensation for its investments. Further, according to Duke, the Company must submit
annual reports with the Commission that detail all of the programs funded by Rider DQ.
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Duke states that this is in addition to the spending caps and regular financial audits. The
Company thus contends that OCCs argument is misplaced and should be ignored.
{f 199)

Finally, OCC submits that Rider IXl should not be approved pursuant to

R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) because Duke's expectations and its customers' expectations
concerning reliability were not aligned. R.C.- 4928.143 permits a utility's ESP to include
provisions regarding distribution service, provided customers' and the utility's reliability
expectations are aligned and the utility is placing sufficient emphasis on and dedicating
sufficient resources to reliability of the distribution system. OCC explains that the
Opinion and Order approving ESP 3 and Rider DCI foxind that the expectations were
aligned, noting that Duke was consistently meeting reliability standards. As Duke has not
met the reliability standards of late, OCC avers that the Compan/s reliability expectations
are not aligned with its customers. Thus, OCC argues that Rider DQ does not comply
with R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h) and should not be approved.
200}

Duke states that OCC's argument is without merit. Duke avers that the

reliability standards are unrelated as to whether interests are aligned. According to Duke
witness Cicely Hart, recent surveys indicate that both residential and commercial
customers highly value reliability (Co. Ex 17 at 16, att. CMH-2), The Company insists that
the investments from Rider DCI will prevent further deterioration of the distribution grid
and will result in significant improvements to reliability. Thus, Duke avers that its focus
on reliability is in alignment with customers' expectations.
201}

The Commission finds that Rider DCI should continue. In originally

approving the rider, in the last ESP, we discussed the prudency of a proactive maintenance
program. The Commission noted that requiring a utility to be reactionary, and waiting for
infr^tructure to first deteriorate, was detrimental to the state's economy. ESP 3 Case,
OpinionandOrder(Apr. 2,2015)at71. That same understanding continues to apply. The
continuation of Rider DCI puts a sufficient focus on the importance of reliability and
allows the Company to maintain, improve, or replace aging infrastructure. Customers
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have indicated to Puke the importance of reliability and their desire for reliability to
improve (Staff Ex. 4, JN-1 and JN-2). OCCs assertion, that because Duke did not meet
previous reliability standards, the Company's expectations are not aligned with its
customers' expectations is misplaced. The Company has made substantial investments in
its distribution infrastructure, througji, for example, underground cable replacement and
pole replacement programs, and demonstrates a continued focus on reliability (Co. Ex. 17
at 7-8).

Addressing infrastructure that is actively deteriorating may only prevent

reliability from worsening and may not be reflected in performance indices (Co. Ex. 12 at
10). Accordingly, the Commission finds that, pursuant to R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(h), Duke's
expectations are sufficiently aligned with those of its customers.
202}

The Commission additionally finds that the Stipulation provides

appropriate oversight and consumer protections for Rider DCI.

We note that the

agreement creates annual spending caps, some of which are expressly tied to whether the
Company satisfies its reliability standards. Additionally, in order to confirm proper
spending, the Stipulation provides that Rider DQ will be subject to annual audits, at the
Commission's discretion. Finally, the proposed agreement requires that Staff and Duke
develop an annual plan to £oc;xs spending in areas that will have the greatest impact on
reliability. 0t. Ex. 1 at 10-14.) Contrary to OCC's contention, we find these provisions
grant sufficient oversight to ensure spending is efficient and purposeful.
5.
{f 203}

Battery Storage PRO)Ecr
Under the proposed Stipulation, Duke may establish a battery storage

project. The purpose of the project would be to defer circuit investments and/or address
distribution reliability issues. The agreement allows the Company to invest up to $20
million, which would be recovered through Rider DCI. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 13.)
lU 204}

According to OCC, the battery storage project would not benefit

ratepayers and is not in the public interest. Initially, OCC notes there are too many
unknowns to justify going forward with the project. OCC states the design, location, and
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ntunber of projects is not discussed. As discussed by CX2C witness Barbara Alexander, no
cost-benefit analysis was completed to compare the project to a more traditional
investment and there is no specific criteria to examine whether the project is
accomplishing its directives. Ms. Alexander testified that the project might be worthwhile
if Duke was expending shareholder funds, but the project as proposed is not justified
without significantly more information. (OCC Ex. 12 at 33-36.)
{^205}

The Conservation Groups do not oppose a non-wires approach to

address distribution concerns, but they submit the project is not in the public interest
unless it is modified. The Conservation Groups agree vrith OCC that more information
and a formal plan submitted for pre-approval is necessary. ELPC witness Mark Higgins
testified that Duke should consider the utilit/s distribution needs, consider both
traditional and non-wires solutions, and solicit non-wires solutions from third parties.
According to Mr. Higgins, this ensures the project is cost-effective and able to meet the
needs and expectations of customers. (ELPC Ex. 3 at 29-32.)
206}

IGS argues that Duke's intentions wifii the battery storage program go

beyond the limitations of the Stipulation. IGS explains that the Stipulation permits a
battery storage system for deferring circuit investments or addressing distribution
reliability issues; further, recoverable costs must qualify as. distribution equipment as
defined by the FERC uniform system of accounts. According to IGS, however, Duke
intends to use the batteries to enter the frequency regulation (FR) market, which is a PJM
wholesale market. R]^A/IGS witness Joseph Haugen testified that this creates multiple
problems. First, he submits that entering the FR market is not allowable under the
parameters of the Stipulation. Mr. Haugen further states that if the batteries are used for
FR, they would not qualify as a distribution resource under FERC's accounting system and
thus would not be eligible for recovery through Rider DCI. Additionally, according to Mr.
Haugen, the project violates R.C. 4928.02, as ratepayers would be subsidizing Duke's entry
into the competitive FR market. Mr, Haugen maintains that Duke would receive an unfair
advantage in the FR marketplace if the Company can recoup its capital investments from
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ratepayers. (RESA/IC^ Ex. 4 at 5-8.) For these reasons, IGS asks that Duke's proposed
battery projects be prohibited from participating in wholesale markets.
{% 207}

Duke responds that the battery storage project is legal and beneficial to

customers. Duke maintains that projects such as this will provide distribution system
operational flexibility and efficiencies. The Company avers that the battery storage project
is consistent with the Commission's PowerForward initiative and that the project needs to
be built and tested before the value of the project can be demonstrated. E>uke also
dismisses IGS's argument that the battery storage project would be an illegal and
anticompetitive subsidy. According to Duke, it does not provide competitive retail energy
service and is thus not a competitor of retailers such as IGS. Duke additionally states the
Commission can gain more information from the utility's operation of the project, as
opposed to an unregulated business, as the Commission can gain financial and operational
knowledge to guide future policy. Further, asserts Duke, any revenue obtained in the PJM
marketplace from the project would offset costs to customers. The Company contends this
is a common industry practice and a benefit to ratepayers. As to IGS's assertion that the
project is outside the bounds of the Stipulation, Duke explain that, while the battery
project may not qualify as distribution resource under FERC's accounting methods, the
Commission has the authority to approve the project and cost recovery. Finally, Duke
asks that the Conservations Groups' request for modification be denied. The Company
states the request is overly burdensome and would delay the project by years.
{f 208}

The Commission will allow the battery storage project to go forward, as a

pilot project. We find this project is consistent with the state policy espoxised in R.C.
4928.02 to encourage innovation and to facilitate the state's effectiveness in the global
economy.

As a pilot project, the purpose of any such initiative is to explore innovative

concepts in order to gather information. As stated by the Company, a project run throu^
a regulated utility grants the Commission financial and operational data it would not
otherwise be privy to. In order to obtain such information, we find the project should be
subject to pre-approval from the Commission and ongoing momtoring. Duke should file
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its application detailing its proposed battery storage project in a separate proceeding. The
application should be consistent with the Commission's PowerForward roadmap. As
stated in the Stipulation, cost recovery of the project will be eligible and recoverable
tiirough Rider DCI. 0t Ex. 1 at 13.)
6.
{f 209}

AMI Transition
As discussed, Duke proposes to replace the AMI infrastructure for

residential customers. Cxirrently, residential customers have meters, made by Echelon,
that communicate via a node environment. Nonresidential customers have meters made
by Itron that use a mesh environment. The difference between the two environments was
described by Duke witness Donald Schneider. Duke maintams that there were various,
unforeseen issues with the Echelon meters, such that it would be exceedingly expensive to
repair or upgrade the meters. Thus, Duke seeks to replace the Echelon with Itron meters.
The cost to replace tiie meters would be around $143 million. (Co. Ex. 11 at 8-13.)

As

proposed, capital investments for the new meters would be recovered through Rider DQ
and O&M costs would be recovered in Rider PF. (Jt. Ex. 1)
(f 210)

CX2C first argues that Duke should be held accountable for a series of

imprudent decisions involved in the initial installation of the Echelon meters. OCC notes
that Duke first began installing the meters in 2007 and achieved full deplo5nment in 2015.
OCC states that, prior to installation, Duke promised that the new infrastructure would
provide innumerable benefits including real-time data, billing system functionality for'
marketers, and billing-quality data. According to OCC, durii^ the course of the rollout,
the Company learned that the node system would not operate with nonresidential
customers and another system would need to be put in place for those customers. OCC
asserts that Duke also discovered that tiie node system would not produce billing quality
interval data. OCC submits that the Company could have and should have addressed
these issues as they arose. Instead, OCC contends that Duke continued to install AMI that
the Company knew would not deliver its promised benefits. (OCC Ex. 12 at 26-31.)
Because the current meters cannot meet their deliverables, and because Duke should have
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addressed that immediately, OCC asks that die Coirunission exclude the remaining book
value of the system from Duke's rate base. According to OCQ when setting rates, R.C.
4909.15(A)(1) requires the Commission to determine the value of utility property that is
used and useful. OCC contoids the meters do not qualify as used and useful and that
Staff has failed to make a deteimination as to whether the meters are used and useful.
Thus, reasons OCC, the $68.7 million book value of the Echelon, meter should be
disallowed.
211}

OCC further maintains that is imprudent for Duke to seek a complete

replacement of all Echelon meters. OCC initially notes that the Echelon meters have a
useful life of 20 years and the communication nodes have a useful life of ten years. OCC
explains that, as Duke started installation of the meters in 2008 and finished installation
three years ago, most of the meters should still have years of useful life. OCC contends it
is unreasonable for the Company to dispose of the meters that customers already paid for
and install new meters, also at the expense of the customers. According to OCC, Duke
should have explored upgrades or repairs before committing to new meters and that
replacing all of the meters is not a cost-effective solution. OCC further asserts it is
inappropriate for Duke to be permitted to accelerate the depreciation of the meters when
the meters still have a useful life. OCC witness Barb Alexander testified that, because of
Duke's dedsion-making, the Company's shareholders should be responsible for bettering
Duke's AMI infrastructure. She stated that allowing Duke to recover these costs rewards
the utility for making poor choices. (OCC Ex. 12 at 26-31.)
{^212}

According to OCC, Duke's rate case application, and the subsequent

Stipulation, violates a previous stipulation. OCC points out that Duke filed its rate case
pursuant to an agreement in the Mid-Deployment Remezv Case. As part of that stipulation,
the rate case was to be filed within one year of Duke reaching full SmartGrid deployment.
OCC states that, pursuant to that stipulation, the test year in that rate case was to reflect
benefits attributable to SmartGrid. OCC asserts that Duke and Staff have not identified a
monetary value to demonstrate those benefits. Thus, OCC requests that the revenue
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reqtairement be reduced by $12,944 million, which is the amount of agreed upon savings
from SmarlGrid in the stipulation in the Mid-Deployment Review Case. OCC also avers that
the state policy espoused in R.C. 4928.02 reqitires the Commission to ensure that smart
grid programs are cost effective.

OCC maintains that neither Duke nor Staff has

demonstrated that the replacement of the Echelon meters is a cost effective measure. As
described by OCC, the cost of the AMI transition would be significant. OCC avers that
the settlement allows for up to $41 million of recovery for smart grid proposals. However,
OCC expresses that the smart grid proposals are fhe basis for the AMI transition, which
Duke projects to cost $169 million. OCC continues, stating that Duke's estimate ignores,
among other things, carrying charges for retiring equipment and the book value of the
retiring equipment, and that the actual cost of the AMI transition is $486 million. (OCC
Ex. 12 at 26-31.) OCC concludes that Duke's smart grid plan and the AMI transition are
not cost effective, violate state policy, and should be denied by the Commission.
{<|f 213}

In sum, OCC contends that any sort of AMI transition should be

completed carefully and cost-effectively. According to OCC, multiple mistakes were made
in Duke's rirst smart grid installation, and, as proposed, OCC claims that the Company's
AMI transition plan will not be economical. Many other states, explains OCC, are taking
measured, slow approaches towards a smart grid to ensure the infi*astructure will be
functional and cost effective. OCC asks that the Commission take the same approach.
214}

In reply, Duke disputes OCC's contentions regarding the initial

deployment Duke notes that OCC was a signatory to the stipulation that authorized
SmartGrid deployment, and that OCC was involved in the Mid-Deployment Review Case
proceedings as well as SmartGrid collaborative meetings. According to Duke, OCC
actively participated in these and other related proceedings and never called for the
program to be discontinued. Duke farther avers that the Company filed rider cases every
year that were subject to pmdency reviews. Duke contends that SmartGrid deployment
has delivered numerous benefits to customers as the Company has reduced O&M
expenses by about 10 percent, saving ratepayers almost $16 million. Duke also insists that
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the Echelon meters provide billing quality data and that customers are able to access "real
time" energy xisage. Regarding depreciation of the current meters, the Company argues
that such treatment is fair and consistent with Staff's recommendations and also previous
cases. As customers benefited from the original system, and will continue to benefit imtii
the transition is complete, Duke disagrees with OCC's assertion that customers will be
double paying.
215)

Duke further submits that the AME transition proposed in the Stipulation

is a reasonable and necessary recourse that wiU serve as a benefit to ratepayers. Duke first
contends that new meters are necessary due to circumstances outside of the Company's
control. According to Duke, the communication nodes designed for the Echelon meters
are no longer being produced. Additionally, Duke's cellular provider will soon stop
supporting the 2G and 3G technology that the nodes currently operate on. The Company
maintains it examined only upgrading its AMI and determined an upgrade would cost
approximately $91 million more than a full transition. (Co. Ex. 11 at 3-10.) Duke also
submits that by converting completely to the Itron meters there will be additional,
previously imavailable benefits for ratepayers. Specifically, the Company notes that CRES
providers wHl now have the ability to seek access to customer CEUD and to offer
innovative products.

Therefore, Duke states major changes to its current AMI

environment are necessary, and transitioning to new meters is not only the least-cost
solution but also offers additional advantages.
216}

OEC and EDF submit that, if the AMI transition goes forward, the

Stipulation should be modified to ensure customers receive all benefits associated with the
AMI. Specifically, according to OEC /EDE witness Michael Murray, customers should
have full access to CEUD. Mr. Murray testified that the Stipulation, as submitted, does not
provide additional benefits to third parties that are not CRES providers. Mr. Murray
contends that, with greater access to CEUD, customers can better understand their usage
and find more ways to conserve energy and save money. OEC and EDF assert that such
benefits are in line with the Commission's PowerForward initiative.

Mr. Murray
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advocates for the Coimnission to direct Duke to implement GBQ which is a web-based
software where developers can retrieve meter data, as authorized hy customers. Mr.
Murray says GBC is a widely-used platform that would allow customers to choose various
energy services that fit their needs. (OEC/EDF Ex. 3 at 23-25.) According to OEC and
EDF, as customers are responsible for the cost of the AMI transition, they should be able to
realize all of die benefits.
{f 217)

Duke replies that there is no need to modify the Stipulation to

accommodate OEC and EDF, as the Stipulation already permits third parties to access
CEUD. Duke notes that the Stipulation provides that, if a third party expresses interest,
the Company will create a proposal for providing CEUD. Duke asserts the proposal from
OEC and OED is unnecessary micromanaging and asks that their request be denied. Staff
also maintains that OEC and OEiys recommended modifications are not necessary. Staff
contends that through Rider PF there are significant advancements in smart meter data
access. Staff recommends that OEC and OED pursue GBC, or similar initiatives, when
Duke files its application to recover costs associated with data enhancements.
{^218}

After consideration, the Commission finds that the AMI transition

proposed by Duke and included in the Stipulation is reasonable. The transition allows the
Company to cost-effectively address the unexpected issues to its current system and to
continue to make advancements to its infrastructure that will benefit ratepayers. The
concerns regarding Duke's current smart grid system are well documented. The need to
transition away from the Echelon meters was not caused by a single issue, but rather a
multitude of challenges. For example, not only did the nodes fail at a higher rate than
expected, but now the nodes are no longer being produced. Further, the cellular service
provider is upgrading to a 4G network and will no longer support the nodes. (Duke Ex. 11
at 8,11.) All of these issues, largely out of Duke's control, justify a transition to a superior
approach.

Other alternatives, including upgrades to the current system, were not

demonstrated to be economical options (Duke Bx. 11 at 13, att. DSL-1). The transition is
not only the least-cost option, but also will enable Duke to provide additional
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enhancements to the customer experience. As discussed by Staff, CEUD will be more
readily available to CRES providers and others who can utilize the data and offer more
innovative products (Staff Ex. 11 at 5). This is consistent with state policy as well as the
Comm^sion's PowerForward initiative. We find that the AMI transition is a practical
decision that mitigates costs and offers customers additional benefits.
219)

We are not persuaded by OCCs argument that the book value of the

current smart meter system should be disallowed. Initially, we note that the deployment
of Duke's smart grid system has been subject to continuous review by the Commission, in
open proceedings, through, among other things, the Mid-Deployment Review Case as well as
annual rider updates.^ Although the future functionality of Duke's infrastructure is in
doubt, the present operation has been serviceable and benefits customers. Staff has
reviewed Duke's smart grid expenses on an annual basis and determined whether
spending was prudent and reasonable and the Commission has considered and approved
those recommendations (Staff Ex. 6 at 3-4). Thus, we find OCCs contention to be without
merit. Similarly, we decline CX^C's request to modify the depreciation of the current smart
grid assets. As we previously approved recovery for the meters in the Mid-Deployment
Review Case, we agree with Staff that it is appropriate to accelerate the depreciation of the
meters now that they will be removed and consistent ■with previous actions (Staff Ex. 1 at
11, dting In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No. 08-709-EE>-AIR, et al.. Staff Report (fan. 27,
2009)). As the meters are no longer being installed and are set for removal, it is prudent to
treat the meters as dying accounts and consistent with prior actions (Staff Ex. 8 at 4-5).
220}

Finally, we decline to adopt the specific recommendations from OEC and

EDP. The Stipulation already provides accommodations to permit third party access to
CEUD and we do not find additional requirements are necessary at this time 0t. Ex. 1 at
16-17). The particulars regarding the capabilities of Duke's AMI can be addressed in the
Company's application.
® See, e.g., In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No. 17-1403-EL-RDR, and In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No.
16-1404-ElrRDR.
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-79Net Meterinc^SCR RIDER

As part of the Stipulation, Duke would modify the way it credits net

metering. Based upon the November 8, 2017 Finding and Order the Net Metering Rules
Case, net metering customers would receive a credit for the energy-only component of tiie
excess energy sent back to the grid, but will not also receive the capacity pa)Tnent that
they previously received. OEC and EDF oppose this change and initially submit that this
adjustment is prematiure. OEC and EDF note that the Net Metering Rules Case is still
sul^ect to rehearing, and that rules have not yet been finalized or filed. OEC and EDF,
along with OCC, contend that removing the capacity component is harmful to customers
as it does not compensate customers for the generation they provide to the electrical grid.
(f 222J

OCC also opposes the net metering component of Rider SCR. According

to OCC, through Rider SCR and the SSO rates, Duke is seeking to recover the payment the
Company makes to net metering customers for excess generation. OCC asserts that the
rider could result in SSO customers pa)dng double for the excess generation: once to Duke
and again to the ORES suppliers.
{5[ 223}

puke replies that OCC, OEC, and EDF previously made similar

arguments in the Net Metering Rules Case, According to Duke, the Stipulation specifically
states that Rider NM will be modified to be consistent with the Commission's directives in
Net Metering Rules Case, 0t. Ex. 1 at 21-22.)
224}

IGS submits additional opposition to Rider SCR. According to IGS, the

rider woxtid initially be bypassable, but Duke could apply to convert Rider SCR to a nonbypassable rider. According to IGS, the Commission has previously determined that if a
rider such as Rider SCR was non-b5rpassable, it would violate state policy by allowing the
utility to recover an anticompetitive subsidy, citing In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No.
10-2586-EL-SSO, Opinion and Order (Feb. 23, 2011) at 63. Thus, IGS requests that the
Stipulation be modified to prevent Rider SCR from becoming non-bypassable.
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Duke avers that Rider SCR has been in place for almost eight years and

remains largely unchanged.

According to Duke, Rider SCR does not become non-

b)^assable until the balance of the rider is more than 10 percent of Duke^s overall actual
revenue for the most recent quarter.

The Company asserts this conditional

component provides necessary protections for SSO customers and for Duke. Duke states
that Eider SCR essentially recovers the costs associated witih providing an SSO. As the
Company is obligated to provide an SSO no matter what, even if there are zero SSO
customers, this ensures Duke is able to recover its costs. For SSO customers, Duke states
this provision protects the few customers who cannot shop or cannot switch quickly
enough and would otherwise be left with the entire obligation.

According to the

Company, tihe Commission has consistently rejected IGS's argument.
226}

The Stipiilation expressly provides that issues regarding net metering

will be modified to be consistent with our decision in the Net Metering Rules Case (ft. Ex. 1
at 21-22). Accordingly, the arguments of OCC, OEC, and EDF are best suited for that
venue. Further, we clarify that whether the mecharusm for recovering net metering costs
is bypassable or non-bypassable is an issue for the Net Metering Rules Case, and Duke
should conform its mechanism to the ultimate outcome of that case, when the final rules
take effect.
8.
227}

Unbundling of SSO
IGS and RESA submit that SSO-relaied costs must be imbundled from

distribution rates. According to RESA/IGS witness Edward Hess, the Stipulation would
unreasonably permit Duke to recover costs associated with the SSO through distribution
rates. As stated by Mr. Hess, SSO-related costs such as those associated with information
technology, the call center, and assessments are wrongfully recoverable under distribution
rates, pursuant to the Stipulation. Mr. Hess testified that SSO rates are thus artificially low
because the Company is able to recover SSO costs elsewhere. Mr. Hess claims this gives
Duke an unfair competitive advantage over CRES providers, who must recover such costs
through their rates. (RESA/IGS Ex. 1 at 9-10.)
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{f 228}

IGS and RESA maintain that, by allowing the Company to recover these

cosis through distribution rates, Duke's SSO costs are being tmfairly and unlawfully
subsidized. IGS avers that R.C, 4928.143(B)(2)(h) requires all SSO costs to be recovered
through SSO rates. Further, IGS contends it is state policy for the Commission to foster
retail competition and ensure the availability of unbundled retail electric service.
229}

IGS and RESA additionally state that the Stipulation, as proposed, is

unlawful, and instead should be modified. Mr. Hess proposes the settlement be changed
to allow a non-b}q)assable credit and avoidable charge rider to unbundle SSO-related
costs. Mr. Hess's proposal provides a credit to all customers and a charge to all nonshopping customers.

According to Mr. Hess, this provides a fair and competitive

environment by ensuring non-shopping (i.e., SSO) customers pay for all services they
receive and that shopping customers are not charged for services they do not receive.
(RESA/IGS Ex. 1 at 10-17.)
[% 230}

In response, Duke, Staff, and OCC ask that the arguments of IGS and

RESA be rejected. Duke disputes that SSO prices are subsidized and artificially low. The
Company points out that a majority of customers in Duke's territory choose to shop and
that Duke has a higher rate of shopping customers than other EDUs in Ohio. Duke
maintains that the Company is obligated to provide the SSO to all customers and needs to
be prepared to do so. According to Duke, this results in unavoidable costs, including call
center infrastructure, regulatory assessments, and various business operations. Duke
further argues that the Company spends considerable resources catering to CRES
customers. Duke asserts that many calls that come into the call center are associated with
shopping customers (Tr. Vol. V at 991). Thus, Duke asks that IGS and RESA's rider
proposal be rejected. The Company contends this woxild only benefit CRES providers and
would unfairly cost SSO customers over $23 million. Staff argues similarly. Staff states
that the SSO benefits both shopping and non-shopping customers and, further, that
incurred costs are appropriately assigned to the distribution function of Duke, OCC
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argues that IGS and RESA's proposal would artificially increase the SSO price and would
harm consumers.
If 231}

At this time, the Commission will not adopt IGS and RESA's request to

unbundle SSO specific costs from distribution rates. As we have expressed, separating
SSO-specific costs from distribution rates would likewise necessitate separating any costs
specifically related to the customer choice program. In re Ohio Power Co., Case No. 161852-EL-SSO {AEP Ohio SSO Case), Opinion and Order (Apr, 25, 2018) at f 215. Thus, as
we determined in the AEP Ohio SSO Case, we direct Duke to include in its next rate case
application a detailed cost of service study to determine whether, and to what extent, the
SSO default service and/ or CRES competitive offers are subsidized through base rates.
The Commission will decide at that point whether, and to what extent, the costs of the
investigation should be recovered from Duke, CRES providers, or customers. Along those
lines, we additionally find that IGS and RESA's proposal to create two riders in order to
unbundle SSO costs should not be adopted. As we have previously expressed, separating
SSO-specific costs from distribution rates would likewise necessitate separating any costs
related specifically to the customer choice program.^ Until both costs are determined and
evaluated, the Commission cannot evaluate whether it is appropriate to reallocate costs.
9.
If 232}

Rider ESSR
As part of the Stipulatioiv Duke will transition from a four-year tree-

trimming schedule to a five-year tree trimming schedule. To operate its tree-trimming
program, Duke would be permitted to recover $10.7 million through base rates and $10
million through Rider ESSR. 0t. Ex 1 at 14-15.) OCC witness Peter J. Lanzalotta testified
that the transition to the five-year cycle is too expensive and not aligned with customer
expectations. Specifically, Mr. Lanzalotta asserts that a five-year cycle requires trees to be
cut back 25 percent further than imder a four-year cycle and that customers are sensitive
about the trimming of trees near their homes. OCC asserts Duke has not demonstrated a
^ See, e.g./ In re Ohio Power Co., Case No, 16-1852-EL-S90, Opinion and Order (Apr. 25,2018) at ^ 215; In re
Dm/ton Power & Light Co., 15-1^0-EL-AIR, et al.. Opinion and Order (Sep. 26,2018) at f 28.
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five-year cycle is necessary, Furfiier, OCC states that allowing Duke to alter its vegetation
management program and providing the Company with additional recovery is
inappropriate because Duke is not currently meeting reliability standards, Mr, Lanzalotta
contends that tree-related outages are the top cause of customer interruption in Duke's
territory. Furthermore, according to Mr. Lanzalotta, Duke is not on pace to complete its
four-year tree-trimming cycle on time. (OCC Ex. 19 at 14-17.) Because of this, OCC asserts
it is inappropriate to allow Duke to recover additional funds for vegetation management,
{f 233)

Duke states that switching from a four-year cycle to a five-year cycle is a

prudent and reasonable solution to a complicated problem. Duke witness Karen Hayden
testified that Duke t37pically issues requests for proposals to find companies that will
provide sufficient services at the least cost. She furrier stated that the market for such
work has become difficult to find at a reasonable price. By switching to a five-year cycle,
Duke contends it is mitigating the rising costs of vegetation management, which is a
benefit to customers, (Co. Ex. 13 at 4r7.) Staff agrees with Duke and emphasizes the
importance of vegetation management towards preventing outages. Staff notes that this
focus on reliability is consistent with customer expectations (Staff Ex. 3 at 10-11, att. JN-1
and JN-Z). Moreover, the Company further points out that Rider ESSR will be audited by
Staff. Regarding the audit, Staff states this will ensure that vegetation management dollars
are prudently expensed.

Concisely, Duke submits that the new five-year cycle is a

practical solution to rising costs and limited resources associated with vegetation
management; thus, Duke asks that OCC's argument be rejected.
{f 234}

Upon review, the Commission agrees with Duke and Staff that the

adjustments to Duke's vegetation management program are prudent and will benefit
ratepayers. As confirmed by Staff, contract prices for third party vegetation management
recently spiked (Staff Ex. 12 at 3; Duke Ex. 12 at 5). In opposition to the change, OCC
affirms that Duke is currently behind schedule on its vegetation management and that
tree-related outages are the largest source of customer interruption minutes in Duke's
territory (OCC Ex. 19 at 13-14,15). The solution offered in the Stipulation is a judicious
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respcmse to tiie rising costs and limited resources of the current environment. Ideally, a
five-year cycle will permit Duke to stay on schedule with its vegetation management
program. This should result in fewer outages and thus improved relieibility (Duke Ex. 12
at 5-6). A focus on improved reliability is consistent with customer expectations (Staff Ex.
3 at 11). Further, the audit provides sufficient oversight to ensure expenses are prudently
incurred (Staff Ex. 12 at 5).
10.
235}

Rider PF
The Stipulation provides that Duke will establish Rider PF to recover

coste associated with the "evolution of the distribution grid and an enhanced customer
experience." The proposed rider has three components, the third of which is regarding the
recovery of costs related to an infrastructure modernization plan. The plan will be filed in
a separate proceeding and wiH include plaits to upgrade Duke's CIS. (Jt. Ex. 1 at 16-18.)
First, before putting forth a plan regarding CIS, IGS asserts Duke should explore
transferring all billing responsibilities to CRES providers. According to IGS, this may
result in significant savings and would be beneficial to customers. Regarding a plan
proposed by Duke, RESA and IGS suggest specifications are necessary before anything is
approved. RESA first implies that there should be stakeholder input before Duke files the
plan. According to R^A, this would make the process more efficient and collaborative.
RESA and IGS further ask that any CIS plan permit supplier consolidated billing. Supplier
consolidated billing would allow a CR^ provider to issue a single bill that contains
generation, supply, and distribution charges, and the CRES provider would be responsible
for collecting the receivables for the EDU. According to RESA and IGS, Duke intends to
spend over $40 million implementing its CIS plan and CRES providers serve a majority of
the customers in Duke's territory. Thus, RESA and IGS state it is logical to give CRES
providers a platform to provide improved bill formatting with enhanced options. RESA
and IGS also request that non-commodity billing be made a requirement of any CK plan
submitted by Duke. According to RESA and IGS, CRES providers are able to offer a
number of innovative projects, but without the ability to bill for those services, they are
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severely limted. RESA submits that, for smaller CRES providers, consolidated billing will
not be a practical option and non-commodity billing will be essential. (RESA/IGS Ex. 5 at
8-16.) Finally, RESA also seeks that any CIS plan permit a streamlined enrollment process.
Because Duke already collects certain identifying information from customers, RESA
asserts customers should be able to use that information to verify account data, and hasten
the enrollment process. (RESA/IGS Ex. 6 at 5.)
{f 236}

In regards to supplier consolidated billing, Duke submits that such a

service would not benefit ratepayers in the Company's territory.

Duke states the

Company is uniquely situated compared to other EDUs, According to Duke, a majority of
its customers are both electric and natural gas customers that receive a single bill for both
services. As Duke offers utility consolidated billing, the Company affirms customers can
shop for a CR^ provider, as well as competitive retail natural gas suppliers, and still just
receive one bill.

If supplier consolidated billing is required, customers could start

receiving multiple bills, which, according to Duke, could be confusing and overly complex
for customers, and not necessarily what the customers want. The Company further states
that, while CRES providers state supplier consolidated billing will allow them to offer
innovative services, CRES providers are not prohibited from currently offering these
services and billing customers separately.
{f 237}

Duke similarly argues that IGS and RESA's request for non-commodity

billing should be rejected- The Company maintains that the Commission previously
addressed this issue in Duke's last ESP. Initially, Duke avers it does not have the
technology to separate commodity and non-commodity charges. Because non-commodity
charges are not eligible for the PAR program, Duke asserts it would be inappropriate to
commingle both charges. According to Duke, CRES providers are not prevented from
offering various services and products to customers, provided they are billed separately.
Finally, Duke notes that the Company's QS plan will be a separate proceeding and it
would be more appropriate fox IGS and RESA to raise these issues in that forum.
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{^238}

The

Duke also asks that RESA's enrollment proposal be denied.

Company contends that the current enrollment process does not restrict customers from
signing up with a CRES supplier. Duke states customers are able to sign up almost
immediately^ without needing an account number. According to the Company, the
current process provides sufficient consumer protection without making enrollment
overly complex. As with RESA's request for non-commodity billing, Duke avers the
Commission has previously rejected this proposal.
239}

Initially, we acknowledge Duke's concerns regarding the proposals from

IGS and RESA. Namely, that consolidated billing is complicated by Duke's unique status
serving both electric and gas customers, and that non-commodity billing is complicated by
the PAR program. At the same time, we recognize that the stated purpose of Rider PF is to
continue the "evolution of the distribution grid and an enhanced customer experience * * *
that may be engendered by the Commission's PowerForward review." 0t. Ex. 1 at 16.) The
proposal submitted by RESA and IGS have the potential to serve that purpose. However,
we will not require that Duke's CIS plan include non-commodity billing or a specific
components; nor we will require stakeholder input before Duke submits its filing.
However, the CommissioTi is persuaded that there are benefits associated with supplier
consolidated billing and Duke's CIS plan should accommodate that service. Finally, as tiie
Company's CIS plan is to be filed in a separate proceeding and be suited: to a hearing, we
determine that is the proper forum in which to explore these issues fully.
11.

{^240}

SUPPUERFEES

RESA asserts that specific fees charged to CRES providers by Duke

should be removed. According to R]^A, providers are assessed a switching fee and
CEUD fee by Duke in its supplier tariff. RESA contends this was originally established in
Duke's previous ESP and was included in Duke's rate case application without any
supporting evidence. RESA further alleges that Staff faded to investigate these charges.
R^A argues these charges are unjustified and allows Duke to unfairly recover millions of
dollars {RESA/IGS Ex. 6 at 3-4). According to RESA, the Stipulation should be modified to
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exdude these fees. Staff replies that the fees are marginal and the prindple of cost
causation dictates that assets used individually should be charged individually.
If 241}

After consideration^ the Commission is not persuaded by RESA's

argument As stated by RESA, the fees in question were last adjusted in Duke's second
ESP in 2011. In re Duke Energif Ohio, Inc., Case No. 11-3549-EL-^O, et al.. Opinion and
Order (Nov. 22, 2011) at 39-40. Pursuant to Supreme Court directives, before altering a
lawful order, the Commission is required to provide an explanation for the change.
Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util Comm., 10 Ohio St3d 49, 50-51, 461 N.EJ2d 303 (1984).
Here, RE6A has not presented sufficient evidence that circumstances have changed since
the fees were last altered in 2011 in order to justify discontinuing the fees. Accordingly,
RIGA'S request is denied.
12.
If 242}

PAR PROGRAM
Pursuant to the Stipulation, Duke will continue its PAR Program. As part

of the PAR Program, Duke purchases the receivables of CRES providers at no discount.
Under the terms of the settlement, an independent audit of the program will be initiated
within six months of the Stipulation's approval. RESA submits that the scope of the audit
is vague and would permit Duke to require CRES suppliers to open up their books and be
sul^ect to unnecessary and unfair examination. (RESA/K^ Ex. 7 at 7-9.) RESA requests
that the Stipulation be modified to either exclude this provision or limit the scope of the
audit as to what is expressly determined in the PAR Program agreement.
If 243}

Duke responds that the purpose of the audit is to ensure that the

Company is only purchasing appropriate, commodity-based receivables that it is
authorized to purchase. Part of the audit, according to Duke, is confirming that the
Company is properly monitoring the compliance of CRES providers with the PAR
program agreement. Duke insists the oversight provided by the audit is beneficial and
necessary and should remain a part of the Stipulation.
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{f 244}

RESA's request for modification is denied. The audit is beneficial to

customers and ensures ratepayers are only paying for appropriate expenses.

We

emphasize that the audit is independent and do not find that die provision will be overly
burdensome to suppliers.
13.
{f 245}

TOU Rates
IGS mamtains that the Stipulation wrongfully permits Duke to offer TOU

rates. IGS submits that tihe SSO provider should not be able to provide time-differentiated
pricing. Rather, asserts IGS, such pricing should be provided by the competitive market
and CRES suppliers. Further, if Duke is permitted to offer TOU rates, the Company
should be prohibited from subsidizing them and the rates should be subject to the
competitive market. According to IGS, Duke has not made interval data available to CRES
suppliers; consequently only Duke is able to offerTOU rates via the SSO. IGS requests diat
the Company be required to phase out TOU rates and, until that is completed, Duke
should be prohibited from subsidizing those rates.
{f 246}

Staff replies that it is appropriate for Duke to offer time-differentiated

rates until the market develops to allow CRES providers to begin offering that service.
Staff affirms it is not aware of any supplier offering TOU rates in the Company's territory.
Staff mamtains that the Stipulation provides opportunities for CR^ providers to offer
niunerous additional products and services, including TOU rates. {Staff Ex. 11 at 5-6.)
Duke agrees, noting that the Stipulation does not expressly discuss time-differentiated
rates, but it was recommended by Staff in the Staff Report 0t. Ex. 1 at 21).
247}

We affirm our previous ruling that EDUs should offer timerdifferentiated

rates imtil the market develops to the point that a reasonable number of CRES providers
are offering the service.^ Staff averred that it was unaware of any CRES provider that
offered TOU rates that reflect PJM wholesale electricity prices in Duke's territory {Staff Ex.
® See In re Commission's Investigation of Ohio's Retail Electric Service Market, Case No. 12-3151-EL-COI, Finding
and Order (Mar. 26,2014) at 38.
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1 at 21). Until the market develops further, the Commission wiE not restrict Duke from
offering TOU rates. Now that smart meters are fully deployed in Duke's territory, we will
not hinder ratepayers being able to realize all possible benefits of the meters. While Duke
is not restricted from offering time-differentiated rates, neither is IGS or other CRES
providers. Further, to promote maximum customer benefits throu^ potential competitive
alternative offers, Duke is instructed to make interval data available, in a manner
consistent with any relevant Commission order, at the earliest practical opportunity to
CRES providers and other applicable third parties.
14.
{f 248}

Customer Education Funds
CCEF objects that customer education funds were not included as part of

Duke's expenses in the Staff Report. CCEF asserts that Staff did not include the funds
because they were not expended during the test year. However, CCEF avers that Staff can
include items not expended during the test year. CCEF is concerned this will result in the
Company not committing future funds towards customer education regarding energy
efficiency, conservation, and dean energy.
{f 249}

In response. Staff states that, when determining test year expenses, it

analyzes whether the cost is known and measurable and whether the cost is related to
something used and useful towards providing utility service. According to Staff, the
education campaign discussed by CCEF did not occur during the test year and it would
therefore be inappropriate to include those funds in test year expenses. Duke replies that
CCEF's request is outside the scope of the Stipulation. The Company states that, if CCEF's
request is approved, Duke's revenue requirement should increase correspondingly.
{T[ 250}

The request of CCEF is denied. As the funding request from CCEF did

not occur during the test year, it would be inappropriate to include the funds as part of the
revenue requirement. As CCEF expresses concern regarding customer education, we note
the Stipulation provides $522,000 for weatherization programs and $250,000 to Gty of
Cincinnati for programs involving energy efficiency and financial assistance.
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-90ROEandROR

OCC submits that the Stipulation's proposed ROE and ROR are

unreasonable. The Stipulation proposes a ROE of 9.84 percent and a ROR of 7.54 percent,
with a gross revenue conversion factor (GRCF) of 1.5613731. OCC first states that tiie
GRCF was calculated using the wrong tax rate. Dr. Daniel Duann testified on behalf of
OCC that Duke's proposed GRCF was determined using the old 35 percent corporate
income tax rate. According to Dr. Duann, using the current rate of 21 percent provides a
GRCF 1,2846742.

Dr. Duann further states the 7.54 percent ROR is excessive and a

reasonable ROR would be 6.75 percent Similarly, OCC also avers that the 9.85 percent
ROE proposed in the Stipulation is unreasonable and a ROE of 8.28 percent is more
appropriate.

OCC examined ROEs approved by state commissions for other electric

utilities in 2017 and states the average ROE was 9.68 percent. (OCC Ex. 7 at 23-30.)
252}

OCC further disputes how Staff calculated the ROR that was ultimately

used in the Stipulation. OCC avers that Staff completed a CAPM analysis to determine the
ROR. In completing the CAPM analysis. Dr. Duann testi^ed that Staff improperly used a
risk-free return tiiat was based on forecasted yields of 30-year United States Treasury
bonds by th^ Congressional Budget Office and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. According
to OCC, it is t5Tpicai, and more appropriate, to use actual yields of long-term notes and
bonds from the United States Treasury. OCC indicates that using the forecasted yields is a
flawed methodology for several reasons. Particularly, OCC asserts that projected yields
are unknown and often incorrect. Additionally, OCC also maintains that Staff erred in
calculating the equity risk premium in its CAPM analysis. OCC contends Staff used the
wrong long-term government bond return niunber which resulted in an equity premium
of seven percent instead of the proper six percent; OCC asks that the error be corrected.
OCC next asserts tiiat Staff wrongly applied unequal weights to the results of the CAPM
and DCF analyses when determining the baseline ROE. OCC indicates that Staff typically
applies equal weights to each analysis and that Staff did not properly justify deviating
from its normal calculation. OCC also argues that Staff wrongly adjusted the ROE by a
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factor of 1.019. (OCC Ex. 7 at 6-30.) According to OCQ this was improper as there was no
cost basis for the proposed adjustment and it was based on data from a previous Duke rate
case, not the pending application.
{5[ 253)

OCC concludes that the Stipulation's ROE and ROR, combined with the

proposed GRCF, is excessively high and will result in a detrimental impact on ratepayers.
OCC maintains the rates are much higher than the national average of similar utilities.
According to OCC, this will increase the cost distribution service to customers and
negatively effect all customers, but especially low-income households. OCC avers the
increased utility costs will reduce the spending income of Duke customers while also
driving up the cost of commercial goods produced in Duke's territory.
{f 254}

According to Duke, the ROE in the Stipulation is reasonable and is

supported by independent analysis. Duke insists the 9.84 ROE proposed in the Stipulation
is within the range offered by Staff, through witness Joseph Buckley, and by the
Company's witness. Dr. Roger Morin. Duke notes Dr. Morin conducted multiple Analyses
and used a variety of methodologies to develop his range. (Co. Ex. 21.) Additionally,
Duke refutes OCC's claim that the proposed ROE is inconsistent with approved ROEs in
other states. The Company thus concludes that the ROE and the corresponding ROR are
reasonable, without negatively affecting Duke's creditworthiness or financial integrity.
Regarding OCC's proposed ROE of 8.28 percent, Duke avers it is unrealistic and not
supported by independent analysis. Further, the Company asserts OCC's proposed ROE
is not consistent with those approved for other utilities. Duke also disputes OCCs
calculation of the GRCF. Duke contends it is inappropriate and unlawful to consider
Actors outside of the test year, such as the implications from the TCJA. Instead, the
Company submits it is already addressing the effect of the TCJA through Rider DCI and a
separate application.
{Tf 255}

StaS also contends that the 9.84 percent ROE proposed in the Stipulation

is appropriate. Staff affirms that the ROE is within the range recommended by Staff and
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wouid allow Dtike to attract investment. Similarly, Staff mainteins the proposed ROR is
within the acceptable range calculated by Staff after examining RORs nationwide over the
past five years. (Staff Ex. 4 at 4-6.)
If 256)

Duke and Staff also dispute OCCs arguments regarding the CAPM

analysis. First, Duke replies that the use of forecasted fields is appropriate. Duke avers
that cost of capital models such as CAPM and DCF are prospective and, as Dr, Morin
testified, it is logical to use information that reflects expectations of actual investors in flie
market (Co. Ex. 21 at 37). The Company further submits that OCC is misplaced in arguing
that equity risk premium was wrongfy calculated. Duke contends that OCC incorrectiy
used bond returns instead of the income component of bond returns to subtract from stock
returns to calculate the equity risk premium. Regarding the proper weight to assign to
CAPM and DCF, boih Duke and Staff submit that Staff's determination was proper. Staff
states that adjustments to the weighting is necessary when a reasonable ROE cannot
otherwise be obtained (Staff Ex. 4 at 4). According to Duke, this is consistent with prior
Commission decisions.
{*1257}

The Commission concludes that the ROR of 7,54 percent and the ROE of

9.84 proposed in the Stipulation are reasonable and should be accepted. We initially note
tihat the proposed ROR and ROE are squarely within the range recommended by Staff
(Staff Ex. 1 at 18-19). Although not determinative for our purposes, when examining rates
established by state commissions nationndde over the past five years, we agree the rates
submitted in the Stipulation are comparable (Staff Ex. 4 at 6). We acknowledge there are
\
multiple ways to compute an ROE,
but find the method used by Staff to create an

acceptable range is reasonable. We do not take issue with Staffs use of forecasted yields
and long term bond yields. We are persuaded by Dr. Morin's testimony that the use of
yields from 30-year Treasury bonds to estimate the risk-free rate in the CAPM model is
more appropriate than more volatile short-term rates (Co. Ex. 21 at 34). We. also find the
issuance factor applied by Staff was reasonable, as doing so properly accounts for the need
to reflect flotation costs in the cost of equity (Staff Ex. 4 at 5; Co. Ex. 21 at 54). We
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additionally hold that Staffs GRCF was properly applied, and note that, as discussed
above, the impacts of the TCJA are being managed in other proceedings {See, e.g., Rider
TC]A Case). Finally, we also determine that Staffs weighting of CAPM and DCF, in
response to a low beta on the CAPM estimate, was appropriate in order to obtain a
reasonable ROE (Staff Ex. 1 at 18-19). In summation. Staff's process to determine a
reasonable range of appropriate rates appears to be based on sound regulatory principles.
As a result, the ROR and the ROE submitted in the Stipulation appears to be sufficient to
allow Duke to maintain its credit and to attract capital.
16.
258}

PSR
Multiple parties argue that the PSR is neither beneficial to ratepayers nor

lawful. Duke submits that the PSR is a legal provision that will benefit customers by
serving as a countercyclical hedge against volatile energy prices. Duke continues, stating
the PSR wUl allow the Company to maintain its financial integrity and permit Duke to
make sufficient investment in its infrastructure to enstue safe and reliable service to its
customers.

Multiple parttes, including Sierra Club, OEC, ELFC, EDF, and NKDC

(collectively. Conservation Groups), as well as IGS and OCC, dispute the legality of the
proposed rider. They further assert that the PSR will harm customers and serve as an
unreasonable charge to ratepayers.
a.
{f 259}

Whether the Commission has jurisdiction to consider the PSR

OCC initially asserts ffiat the Commission lacks jurisdiction to consider

the PSR. According to OCC, the Federal Power Act precludes the Commission from
approving the PSR, and, instead, tihe decision rests with FERC, OCC contends that, if a
contract approved by a state commission guarantees a rate for a PJM market participant
that is different than the PJM clearing price, the U.S. Supreme Court has determined the
commission's actions would be interfering with the authority of FERC by establishing an
interstate wholesale rate, citing Hughes v. Takn Energy Marketing LLC, 136 S.Ct 1288 (2016).
Here, OCC suggests that the PSR, which is revenue neutral for Duke, provides a fixed rate
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to the Company that is distinct from the FERC approved wholesale rate. Thus, OCC
concludes the Commission is held preempted from approving the PSR.
260}

In response, Duke avers the Commission has authority to approve the

PSR. Duke states that federal courts have determined that the effect of state actions cannot
depend on a utility's participation in the wholesale market, but it is permissible for state
laws to have an effect on auctions. Along those lines, the Company insists that the PSR is
not reliant upon participation in the PJM market. With the PSR, Duke submits the
Commission would not be attempting to procure generation or trying to incentivize new
generation. Thus, per Duke, federal preemption does not apply to the PSR.
{f 261}

We will not address the federal constitutional issues put forth by CXI^C, as

we conclude such arguments are best reserved for judicial determination, which is
consistent with our determination in the ESP 3 Case, Opinion and Order (Apr. 2, 2015) at
48,
b.
{f 262}

Whether the PSR is permissible under the Ohio Revised Code

OCC, the Conservation Groups, and IGS submit that the PSR is transition

revenue that is barred pursuant to R.C. 4928.38. As Ohio transitioned into a competitive
energy market, OCC avers that R.C. 4928.38 permitted EDUs to receive transition revenues
for a limited amount of time. OCC and IGS aver that after December 31,2005, EDUs were
to be fully on their own in the competitive market. IGS contends that the PSR wotdd
authorize Dtake to collect the investment costs of generation assets from all distribution
customers; according to IGS this constitutes an illegal transition charge.
{f 263}

Duke replies that the arguments of the Conservation Groups, OCC, and

IGS should be rejected. According to the Company, the Commission has consistently
foimd that OVEC-related riders do not constitute transition costs. Duke states the parties
do not submit any arguments that have not been already addressed by the Commission,
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IGS argues that the PSR does not qualify under either of the two

provisions under R.C. 4928.143 that would otherwise permit a non-bypassable generationrelated rider. Duke responds that the PSR is not a generation-related charge. Duke further
states that the Company's entitlement in OVEC has never been used to provide retail
electric generation to Duke customers. As OVEC is a separate legal entity, Duke avers that
IGS's argument is without merit.
265}

The Commission disagrees that the PSR would permit Duke to collect

untimely transition costs in violation of R.C. 4928.38. As we determined in the ESP 3 Case,
the PSR constitutes a rate stability charge related to limitations on customer shopping for
retail electric generation service and may, therefore, be authorized pursuant to R.C
4928.143(B)(2)(d). ESP 3 Case, Opinion and Order (Apr. 2,2015) at 48.
{f 266}

■ Additionally, we also take note of the recent ruling by the Supreme Court

of Ohio regarding AEP Ohio's similar OVEC-related rider. In re Application of Ohio Power
Co., Slip Opinion No. 2018-Ohio-4698 (OVEC Supreme Court Case). In its decision, the
Court observes that the rider was authorized pursuant to R.C. 4928.143(B), which provides
that an ESP may include a charge "[njotwithstanding any other provision of Title XLDC of
the Revised Code to the contrary,"

The Court determined that the statute's

"notwithstanding" clause permits an ESP to include provisions that R.C. Title 49 would
otherwise prohibit, including transition charges typically barred under R.C. 4928.38.
OVEC Supreme Court Case at ^ 18-19. Similarly, here, the Stipulation proposes a rider that
is nearly identical to AEP Ohio's rider. Like AEP Ohio's rider, the PSR was authorized, in
the ESP 3 Case, pursuant to R.C 4928.143(B) as a limitation on customer shopping.
Further, both riders propose to credit or charge customers based on the EDU's net costs
associated with its contractual entitlement in OVEC.
Whether the PSR is consistent with Commission precedent
267}

While Duke maintains that the Commission approved similar riders for

Ohio's other EDUs, the Conservation Groups and OCC insist those decisions are not
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comparable. The Conservation Groups contend that die riders approved for Ohio Power
Company (AEP Ohio Case) and Dayton Power & Light Company (DP&L Case) were, like
Duke, die restdt of Stipulations connected to ESP applications.^

According to the

Conservation Groups, the Conunission treated those Stipulations as a package and did not
specifically isolate the OVEC PPA riders to determine if they were beneficial to ratepayers.
Further, the Conservation Groups affirm the facts of each of those cases were substantially
different than the pending proceeding. Specifically, the Conservation Groups note that, in
the A£P Ohio Case, AEP Ohio was projecting that the rider would provide a net benefit of
$110 million to customers, and, if the forecasts fell short of expectation, AEP Ohio was
committed to providing ratepayers credits of $15 million.

In the DP&L Case, the

Conservation Groups point out that the utility was in a significantly more dire financial
situation. OCC agrees, affirming that, here, all forecasts of the rider project a net loss and
that Duke is in a very stable financial position.
268)

Duke notes that the PSR is very similar to riders approved for both AEP

Ohio and DP&L. Duke maintains that those riders involve die same costs and revenues as
the PSR. According to Duke, all three riders involve an Ohio EDU bidding its OVEC-share
in the PJM market, and subject to the same tariffs. Duke states the only difference is the
timing of the rider proposals.
269}

The Commission does not disagree with either argument.

The PSR is

substantially similar to the OVEC-related riders approved for AEP Ohio and DP&L.
However, d^e riders in each case have been presented as part of distinguishable
stipulations and the Commission has and will consider them correspondingly based upon
the record presented in each case.

^Inre Columbus Southern Pozoer Co. and Ohio Power Co., Case No. 14-1693-EL-RDR, et aL, Opiiuon and Order
(Mar. 3,2016) and In re Dayton Power & Light Co., 16-395-EL-SSO, et ai.. Opinion and Order (Oct. 20,
2017), respectively.
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{f 270}

Whether the PSR would ben^t customers

The opposing patties submit that the PSR will not benefit customers and

wili only serve as a charge to customers. Further, they state that while even Duke admits
that the PSR will constitute a charge for customers, they contend that the amount that
customers will be charged is significantly greater than what Duke projects.
{f 271)

OCC notes that Duke projects the cost of the PSR to be around $77 million

over the course of the ESP, based upon forecasts from its witness, Judah Rose. Although a
significant projected cost, OCC and the Conservation Groups contend that Mr. Rose's
forecast is flawed and overly optimistic.

First, OCC asserts that Dtike's projection

regarding a lower reserve margin is misplaced. According to OCC, Mr. Rose's forecasted
capacity prices are based on lower reserve margins caused by, among other things, load
growth, retirements, and higher cost of new plant construction. OCC explains the market
has experienced stability witih the level of capacity and energy prices and that there is a
significant amount of new generation entering the market. According to OCC, Mr. Rose
fails to account for this, which skews his forecasts. OCC additionally maintains that Duke
wrongly considers the penalty rate of the Reliability Pricing Model to be too low. OCC
avers Duke's assertion is not supported by evidence that the rate is likely to rise and, even
if it does, the impact on capacity prices is unknown. Similarly, OCC also disputes Mr.
Rose's assumptions regarding buy-side market power mitigation, OVEC utilization rates,
and OVEC dispatch and margins. (OCC Ex. 11 at 15-22.) The Conservation Groups point
out that Mr. Rose's forecast is more reliable in the initial years of the projection, as it is
based on known PJM capacity prices and other prices actually being offered and paid by
market participants. The Conservation Groups contend the latter half of Mr. Rose's
forecast is thus substantially more unreliable. Fruihermore, the Corxservation Groups
submit that Mr. Rose's forecaS;t fails to accoimt for additional and substantial expenses
such as increased borrowing costs for OVEC and environmental requirements, (Sierra
Club Ex- 4 at 9-13.) Additionally, both IGS and the Conservation Groups point out that
Mr. Rose previously forecasted OVEC costs for another stakeholder in OVEC, FirstEnergy
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Solutions (FES). They explain that, in that forecast, Mr. Rose projected larger losses for
OVEC. (Sierra Qub Ex. 1.) According to the Conservation Groups, appl)dng Mr, Rose's
FES estimation toward Dtike's OVEC share, it would result in a $110 million loss over the
first five years of the ESP. Finally, OCC states the Commission should accept the forecast
prepared by its witness, James Wilson, who estimated a $119 million loss (OCC Ex. 11 at
25).
{f 272}

Duke counters that all forecasts, including the one completed by Mr.

Rose, are subject to the impredictability of the PJM wholesale market, which is particularly
volatile. The Company states that OVEC costs are significantiy less volatile than the
wholesale markets and Mr. Rose used the best information available at the time for his
analysis. In its reply, Duke rejects OCC's contentions with Mr. Rose's projection. Duke
asserts that, for a majority of the proposed ESP term, the capacity prices are already
determined and, thus, to that extent are not subject to any volatility. Further, according to
Duke, FERC has expressed concern regarding suppressive pricing in the PJM market^
Regarding the penalty rate, Duke contends that Mr. Rose's analysis is directly based on
historical data from PJM as well as information from the market. Duke also points to
recent actions by both FERC and PJM regarding the resiliency within the market and
suggests these actions support Mr. Rose's statement that capacity pricing is likely to
increase (Co. Ex. 8 at 65).
273}

The parties opposing \he Stipulation also disagree with Duke's assertion

that the PSR will serve as a hedge. CX!C states that the rates paid by SSO customers are
the result of competitive auctions that produce one- to three-year full requirements.
According to OCC, this results in stable rates that avoid any day-to-day volatility. Further,
according to OCC, the costs or credits from the PSR have a lag of at least three months.
Because of the time difference, OCC suggests that the PSR may not be countercyclical to
the markeft, and thus would not serve as any sort of hedge. The Conservation Groups note
^ Citing Order R^ecting Proposed TarijfRetnsions, Granting in Part and Denying in Part CompMnt, and Instituting
Proceedings Under Section 206 of the Federal Power Act, 163 FERC If 61,236 (Jime 29,2018).
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that the PSR is projected to be a loss for the entirety of the ESP, and Duke wrongfully
contends that the PSR will still serve as hedge. The Conservation Groups assert it is
improper to consider the PSR a hedge because of the theoretical, though highly unlikely,
prospect that the PSR would balance out volatile energy prices. IGS argues that the impact
of the PSR is so minimal, on a per customer basis, that it would not counteract any
instability in the market According to IGS, based on the projections of Mr. Rose, the PSR
would cost an average residential ratepayer $0.60 to $0.80 per month. IGS avers this is a
de minimis amount that would not provide any sort of hedge.
{f 274}

Duke insists that the PSR will act as a hedge. Although projections

indicate that the PSR will produce negative returns, Duke asserts the function of a hedge is
to protect against unexpected market changes. The Company avers that OVEC s costs are
relatively stable, which is an advantage over the more unpredictable nature of generation
such as natural gas or renewables. Further, Mr. Rose quantifies the PJM market as five
times more volatile than expected OVEC costs (Co. Ex. 8 at 14),
275)

The Conservation Groups and OCC also maintain that the Commission

should reject Duke's assertion that the Company's financial integrity is tied to the PSR.
Initially, the Conservation Groups note that Duke did not make this argument in its
original application for the PSR. The Conservation Groups contend Duke has failed to
demonstrate that the denial of the PSR would actually impact the Company's credit rating.
Further, they assert Duke did not show how, even if its credit rating was negatively
affected, that would actually result in increased borrowing costs. Finally, according to the
Conservation Groups, the Company provided no evidence to establish whether any
increased borrowing costs exceed the projected costs of the PSR. OCC agrees and asserts
that Duke's credit rating is actually very strong and the PSR is not necessary to support the
Company's financial integrity. OCC continues, stating that, even if the PSR is rejected, it
would not negatively affect Duke's credit rating. (OCC Ex. 20 at 39-40; Sierra Club Ex. 4 at
38-39.)
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Duke states that the Conservation Groups and OCC undervalue the need

to support Duke^s financial integrity. Duke contends that maintaining its current credit
value is necessary of late, as the Company has near-term financing needs of roughly $2.5
billion over the next five years. The Company contends that Duke's present credit rating
is contingent on approval of the PSR. Duke further avers that credit rating agencies
examine whether Commissions offer utilities favorable and consistent rulings. As other
EDUs received favorable rulings from the Commission for OVEC-related riders, Duke
submits that the credit rating of the Company and other utilities would be negatively
affected if the Commission made inconsistent rulings.
277)

OCC and die Conservation Groups contend that Duke's proposed PSR is

less beneficial to ratepayers then the one previously denied by the Commission.
According to the Conservation Groups, the Commission rejected the previous request for a
PSR because the Company did not demonstrate that the rider would benefit ratepayers.
The Conservation Groups maintain that the projections for the original PSR were
significantly better than the current forecasts. They state that the original PSR was
projected to start out as a cost to customers but eventually would become a credit;
conversely, the current forecast is estimated to result in a net cost to customers every year
of the ESP.

The Conservative Groups conclude that this application is clearly less

beneficial to ratepayers than the previous application, and thus should also be rejected by
the Commission.
{^278}

In reply, Duke insists that the Company's current PSR proposal is

superior to its previous version. Initially, Duke outlines the consumer protections now
factored in to the PSR. This includes: limitations related to forced outages; limitations
related to capacity performance assessments from PJM; Staff audits; and a lack of carrying
costs 0t. Ex. 1 at 19).

Duke contends that these material additions are significant

improvements over its previous PSR application.
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OCC also disputes any notion that the PSR is justified in order to preserve

OVEC. OCC states that, while OVEC was created over half a century ago to serve the
needs to the Department of Energy (DOE), the DOE contract ended in 2003 and, around
that time, the generation plants were over 90 percent depreciated and fixed operating costs
were relatively modest Since that time, according to OCC, there has been over $1.7 billion
of capital investment into the OVEC plants to install catalytic reduction controls and flue
gas desulfurization equipment (IGS Ex. 12). OCC submits that Duke's argument that
OVEC plants are a legacy obligation is insincere, as the Company and other OVEC coowners have willingly invested in the plants and extended the OVEC operating
-agreement.
{f 280}

The Commission originally approved the PSR in the ESP 3 Case, in

accordance with the requirements of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d), but did not approve the
recovery of any costs. After concluding the PSR could be a provision of an ESP, die
Commission ultimately determined that Duke's proposal would not provide retail
customers with sufficient benefit from the rider's financial hedging mechanism or any
other benefit commensurate with the rider's potential cost. ESP 3 Case, Opinion and Order
(Apr, 2, 2015) at 46-48, Thereafter, we established the PSR as a placeholder at an initial
rate of zero and expressed that implementation details would be determined in a future
proceeding. The Commission thus finds that Duke's current PSR application, as modified
by the Stipulation, is an outcome of the ESP 3 Case and an opportunity to conduct a more
in-depth review of the Company's PSR proposal, and, if approved by the Commission, to
populate a rate.

This process is consistent with other ESP proceedings where the

Commission has approved zero placeholder riders and subsequently populated the rate of
the rider.8

^ See, e.g,, In re Columbus Southern Power Co. and Ohio Power Co., Case No. 11.346-EL-SSO, et al., Opidon and
Order (Aug. 8,2012) at24-25; In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No. 08-920-EI^^O, et al.. Opinion and
Order (Dec. 17,2008) at 17; In re Columbus Southern Power Co. and Ohio Power Co., Case No. 14-169a-EL
RDR, et al.. Opinion and Order (Mar. 3,2016) at 93.
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To begin, we recognize that the Commission's examination into whether

a stipulation is beneficial to ratepayers, and should be approved, considers the package as
a whole.

The advantages or disadvantages associated with a specific aspect of a

settlement, in isolation, do not necessarily ensure that a Stipulation will be approved or
denied. Thus, here, whether the PSR on its own is beneficial to ratepayers or not is not
necessarily the deciding factor on whether the Stipulation meets the second prong of tiie
Commission's three prong test; what matters is the rider's impact on the total package
presented in the Stipulation. We acknowledge that the PSR is forecasted to be a cost to
customers. However, we also find that these projections are not necessarily reliable and
the rider has the potential to offer benefits.
282}

As we have found with previous OVEC-related riders, the PSR has the

potential to act as a hedge against volatile rates.^ Pursuant to Duke witness Rose's
testimony, wholesale electric prices have been especially volatile. He testified that energy
prices fluctuated over the past six years by a range of 49 percent, which he attributed to,
among other things, variations in weather conditions, natural gas price volatility, and
regulatory changes.

He asserts that OVEC production is significantly more stable,

describing the market as five times more volatile. The lower volatility allows the PSR to
act as a hedge. (Co. Ex. 8 at 13-14,21.) Staff witness Donlon confirmed the volatility of the
markets and commented that such fluctuations make forecasting especially difficult. He
also indicated that various policy discussions have taken place at the federal level that
could significantly impact pricing and thus negate cturent forecasts. (Staff Ex. 17 at 15.)
The Supreme Court of Ohio has affirmed the Commission's finding that an OVEC-related
PPA has worth as a financial hedge in the OVEC Supreme Court Case at f 59. Although the
PSR currently projects to be a loss, the volatility of the markets, particiilarly in times of
extreme weather conditions, contrasted with the stability of OVECs operating costs gives
the PSR significant value as a hedge.
^ In re Columbus Southern Power Co. and Ohio Power Co., Case No. 14-1693-EL-RDR, et al.. Opinion and Order
(Mai. 3,2016) and In re Dayton Power & Light Co., 16-395-EL-^O, et aL, Opinion and Order (Oct. 20,
2017),
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A primary concern of the non-signatory parties is the projected rate

impact of the proposed PSR. By Duke's estimate, via Mr. Rose's analysis, the rider will be
a net cost to customers of $77 million over the term of the ESP. Duke projected an impact
on customer rates of $18 million per year. CXI!G estimates the net cost to be $119 million.
Although the Commission finds that rate stability is an important consideration, we agree
that a rate stability proposal must not impose unreasonable costs on customers. While we
concede that the rider may likely be a cost to custom^s,; we reiterate that the evidence
demonstrates that forecasting the market, particularly more than three years out, is
extremely difficult.

OCC and the Conservation Groups state tiiat, because the

Commission did not approve the PSR in the ESP 3 Oise, which projected a smaller cost, the
Commission should similarly reject ihe revised PSR in this proceeding. However, tiie
Stipulation provides additional protections for consumers that were not available in ESP 3.
This includes: limitations related to forced outages at OVEC's generating plants;
limitations related to capacity performance assessments from PJM; provisions for annual
prudency reviews; a requirement to continue to pursue transferring the Company's
entitlement in OVEC; and a requirement that no carrying costs shall be included in the
rider. Further/ and importantly, the application for ESP 3, and thus the original PSR, was
not the result of a stipulation and each aspect of the application was fully litigated before
the Commission. Thereafter, the Commission considered, and made separate
determinations, regarding each aspect of the application. Presently, the PSR is a major
component of an inimitable and comprehensive stipulation. As discussed, stipulations are
subject to a specific standard of review, and are given substantial weight by the
Commission. While we indeed review every aspect of a proposed stipulation, our
ultimate consideration is the settlement as a total package.

E mV/hmOTest
284)

Pursuant to R,C. 4928.143(C)(1), the Commission should approve, or

modify and approve, an application for an ESP if it finds that the ESP, including its pricing
and ail other terms and conditions, including any deferrals and any future recovery of
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deferrals, is more favorable in the aggregate as compared to the expected results that
would otherwise apply under an MRO, pursuant to R.C. 4928.14Z
{f 285}

Ehihe insists that the proposed ESP is more favorable than an MRO.

According to Duke, in comparing the ESP to an MRO, the Commission has considered
both qualitative and quantitative benefits. Duke contends that its original application
presented an ESP that was more favorable and that the ESP as modified by the Stipulation
incorporates additional benefits.

First, Duke highlights several riders that provide

advantages that would not be offered under an MRO. Specifically, the continuation of
Riders DCI, DSR, DDR, and ESRR allow the Company to proactively address its
distribution system and improve reliability. likewise, states Duke, the introduction of
Rider PF also focuses on distribution and incentivizes the Company to modernize its
system. Duke avers that another benefit of the proposed ESP is the seven year term. Duke
submits that this offers known, stable rates and is consistent with Commission goals.
Additionally, according to Duke, Rider PSR, as determined by Staff, has the potential to be
a benefit. Duke underscores the testimony of Staff witness Patrick Donlon who explained
that, while Rider PSR forecasts to be a loss, projecting the market is increasingjy difficult.
Thus, according to Mr. Donlon, Rider PSR has a greater chance to serve as a hedge against
volatile prices and also has an increased opportunity to provide a credit to customers.
Finally, Duke asks that the Commission consider concessions made by parties in reaching
the Stipulation. Duke submits that, in reaching a settlement, specific riders were removed
from its original application. More, the Company asserts that because this Stipulation
resolves several significant cases, the compromises agreed to by Duke in the associated
cases should be considered as a benefit, as they would not have occurred without the
global settlement. In particular, Duke notes that it was originally seeking a $15 million
rate increase in the Rate Case, and ultimately agreed to a rate decrease.
286}

Staff agrees with Duke that the ESP would be more favorable in the

aggregate than an MRO. Staff first points out that, through the CBP, generation rates will
be equivEiient to those under an MRO. Staff also maintains ffiat the distribution riders
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would also be recoverable through an MRO and should not be a quantifiable factor in the
balancing test. Regarding Rider PSR, which would not be recoverable under an MRO,
Staff admits that the rider would be a quantifiable negative based on forecasts from Duke
witness Rose. However, Staff first maintains that forecasting the market is especially
difficult currently and potential policy changes only add to that difficulty. Given that.
Staff still contends that the qualitative benefits of the ESP outweigh any quantitative
deficits. Staff explains that provisions in the ESP will allow CRES providers access to
CEUD which will allow them to offer innovative services to customers. Staff also agrees
with Duke that the distribution-related riders benefits customers by allowing the
Company to proactively take steps to improve reliability. Additional qualitative benefits
include weatherization programs for low-income ratepayers and assistance with
disconnections for nonpayment, energy efficiency, and public service announcements for
customers in Cincinnati below the poverty line. Staff also advocates for the benefits
provided by Rider PE. Staff maintains the rider advances the Commission's goals outlined
in the PowerForward initiative and modernizes the Company's infrastructure.
[% 287)

OCC disagrees and contends that the Stipulation fails the ]^P versus

MRO test. OCC begins by stating that Duke wrongly applies the test by considering
withdrawn riders from its original application a benefit of the ESP before the Commission.
It is also incorrect, per OCC, to consider the reduction from the original rates proposed in
the Rate Case as a benefit. OCC submits that because Duke has the burden of proof in an
ESP, aspects from another case should not be considered, and, further, OCC insists the rate
reduction should be significantly greater. OCC coimters the arguments of Duke and Staff
by stating that any qualitative advantages of the settlement do not supersede the
quantifiable negatives of Rider PSR. OCC submits that Duke and Staff overrates any
benefit associated with the various distribution riders and that, further, those riders would
be available linder either an ESP or an MRO. As even Staff quantifies Rider PSR as a
quantifiable loss, OCC argues the Commission should find that the proposed ESP is less
favorable in the aggregate than an MRO.
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Ptirsuant to R.C. 4928.143(C)(1), the Commission must determine

whether the proposed ESP, as modified, including its pricing and all other terms and
conditions, including any deferrals and any future recovery of deferrals, is more favorable
in the aggregate as compared to the expected results that would otherwise apply under
R.C 4928.142. The Supreme Court of Ohio has determined that R.C 4928.143(C)(1) does
not bind the Commission to a strict price comparison, but rather instructs die Commission
to consider pricing, as well as all other terms and conditions. Columbus S. Power Co., 128
Ohio St.3d 402, 2011-Ohio-958, 945 N.E.2d 501. Therefore, we must ensure that the
modified ESP as a total package is ccmsidered, including both a quantitative and
qualitative analysis. Upon consideration of the modified ESP, in its entirety, we find that
the proposed ESP is, in fact, more favorable in the aggregate than the expected results
under R.C. 4928.142.
289}

Initially, the generation rates under an ESP, which will be set via a CBP,

would be the same as the rates established under an MRO. Additionally, regarding the
distribution riders, and Rider DCI in particular, the Commission has consistently found
that, to the extent that Duke made capital investments, those investments would be
recovered to an equal extent through either the riders or through distribution rates,
provided that the property is used and useful in the provision of distribution service.
Accordingly, Duke would recover the equivalent of the same costs, and, for purposes of
the ESP versus MRO test, the costs of the distribution riders should be considered
substantially equal. Regarding Rider FSR, the exact quantifiable cost of the provision is
unknown; undoubtedly, however, all forecasts project that the rider will be a consistent
net loss for ratepayers. Testimony from Staff witness Donlon indicates that pricing in the
market has been particularly difficult of late to predict, noting that capacity payment
results nearly doubled from the 2020/2021 PJM delivery year to 2021/2022. He further
suggested that upcoming policy changes could further impact pricing. (Staff Ex. 17 at 1415.) Thus, while we will quantify the ESP as a loss, we accept the difficulty in creating an
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comparison. AEP Ohio SSO Case, Opinion and Order (Apr. 25,2018) at f 266.
290}

In comparing the ESP to an MRO, there are significant qualitative

advantages associated with the ESP. First, we acknowledge the benefits of the distribution
riders such as Riders DQ, DSR, and ESSR. While the costs of the riders are equal under an
MRO^ the benefit of the riders is a proactive approach to addressing distribution
infrastructure. This focus on reliability is an asset to ratepayers, and thus a benefit of the
ESP. Through Rider ESSR, particularly, Duke will be provided flexibility to manage
vegetation effectively and economically. Furthermore, regarding Rider DCI, the Company
will be required to work with Staff to ensure investments are purposeful and focused on
reliability 0t. Ex, 1 at 14). We also consider the potential qualitative benefits of Rider PSR,
The volatility of the market, particularly in extreme weather conditions, can allow Rider
PSR to serve as hedge and provide customers with more rate stability (Co. Ex. 8 at 14).
Another positive associated with the !I^P is dedicated costs for low income residential
customers towards weatherization programs, energy efficiency programs, and assistance
with disconnection due to nonpayment (Ir. Ex. 1 at 26).
291}

Another significant advantage of the ESP is Rider PF. Rider PF centers on

modernizing distribution infrastructure.

Through the PowerForward initiative, the

Commission consistently expressed the importance of grid modernization and the
ntunerous enhancements for customers that come with it. This rider allows Duke to
further that process. This includes improved AMI that will give CRES providera, and
potentially other, third parties, access to CEUD thus enhancing their ability to more easily
offer innovative products. (It Ex. 1 at 16-18.)
292}

Therefore, based upon the evidence in the record in this proceeding, the

Commission concludes that the ESP, as proposed in the Stipulation, including its pricing
and all other terms and conditions, including any deferrals and any future recovery of
deferrals, is more favorable in the aggregate as compared to the expected results that
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would otherwise apply under an MRO pursuant to R.C. 4928.142. While the ESP forecasts
to quantify as a net loss for ratepayers, due to Rider PSR, we find that the ntimerous
qualitative benefits that would not otherwise be available through a hypothetical MRO
make the ESP more favorable.
V.
jf 293]

Conclusion

In our consideration of the evidence on record, and in addition to our

determinatioi\s above, we find that the settlement will benefit ratepayers and the public
interest. Foremost, we note this Stipulation represents the resolution of four major,
complex cases. Rate case proceedings, SSO proceedings, and, recently, OVEC-related
riders are typically some of the most heavily litigated cases before the Commission. A
singular settlement allows parties unique negotiation advantages that would otherwise
not be available.
{f 294}

The resolution of the ESP as provided by the Stipulation provides long

term stability and a focus on reliability.

The establishment of Rider PF pursues a

modernization of the electric grid that will provide benefits to all customers. Particiilarly,
we find the AMI transition will give more customers more access and control to CEUD
and allow CRES providers to offer more innovative services.

The continuation of

distribution-related provisions such as Riders DQ, DSR, and ESSR allow Duke to initiate
work on its distribution infrastructure, with a renewed focus on reliability. The changes to
Rider ESSR, involving Duke's vegetation management program, are also in the public
interest. The adjustment to a five-year program allows Duke to economically counter a
changing market and reach management goals (Staff Ex. 12 at 3). Moreover, we find
modifications to Rider DQ offer additional protections to customers by requiring
spending caps and tying those caps to meeting reliability goals 0t Ex. 1 at 10-14).
Regarding reliability goals, the reliability standards established by the Stipulation require
continued improvement from Duke. Notably, the Company is committed to reducing the
number of customers who experience outages by 30 percent. (Staff Ex. 2 at 12-13.) Other
benefits resulting from the settlement of the ESP include provisions for low-income
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residential customers that fund programs for energy efficiency, weatherization, and
ass^tance with discoimection due to nonpayment 0t. Ex. 1 at 26). Additionally, as
discussed. Rider PSR, while projected to be a cost to customers, will benefit customers by
acting as a hedge against volatile energy prices (Co. Ex. 8 at 14). Finally, and perhaps most
importantly, a major benefit of the Stipulation is a reduction in base distribution revenue
of over $19 million (Jt. Ex. 1, att. D).
295}

Finally, in conclusion, the Commission finds that the record demonstrates

that tire Stipulation does not violate any important regulatory principles or practice. The
discussions above address the myriad concerns tom the non-signatory parties, and, based
on the evidence, we foxmd they lacked merit. Instead, we find that the Stipulation
advances state policies espoused in 4928.0Z Specifically, we note that the Stipulation
ensures the availability of adequate, reliable, safe, and reasonably priced electric service.
Further, the agreement promotes the availability of unbundled and comparable retail
electric service. Thus, we conclude the third proitg of the Commission's three-part test to
evaluate the Stipulation is met.
{5[ 296}

Based on the foregoing, we determine that the Stipulation is reasonable

and should be approved. As part of its investigation in this matter. Staff reviewed the
various rates, charges, and provisions governing terms and conditions of service contained
in Duke’s proposed tariffs. Upon review, the Commission finds the proposed tariffs to be
reasonable, subject to any modifications set fortii in the Stipulation. Consequently, the
Company shall file final tariffs, sut^ect to final review by the Commission. The new tariffs
will become effective for all services rendered on or after the effective date of the tariffs.
VI.
{f 297}

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

Duke is an electric light company and public utility as defined by R.C.

4905.03(C) and R.C. 4905.02, respectively.

As such, the Company is subject to the

Commission's jurisdiction pursuant to R.C, 4905.04,4905.05, and 49(B.06.
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Rate Case
{f 298)

On January 31,2017, Duke filed a notice of intent to file an application for

an increase in its electric distribution rates.
If 299)

On March 2, 2017, Duke filed its application seeking Commission

authority to increase its rates for electric distribution service, for accounting authority, and
for approval of revised tariffs.
300}

By Entry dated April 26,2017, die Commission found that the application

met the requirements of R.C. 4909,17 and 4909.19 as well as the Standard Filing
Requirements, and accepted the Company's application as of its filing date.
(If 301}

On September 26, 2017, Staff filed its Staff Report, which was

supplemented on October 12,2017.
{f 302}

Local hearings were held on October 30,2017 and November 2,2017.

{f 303}

Objections to the Staff Report were filed on November 6, 2017, by lEU-

Ohio, OPAE, Duke, OCC, Kroger, OMAEG, the Conservation Groups, CCEF, and OHA.
B.

ESP Case
(K 304}

On June 1, 2017, Duke filed an application and supporting testimony for

an ESP pursuant to R.C. 4928.141, which was amended on June 12,2017, and July 20,2017.
{f 305)

A technical conference regarding Duke's application was held on August

7,2017.
306}

On September 28, 2017, intervention was granted to lEU-Ohio, OEG,

OCC, OMAEG, OPAE, ELPC, Wal-Mart, Kroger, OHA, PWC, EOF, OEC, IGS, Cincinnati,
Caipine, RESA, Direct, the Universities, and Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. and Exelon
Generation Company, LLC.
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Local public hearings were held on October 23, 2017, and October 26,

2017.
C

Standards Case
308}

On Jxily 22, 2016, Duke filed an application to revise its reliability

performance targets in accordance with Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-10-10.
309}

Intervention was granted to OCC on January 4,2017.

310)

A technical conference was held on February 2,2017.

311)

On February 22, 2017, comments were filed by the OCC. Staff filed a

report on March 6,2017, and Duke and OCC filed reply comments on March 24,2017.
D, FSR Case
312}

On March 31, 2017, Duke filed an application to modify and amend its

Rider PSR and for approval to change its accounting methods.
E.

Stipulation
{f 313)

On April 13, 2018, a Stipulation was filed that purports to resolve issues

in all four pending cases. The Stipulation was signed by Duke, Staff, Cincinnati, OPAE,
OEG, OHA, and PWC. Non-opposing signatories include Kroger, lEU-Ohio, OMAEG,
and Wal-Mart.
314}

Also on April 13, 2018, Duke filed a motion to consolidate the cases

included in the Stipulation.
{% 315}

The motion to consolidate the Rate Cese, the ESP Case, the Standards Case,

and the PSR Case was granted on May 9,2018.
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Intervention was granted to OEG, OCQ lEU-Ohio^ OPAE^ the

Conservation Groups, Kroger, IGS, PWC, OHA, Calpine, Cindimati, OMAEG, RESA,
CCEF, Direct, the Universities, and Exelon.
{f 317}

The evidentiary hearing conunenced on July 9, 2018 and concluded on

July 24,2018. Rebuttal testimony was heard on August 6,2018.
318}

Initial briefs were filed on September 11,2018. Reply briefs were filed on

October 2,2018.
{f 319}

The Stipulation meets the criteria used by the Commission to evaluate

stipulations, is reasonable, and should be adopted, as modified by the Commission.
{^320}

The ESP, including its pricing and all other terms and conditions,

includir^ any deferrals and any future recovery of deferrals, is more favorable in the
aggregate as compared to the expected results that would otherwise apply under R.C.
4928.142.
321}

The value of Duke's property which is used and useful in the rendition of

electric distribution service, or the rate base, is $1,302,465,298.
{5(322}

Given Duke's current rates, the Company has a stipulated operating

income of $110,488,130 and a stipulated rate base of $1,302,465,298, which yields an 8.48
percent earned ROR. 0t- Ex. 1 at 7, Schedule A-1.)
{5( 323}

The negotiated ROR recommended by the Stipulation is 7.54 percent. In

order to realize the stipulated ROR on the stipulated rate base of $1,302,465,298, Duke
requires net operating income of $98,205,883. Thus, the sdptjlated revenue decrease
amounts to $19,177,171 and a total Stipulated revenue requirement of $467,775,683. 0t. Ex.
1 at 7, Schedule A-1.)
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A ROR of 7.54 percent is fair and reasonable under the circumstances of

this proceeding and is sufficient to provide Duke just compensation and return on its
property used and useful in the provision of electric distribution services.
{f325}

A just and reasonable decrease to Duke^s revenue requirement is

$19,177,171.
If 326}

As part of its investigation in this matter. Staff reviewed the various rates,

charges, and provisions governing terms and conditions of service contained in Duke's
proposed tariffs.

Upon review, the Commission finds the proposed tariffs to be

reasonable, subject to the modifications set forth in the Stipulations. Consequently, Duke
shall file final tariffs, subject to final review by the Commission. The new tariffs will
become effective for all services rendered on or after the effective date of the tariffs.
VU,

Order

{f 327}

It is, therefore.

{f 328}

ORDERED, That the Stipulation be approved and adopted. It is, further,

{f 329)

ORDERED, That Duke is authorized to file in final form two complete

copies of tariffs consistent with this Opinion and Order and to cancel and withdraw its
superseded tariffs upon the effective date of the final tariffs. One copy shall be filed with
these case dockets, and one copy shall be filed in the Company's TRF docket The
Company shall also update its tariffs previously filed with the Commission's docketing
division. It is, further,
330}

ORDERED, That Duke shall notify all affected customers of the tariffs via

bill message or bill insert within 30 days of the effective date of the revised tariffs. A copy
of this customer notice shall be submitted to the Commission's Service Monitoring and
Enforcement Department, Reliability and Service Analysis Division, at least ten days prior
to its distribution to customers. It is, further.
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ORDERED, That the effective date of the revised tariffs shall be a date not

earlier than the date of this Opinion and Order and the date upon which two complete
copies of the final tariffs are filed with the Commission. It is, further,
332}

ORDERED, That the pending motions for protective order are granted, as

set forth herein. It is, further,
333}

ORDERED, That nodiing in this Opinion and Order shall be binding

upon this Commission in any future proceeding or investigation involving the justness or
reasonableness of any rate, charge, rule, or regulation. It is, further.
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ORDERED, That a copy of this Opinion and Order be served upon all

parties of record.
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

Haque, Chairman

M. Beth Trombold

Thomas W(^hnson

^wrencfc^Spngdeman.

Daniel R. Conway

NJW/SEC/hac
Entered in the Journal

DEC 1 S 2016

Barcy F. McNeal
Secretary
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Authority to Defer Vegetation
Management Costs.
In the Matter of the Appucation of
Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., to
Establish Minimum Reliability
Performance Standards Pursuant
TO Ohio Adm.Code Chapter 4901:110.

Case No, 16-1602-EL-ESS

CONCURRING OPINION OF
COMMISSIONER LAWRENCE K. FRIEPEMAN
As a prefatory coirunent I applaud the efforts of the interested parties in achieving a
global resolution of many open matters. Additionally, I support the decision of the
Commission in this Order. However, I would like to offer comment on certain aspects of the
stipulation.
First, I offer comments on the issue of battery storage. I believe the PowerFoward
Initiative yi^ded a broad consensus that we are entering an era of accelerated technological
development that will drive innovation and modernization to ihe grid constrained only by
the limitations on our collective imagination. I believe we must remain mindful of the
implications of current decisions on future realities. Battery storage is but one example of
evolving capabilities which will impact traditional notions of the grid and, potentially,
competitive evolution. By way of example, batteiy storage can simultaneously play a role
as a pure distribution asset with systemic purpose while functioning in the frequency
regulation market Simply put, a battery can have attributes of both a competitive and
distributive asset. The dual nature of batteries may impact market dynamics, including the
inhibition of evolving competitive services offered by non-utilities.
I do not advocate for the sub-optimal utilization of electric distribution utility (EDU)
assets. However, the potential benefits of this broader storage application must be balanced
against the potential deleterious impact on market development which ultimately may yield
even greater consxaner benefit. A possible solution to this dilemma may rest in a process by
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which the EDU bids out the storage-related capacity to suppliers participating in the
capacity market with revenues generated by the bid procedure distributed to ratepayers.
This suggestion represents only one possible approach and is exemplary of the myriad
issues which will arise as we move forward in an era of technologically driven grid
reconfiguration^ the merits and implications of which are best debated in the forum
provided by the PowerFoward Collaborative. Thus, while I believe a pilot program as
recited is a reasonable imdertaking within the context of the Stipulation, I would suggest
that broader storage proposals be addressed through the construct of the PowerForward
Roadmap.
Second, I offer coiranent on the dtiration of the ESP. InitiaBy, I acknowledge tiie value
of predictability and certainty derived by the duration of the ESP. However, as is evidenced
by Staff witness testimony, future electric price and market forecasts beyond the short term
are at best challenging given the vagaries and vicissitudes of the market To date the auction
procedures pursuant to which generation prices are determined have yielded very positive
results for ratepayers: However, at some future date volatility or other market conditions
may present circumstances in which other competitive procurement processes may yield
even greater ratepayer value. I believe the Commission should remain vigilant of market
dynamics and cognizant of the circumstances in which the ESP could be revisited to ensure
maximtun customer benefit.
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APPLICATION FOR REHEARING

Pursuant to Section 4903.10, Revised Code, and Rule 4901-1-35, Ohio
Administrative Code (“O.A.C.”), Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (“IGS Energy” or “IGS”)
respectfully submits this Application for Rehearing of the Opinion and Order (“Order”)
issued by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“Commission”) on December 19, 2018
for the following reasons:
A. The Order is unlawful and unreasonable inasmuch as it authorized
Duke to recover the cost of competitive retail electric service through
non-competitive service rates.
R.C. 4928.05(A)(1) prohibits the
Commission from exercising Chapter 4909 to regulate competitive
retail electric services; therefore, the Order exceeded the scope of the
Commission’s jurisdiction.
B. The Order authorized an anticompetitive, unlawful, and unreasonable
subsidy to Duke’s competitive retail electric service in violation of
precedent and State policy enumerated in R.C. 4928.02.
Elyria
Foundry Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 14 Ohio St.3d 305, 315 (2007).
C. The Order unlawfully and unreasonably rejected IGS proposal that
would remedy Duke’s unlawful collection of competitive retail electric
service costs through non-competitive service rates.
D. The Order is unlawful and unreasonable because it violated R.C.
4903.09 by failing to state findings of fact and reasons prompting the
Commission’s decisions. In re Application of Columbus Southern
Power Company, 128 Ohio St. 3d 512,519, 526-27 (2011). The Order
failed to appropriately consider or address IGS’ arguments that the
Stipulation recommended that the Commission: (1) unlawfully and
unreasonably apply Chapter 4909 to authorize recovery of competitive
retail electric service costs through non-competitive service rate
structures; (2) unlawfully and unreasonably provided a subsidy to
Duke’s competitive retail electric service rates in violation of R.C.
4928.02; and (3) the Order further failed to evaluate and address IGS’
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analysis and quantification of competitive retaii electric service costs
proposed for recovery in distribution rates.
E. The Order is unlawful and unreasonable inasmuch as it concluded the
existence of costs related to Duke’s facilitation of the choice market
may justify subsidizing SSO service.
The Order’s reasoning
circumvents the statutory limitation against regulation of competitive
retail electric services under Chapter 4909. The Order is also arbitrary,
capricious, and an abuse of discretion given that choice-related costs
are already directly assigned to CRES providers. Forest Hills Utility
Co. V. Pub. Util. Comm’n Ohio, 31 Ohio St. 2d 46 (1972).
F. The Order’s determination that choice costs may justify subsidizing
the standard service offer is against the manifest weight of the
evidence. The record reflects $23 million in SSO-related costs
proposed for recovery in distribution rates; substantial CRES provider
fees to cover choice-related costs; thus, the record demonstrates that
additional costs should be allocated to the SSO even under the
Order’s unlawful reasoning. Westside Cellular, Inc. v. Pub. Util.
Comm., 98 Ohio St. 3d 165; Cleveland Elec. Ilium. Co. v. Pub. Util.
Comm’n Ohio, 76 Ohio St.3d 163,166 (1996).
G. The Order is unlawful and unreasonable inasmuch as it deviated from
recent Commission precedent, which required a EDU to allocate to the
SSO the portion of the OCC and PUCO assessments related to SSO
retail electric generation. Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 10
OhioSt.3d 49, 50-51 (1984).
H. The Order is unlawful, unreasonable, and discriminatory Inasmuch as
it authorized Duke to impose switching fees and historical usage fees
on CRES providers without evidentiary support in violation of R.C.
4909.15 and R.C. 4909.18. The application of these fees to CRES
providers is discriminatory in violation of R.C. 4905.35 and 4928.02.
I.

The Order unlawfully, unjustly, and unreasonably permitted Duke to
Discriminate against CRES providers in the provision of non-electric
services on the utility consolidated billing in violation of R.C.
4905.35(A).

As discussed further In the Memorandum in Support, IGS respectfully requests that the
Commission to grant this Application for Rehearing and correct the errors identified
herein.
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INTRODUCTION

I.

When the General Assembly restructured the Ohio electric market, it required
incumbent electric distribution utilities (“EDUs”) to separate and unbundle their
competitive and non-competitive services.

Restructuring gave customers the right to

choose the competitive services that they want and need. In order to preserve this right,
EDUs were prohibited from rebundling their competitive services into non-competitive
services.

Each service was required to stand on its own.

This paradigm protected

customers from EDU abuses and ensured a level playing field for providers of competitive
services.
On December 19, 2018, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“Commission”)
issued an Opinion and Order (“Order”) approving a Stipulation and Recommendation. As
part of that Order, the Commission authorized Duke to establish rates with respect to its
non-competitive distribution services. The Order also authorized Duke’s application to
establish an Electric Security Plan (“ESP), including a competitive standard service offer
(“SSO” or “default service”).
The Order permitted Duke to recover costs related to its provision of standard
service offer (“SSO” or “default service”) service through its non-competitive service rates.
The Order requires shopping customers to pay for SSO services they do not receive in
addition to the charges they pay to their CRES providers for the same services. This
outcome is not only inequitable, but it also unlawful.
Under Ohio law, the Commission lacks the authority to allow the utility to recover
costs to provide SSO generation service through distribution rates.
violated bedrock principles of Ohio law.

Thus, the Order
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Making matters worse, the Order authorized the continuation of significant fees on
GRES providers.

The Order requires GRES providers to pay these fees—^for non

competitive services that GRES providers cannot obtain from any other source other than
the EDU—just to be able offer competitive services in Duke’s service area. These fees
are in addition to the costs that GRES providers must incur to provide generation service
to their customers. At the same time, the Order permits Duke to provide the same non
competitive services for free to customers taking service on the SSO.
The Order is equivalent to heads SSO customers wins; tails choice customers
lose.

It is unjust, unreasonable, unlawful, and fundamentally unfair to make GRES

customers pay for their own costs whenever they shop in addition to paying for the cost
related to SSO service.

Costs associated with the SSO must be allocated to that

service—not distribution rates. And, while the Order is particularly egregious for shopping
customers, at the end of the day, it is harmful to all customers. Continued favoritism to
default rate service stifles a true market for competitive retail competition from ever
developing in Ohio.
Finally, while the Order provided a ray of hope that a future case may lead to billing
parity between GRES providers and Duke’s own affiliates, contrary to Ohio law, the Order
permits Duke to continually discriminate in the provision of non-commodity services in the
near term.
Therefore, IGS urges the Commission to grant this application for rehearing and
to correct the errors identified herein.

II.

BACKGROUND
A. Restructuring and Unbundling
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In 1999, Amended Substitute Senate Bill (“S.B. 3”) restructured the Ohio electric
market. S.B. 3 “restructured Ohio's electric-utility industry to foster retail competition in
the generation component of electric service.”'' “In short, each service component was
required to stand on its own.”^ The foundation for competition was established by
requiring “the three components of electric service — generation, transmission, and
distribution — to be separated.This process was initially implemented through the
electric transition plans filed by the investor owned utilities to implement the mandate in
S.B. 3. The Commission took a hatchet to separate the existing pancaked rates into
distribution, transmission, and generation. While this first step was important, as it laid
the initial foundation for customers to evaluate differing competitive retail electric service
options from different suppliers, the Commission has not finished the job as the legislature
intended.
Through restructuring, the General Assembly eliminated the Commission’s
authority over competitive retail electric services, except for certain limited areas such as
regulating the establishment of the SSO. But the Commission has no authority to regulate
or provide compensation for competitive retail electric services through distribution rates.
Indeed, “a competitive retail electric service supplied by an electric utility or electric
services company shall not be subject to supervision and regulation ... by the public
utilities commission under Chapters 4901. to 4909., 4933., 4935., and 4963.”'^

■' Industrial Energy Users-Ohio v. Pub. Util. Comm'n, 117 Ohio St. 3d 486, 487 (2008).
2 Migden-Ostrander v. Pub. Util. Comm'n, 102 Ohio St. 3d 451.452-53 (2004).
3 Industrial Energy Users-Ohio v. Pub. Utii. Comm’n, 117 Ohio St. 3d 486, 487 (2008).
'*R.C. 4928.05(A)(1).
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B. The Distribution Rate Case
On March 2, 2017, Duke filed an application to increase its distribution rates, for
tariff approval, and to change its accounting methods (“Distribution Case Application’’).
The Staff Report of Investigation (“Staff Report”) was filed with the Commission on
September 26, 2017, setting forth the Commission Staff’s ("Staff) findings regarding the
Application.
On October 26, 2017, IGS submitted objections to the Staff Report. As is relevant
to the Stipulation, IGS objected to the Staff Report’s failure to recommend that Duke
unbundle from distribution rates costs related to the provision of competitive generation
service via the SSO.^ Many of the costs necessary to support the SSO are proposed for
recovery in Duke’s allowance for operation expense (operation and maintenance expense
or “O&M”). These costs are identified and supported in the C-Schedules attached to the
Application.

The Staff Report provides an analysis of the costs contained on these

schedules. But, absent from the Staff Report is any recommendation to appropriately
refunctionalize the SSO costs that are necessary to support that service. The operation
and maintenance expense categories that the Staff Report failed to analyze and allocate
to the default service include:
(1)

Call center infrastructure and employees to maintain appropriate customer
service for SSO customers;®

® Objections of Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. and Summary of Major Issues at 4-7 (Oct. 26, 2018).
® For example, the Stipulation permits Duke to collect $5,107,749 in call center expenses through electric
distribution rates. IGS Ex. 11 (Duke Response to IGS-02-010, Case Nos. 17-32-EL-AIR, etal.,).
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(2)

Outside and inside legal, regulatory, and compliance personnel to comply
with the regulatory rule requirements for the SSO;

(3)

IT employees, infrastructure, and software;

(4)

Office space for employees;

(5)

Administrative and human resources staff to support the employees;

(6)

Office supplies;

(7)

Accounting and auditing services;

(8)

Printing and postage to communicate with customers;

(9)

Uncollectible expense, to the extent that a purchase of receivable program
contains a discount rate;

(10)

The regulatory assessments for the PUCO and the Ohio Consumers’
Counsel (“OCC”) that are based on SSO generation revenue, but are
recovered through distribution rates;

(11)

Cash Working Capital^

These categories of cost are mainly Identified in the following FERC Accounts (903-905;
908-910; 912; 920-935; 408). Each of the aforementioned expenses and investments are
used to support the SSO. Moreover, each of these services reflect costs that CRES

^ Although the Staff Report recommends that Duke not collect a Cash Working Capital expense, this
recommendation does not change the fact that Duke does in fact incur a capital cost to pay auction
suppliers. Staff Report at 11. By failing to allocate a cash working capital requirement to the SSO rate,
Duke thereby subsidizes this cost through revenue collected through distribution rates.
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suppliers must incur to support their own rates. Witness Hess identified that these costs
exceed $23 million.®
One of the most egregious subsidies related to Duke’s request to collect its OCC
and PUCO assessments through distribution rates.

Under Ohio law, these annual

assessments are directly related to a utility’s—a ORES providers is considered a utility
for purposes of the assessment—total intrastate revenues, which includes SSO revenue.®
For example, if Duke collected $300 million in SSO revenue^® and a ORES provider
collected $300 million revenue, both would pay the same assessments for their
generation-related revenue.'''' It defies reason and principles of fair play to permit Duke
to recover its assessment through non-competitive distribution rates while ORES
providers must collect their assessments through their competitive service rates.
In addition to the internal costs that ORES incur, ORES providers often must pay
Duke additional fees, for example, switching fees, billing fees, and interval data fees.''^
Yet, customers are not required to pay switching fees to return to the SSO.'*® Similarly,
Duke charges per bill fees to CRES providers to utilize the bill ready function.Finally,

8RESA/IGS Ex. 1 atJEH-1.
9R.C. 4911.18; R.C. 4905.10.
Because Duke also collects revenue related to its distribution services, it would pay an additional
assessment related to the distribution revenue it collects. IGS is not proposing to allocate this distribution
revenue-related portion of Duke’s PUCO and OCC assessments to the SSO.
Tr. Vol. XI 1929-30.
12 IGS Ex. 8 (Duke Response to IGS-INT-01-016(b), Case Nos. 17-1263-EL-SSO, etal.). The terms of this
charge are set forth on Tariff Sheet 52.4.
13 Id. at (a). The terms of this charge are set forth on Tariff Sheet 52.4.
I'l IGS Ex. 8 (Duke Response to IGS-INT-01-17. Case Nos. 17-1263-EL-SSO. etal).
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Duke charges GRES providers $32 for each interval data request."'^ These fees have
accounted for millions of dollars over the last few years."'® Each of the fees discussed
above are in addition to and apart from the substantial, non-wholesale costs that GRES
providers must Incur to make a competitive product available.
In addition to failing to unbundle SSO-related costs, the Staff Report failed to
recommend any reduction or elimination of the fees that Duke charges to GRES providers
or shopping customers. Thus, IGS and RESA objected to the Staff Report’s failure to
analyze whether any supplier fees or charges contained on Tariff Sheet 52.4 are
excessive.
C. The ESP Case
On June 1, 2017, Duke filed an application to establish an SSO in the form of an
ESP {ESP Application). Among other things, the Application proposed a PowerForward
Rider, the deceptively named PSR, and the Distribution Gapital Investment (“DGI”) Rider.
The PowerForward rider would permit Duke to recover costs associated with the
Gommission’s PowerForward initiative as well as costs associated with battery
investments. The PSR would permit Duke to recover through a non-bypassable rider the
net costs associated with its power purchase agreement with OVEG. The specific details
associated with the PSR were addressed more fully in a separate docket discussed
below.
D. The Price Stabilization Rider Case

15 IGS Ex. 8 (Duke Response to IGS-INT-02-01(h), Case Nos. 17-32-EL-AIR, etal.). The terms of this
charge are set forth on Tariff Sheet 52.4.
15/d.
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On March 30, 2017, Duke filed an application to recover costs through the PSR.
The PSR proposal would shift the cost and risk of OVEC ownership to Duke distribution
customers. Under the proposal Duke would sell the energy and capacity from the OVEC
coal plants into PJM Interconnection, LLC’s (“PJM”) wholesale capacity and energy
markets.'’^ If the wholesale market revenues that Duke receives are less than the costbased rate that Duke must pay to OVEC under the ICPA, then Duke would collect the
difference from its distribution customers through the PSR.^®
E. The Reliability Standards Case
Finally, on July 22, 2016, Duke filed an application to establish reliability
performance standards. Although Duke has continually increased its total recovery of
distribution-related revenue, It has often failed to satisfy its reliability performance
standards.
F. The Stipulation and Recommendation
On April 13, 2018, certain parties entered a Stipulation to resolve several different
cases, including but not limited to Duke’s application to increase distribution rates, Duke’s
application to establish an SSO in the form of an ESP, and Duke’s application to modify
the PSR. The Stipulation failed to address IGS’ objection to the Staff Report’s failure to
properly unbundle SSO-related costs proposed for recovery in distribution rates.
Moreover, among other things, the Stipulation proposed that the Commission authorize
the PowerForward Rider, the PSR including a retroactive ratemaking provision to collect

Duke Ex. 29 at 7.
^8 Id. at 4-8.
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lost revenues since January 1,2018, the SCR Rider to potentiaily subsidize the SSO rate,
and extension of Rider DCi that was authorized under the prior ESP.
Regarding to the Distribution Case Application, the Stipuiation proposed that Duke
decrease its base distribution rates."’® The Stipulation failed to address IGS’ objection to
the Staff Report’s faiiure to unbundle SSO-related costs; thus, the Stipulation would
permit Duke to recover SSO-related costs through distribution rates.
Regarding the ESP Application, the Stipulation proposed that Duke extend the
DCI, subject to annual cost caps. “Capital costs included in Rider DCI shall be those
recorded in FERC Accounts 360 through 374.”®® Further, the Stipulation permits Duke to
recover through Rider DCI up to $20 million associated with battery storage “for the
purpose of deferring circuit investments or addressing distribution reliability issues.”®"' In
order to qualify for cost recovery under the DCI, the battery investments “[m]ust qualify
as distribution equipment under the FERC uniform system of accounts authorized for
collection via the Rider DCI and subject to the Rider DCI caps.”®®
The proposed PF Rider has three components:
1. Incremental costs associated with the Commission’s PowerForward initiative.
Such costs shall only be authorized following Commission approval in a
subsequent proceeding.®®

This proposed recommendation is deceptive, given that the Stipulation permits Duke to increase total
distribution rates through the rider mechanisms proposed under the ESP.
20 Joint Ex. 1 at 12.
21 /cf. at13.
22 Id.

23 Joint Ex. 1 at 16-18.
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2. Recovery of costs associated with early retirement and replacement of Duke’s
ineffective advanced metering infrastructure (“AMI”), as well the provision of
interval customer energy usage data (“CEUD”) to customers, CRES providers,
and third parties, and settlement of CRES PJM statements based upon CEUD
for all customers
3. Provisions related to the Implementation of an infrastructure modernization
plan, as well as a proposal to upgrade the customer information system (“CIS”).
Cost recovery will be the subject of a separate proceeding. The Stipulation,
however, did not require Duke to include a proposal for supplier consolidated
billing or non-commodity billing functionality for CRES providers—even though
Duke offers that capability to its affiliate, Duke Energy One, Inc.^^
Regarding the PSR, the Stipulation largely recommends approval of the PSR as
originally filed by Duke, with some minor adjustments which do not provide significant
value.2® Based upon Duke’s own testimony, the PSR is projected to be a charge on day
one of the ESP and remain a charge for the duration of the ESP.2^
In conjunction with the filing of the Stipulation, Duke moved to consolidate the
proceedings that are subject to the Stipulation. Intervenors the Environmental Law &
Policy Center, Environmental Defense Fund, Natural Resources Defense Council, Ohio
Environmental Council, Sierra Club, the Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, and the

2^ Id.
25 Id

25 Id. at 18-20. For example, Duke may not collect costs associated with forced outages that exceed 90
days and capacity performance assessments are excluded. Id. at 19.
27 Tr. Vol. V at 957 L 18-22; Tr. Vol. V at 945 L 20 to 946 L 20.
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Retail Energy Supply Association and IGS submitted a memorandum in opposition, noting
the different statutory structures applicable to distribution rate cases and SSO cases. On
May 9, 2018, the Attorney Examiner granted Duke’s motion to consolidate, noting that the
Commission will respect the specific statutory criteria applicable to distribution rate
applications and ESP applications while hearing evidence within the context of a
combined hearing and briefing process.
G. The Opinion and Order
On December 19, 2018, the Commission issued an Opinion and Order authorizing
the Stipulation. The Order is unlawful substantively and procedurally.

As discussed

below, the Order largely places a rubber stamp on the proposals discussed above.
The Order authorized Duke to establish non-competitive distribution services
rates. But, included in that non-competitive service cost recovery, the Order authorized
Duke to recover the cost of providing competitive SSO service. While acknowledging that
this will occur, the Order indicated that it cannot separate SSO-related costs from
distribution rates without evaluating costs related to the provision of the customer choice
program.28 Thus, the Order acknowledges that Duke’s distribution rates will recover costs
related to the provision of competitive SSO service, but indicated such cost recovery may
be justified if there are equal costs related to the Choice program. The consequence of
this decision is that Choice customers to will subsidize the provision of SSO service
through their distribution rates for the next several years.
While the Order required a comparison of SSO to choice costs before it would
make the SSO pay its fair share, in a separate section, the Order authorized the

Order at 82.
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continuation of fees that are currently assessed to CRES providers. The Order reached
this conclusion despite Duke’s failure to present any justification for the fees in either the
Distribution Case or the ESP case.^^ The Order indicated that these fees were authorized
in a prior case, and stated, in reliance on Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 10
Ohio St.Sd 49, 50-51 (1984), “before altering a lawful order, the Commission is required
to provide and explanation for the change.”^° The Order further indicated that “RESA has
not presented sufficient evidence that circumstances have changed since the fees were
last altered in 2011 ...
Regarding Duke’s proposal to file a future application to update its CIS, IGS
commends the Order for requiring Duke to propose a process for supplier consolidated
billing. This portion of the order provides a rare ray of light for the competitive market. At
the same time, however, the Order fell short inasmuch as it would permit Duke’s ongoing
discrimination against CRES providers. Specifically, the record reflects that under its
current CIS, Duke lists non-commodity items on customers billing statements for its
affiliate, Duke Energy One.^^ Yet, Duke has rejected formal requests from IGS to place
its non-commodity charges on the utility bil!.^^ Duke also acknowledged that its proposed
CIS design could list non-commodity charges as a separate billing line item, yet it won’t
commit to knowing whether the system will be configured to facilitate CRES non-

29 RESA/IGS Ex. 1 at JEH-5; IGS Ex. 6 at 3-4.
Order at 87.
31 Id

32 Id at MW-1 (Duke Response to IGS-iNT-01-020(b)).
33 RESA-IGS Ex. Sat 12.
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commodity billing “until the Design phase of the project is complete.”^"^

Rather than

mandating equal treatment, the Order indicated that “we will not require that Duke’s CIS
plan include non-commodity billing or a specific components; nor will we require
stakeholder input before Duke submits its filing.’’^^
Regarding Duke’s battery proposal, the Order did not squarely address the legal
matters presented by the parties. Rather, the Order stated that “The Commission will
allow the battery storage project to go forward, as a pilot project.”^® The Order indicated
that “the project should be subject to pre-approval form the Commission and ongoing
monitoring. Duke should file its application detailing its proposed battery storage project
in a separate proceeding.But, the Order also states that, “as stated in the Stipulation,
cost recovery of the project will be eligible and recoverable through Rider DCI.”^^
III.

SETTLEMENT EVALUATION CRITERIA AND LEGAL STANDARD
Before approving a contested settlement, the Commission must find that: (1) the

settlement is a product of serious bargaining among capable, knowledgeable parties; (2)
the settlement, as a package, benefits ratepayers and the public interest; and; (3) the
settlement package does not violate any important regulatory principles or practices.^® A
settlement is not evidence and it is not binding on the Commission. It is a recommendation

^ Id. at MW-1 (Duke Response to IGS-INT-01-020(d)) (emphasis added).
Order at 86.
Order at 72.
37 Order at 72-73.
33 Order at 73.
Consumers’Counsel V. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 64 Ohio St.3d 123,126(1992). See, also, AK Steel Corp. v.
Pub. Util. Comm’n, 95 Ohio St.3d 81, 82-83 (2002).
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by parties to a proceeding on how the Commission should address and resolve contested
issues and nothing more. A settlement cannot provide the Commission with authority. A
settlement does not allow the Commission to disrespect procedural or substantive
requirements established by the General Assembly or the Commission's rules.
For example, Monongaheia Power relied upon a settlement for its authority to end
the five-year market development period early. The Ohio Supreme Court ("Supreme
Court") rejected the claim that the settlement provided support for the early termination,
stating:
Nevertheless, to the extent that Section IV of the Stipulation approved by
the commission in the ETP Order can be considered an order authorizing
the early end of Mon Power's MDP, that order was premature. It was based
upon an optimistic assumption that the requisite levels of the switching rate
or effective competition would be achieved by December 31, 2003, an
assumption that proved to be unwarranted, making any such order ending
the MDP unenforceable because the order exceeded the statutory authority
of the commissions^
Here, the Order must comply with two distinctly different statutory schemes, Chapter
4909 and Chapter 4928, and ensure that each statute is applied in a lawful manner to the
facts of this case.
In a distribution rate case, “the burden of proof to show that the increased rates or
charges are just and reasonable shall be on the public utility.” R.C. 4909.18 and R.C.
4909.19(C). Interpreting this standard, the Supreme Court of Ohio has stated that the
“company appropriately bears the risk that property not included in its application and not
made available for timely verification will be excluded from rate base.” Ohio Edison Co.
v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 63 Ohio St. 3d 555, 558; Cincinnati Bell Tel. Co. v. Pub. Util.

'*0 Monongaheia Power Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm’n., 104 Ohio St.3d 571,2004-Ohio-6896 at 26 (2004)
(emphasis added).
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Comm’n Ohio., 12 Ohio St. 3d 280, 287 (Cincinnati bell “failed to sustain its burden of
proof when it offered no testimony before the commission on the issue of its requested
budget adjustment.”)
As discussed below, the Order applied the Commission’s traditional ratemaking
authority under Chapter 4909 to authorize Duke to recover SSO-related costs through its
distribution service rates. Consequently, the Order required choice customers to pay
twice for competitive retail electric services—once through their distribution rates to pay
for service provided to SSO customers, and a second time for the services provided by
their CRES provider. The General Assembly prohibited the Commission from authorizing
the recovery of competitive services through non-competitive distribution rates. Thus, the
settlement violates Ohio law, discriminates against choice customers, and is contrary to
the public interest. On rehearing, the Commission should eliminate from distribution rates
approximately $23 million in SSO-related costs and reallocate those costs to SSO
service. Moreover, the Commission should eliminate Duke’s unsubstantiated supplier
fees.
In an ESP case, the applicant must demonstrate that each provision is permissible
under the statutory provisions contained in R.C. 4928.143. Moreover, the provisions of
the ESP, must be “more favorable in the aggregate as compared to the expected results
that would otherwise apply under section 4928.142 of the Revised Code.” In other words,
the outcome of the ESP must be more favorable than what would occur under a fully
market-based outcome. “The burden of proof in the proceeding shall be on the electric
distribution utility.” R.C. 4928.143(C)(1).
IV.

ARGUMENT
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A. The Order is unlawful and unreasonable inasmuch as it authorized
Duke to recover the cost of competitive retail electric service through
non-competitive service rates.
R.C. 4928.05(A)(1) prohibits the
Commission from exercising Chapter 4909 to regulate competitive
retail electric services; therefore, the Order exceeded the scope of the
Commission’s jurisdiction.
The Order authorized Duke to increase its distribution rates pursuant to Chapter
4909. The Order declined to adopt IGS’ suggestion to unbundle and eliminate from
Duke’s proposed distribution rate recovery the costs associated with the provision of the
SSO. The Order stated that “separating SSO-specific costs from distribution rates would
likewise necessitate separating any costs specifically related to the customer choice
program.”^'' Thus, Duke’s non-competitive distribution service rates will, in part, include
test year expense and capital costs, including a rate of return on those costs, related to
the provision of competitive retail electric service to SSO customers. In this respect, the
Order erred.
Prior to 1999, Ohioans received one bundled rate for all retail electric services. At
the time, all retail electric services were regulated under Chapter 4909.

Under this

traditional form of regulation, commonly referred to as economic regulation, the
Commission established retail electric rates based upon a formuia.'^^ The Commission
was required to follow the formula—“the Commission may not legislate in its own right.’"'^
Senate Bill 3 restructured the retail electric market, separating the distribution,
transmission, and generation functions that were traditionally provided through pancaked

Order at 82.
'^2 Office of Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm'n, 67 Ohio St. 2d. 153 (1981).
^3 Id. at 166.
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bundled rates. The purpose of unbundling was to separate the competitive and non
competitive functions so that customers could “shop” for their competitive retail electric
service.
Additionally, SB 3 eliminated the Commission’s authority to regulate or provide
compensation to support competitive retail electric service through non-competitive
service rates regulated under Chapter 4909. Indeed, the General Assembly specifically
provided that “a competitive retail electric service supplied by an electric utility or electric
services company shall not be subject to supervision and regulation ... by the public
utilities commission under Chapters 4901. to 4909., 4933., 4935., and 4963.”
4928.05(A)(1) (emphasis added).

R.C.

SB 3 removed the Commission’s jurisdiction to

regulate competitive retail electric service under Chapter 4909.

In other words, the

Commission lacks authority to authorize the recovery of costs related to competitive retail
electric services in a distribution rate case filed under R.C. 4909.18.

Thus, the

Commission may only regulate non-competitive service in a base distribution rate case.
By law, the SSO is an EDU offering of a competitive retail electric services: it is “a
standard service offer of all competitive retail electric services necessary to maintain
essential electric service to consumers.The

Order permitted Duke to recover

incremental overhead and administrative costs components to provide retail electric
generation service—specifically, bypassable competitive retail electric service under the
SSO service—through distribution rates authorized under R.C. 4909.18."^^ Indeed, IGS

RC. 4928.141(emphasis added). R.C. 4928.03.
'*3 Tr. Vol. XI at 1896-97 (Duke incurs call center expenses related to the SSO); Tr. Vol. X! at 1897 (Duke
incurs costs related to SSO billing functionality): Tr. Vol. XI at 1897 (Duke Incurs costs to modify bypassable
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put forth evidence demonstrating that these costs exceed of 23 million.^® Moreover, these
costs are comparable to the costs that CRES providers must incur simply to make a
competitive product availabie."^^
The Commission's authority to supervise and regulate the SSO is limited to R.C.
4928.141-144.

“Nothing in this division shall be construed to limit the commission's

authority under sections 4928.141 to 4928.144 of the Revised Code.”'*® Of those statutes,
the Commission’s ability to establish rates is limited to R.C. 4928.142 and 4928.143.
Therefore, The Order violated the explicit prohibition against application of Chapter 4909
to regulate and grant cost recovery for competitive retail electric services.
B. The Order authorized an anticompetitive, uniawful, and unreasonable
subsidy to Duke’s competitive retaii eiectric service in violation of
precedent and State policy enumerated in R.C. 4928.02. Elyria
Foundry Co. v. Pub. Util. Comm% 14 Ohio St.3d 305, 315 (2007).
Ohio law states “the public utilities commission shall ensure that the policy
specified in section 4928.02 of the Revised Code is effectuated.""^^ Under the plain
language of the law, the Commission must effectuate the State policy. Webster’s defines
“effectuated” as “to cause or bring about (something): to put (something) into effect or

SSO rates; Duke incurs IT expenses related to the SSO); Tr. Vol. XI at 1906, 1929-1930 (A portion of
Duke’s PUCO and OCC assessments is the result of the SSO revenue it collects): Tr. Vol. V at 990-991
(Duke incurs call center expenses related to the SSO); Tr. Voi. V at 1011-12 (regulatory expenses related
to the SSO).
'te RESA/IGS Ex. 1 atJEH-1.
RESA/IGS Ex. 1 at 6-9.
R.C. 4928.05(A)(1). Conversely, “On and after the starting date of competitive retail electric service, a
noncompetitive retail electric service supplied by an electric utility shall be subject to supervision and
regulation by the commission under Chapters 4901. to 4909.” R.C. 4928.05(A)(2).
R.C. 4928.06(A) (emphasis added).
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operation.”^® Thus, in other words, the Commission must cause the State policy to be
implemented, it must put the State policy into effect.
Specifically, state policy requires the Commission to “[ejnsure the availability of
unbundled and comparable retail electric service.”^''

Ohio policy further requires the

Commission to ensure that customers have "nondiscriminatory, and reasonably priced
retail electric service."^^ Likewise, the Commission must “[ejnsure effective competition
in the provision of retail electric service by avoiding anticompetitive subsidies flowing from
a noncompetitive retail electric service to a competitive retail electric service or to a
product or service other than retail electric service, and vice versa, including by prohibiting
the recovery of any generation-related costs through distribution or transmission rates.”^^
Further, the Supreme Court has noted that the General Assembly “restructured
Ohio's electric-utility industry to foster retail competition in the generation component of
electric service.To that end, the General Assembly “required the unbundling of the
three major components of electric service — generation, distribution, and transmission
— and the components that make up the three major service components.”®^ “In short,
each service component was required to stand on its own.”®®

50 httDs://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionarv/effectuate.
5’ R.C. 4928.02(B); see a/so R.C. 4928,05(A)(1) eliminating authority to apply traditional regulatory authority
to unbundled competitive services.
52 R.C. 4829.02(A).
53 R.C. 4928.02(H).
5'' Industrial Energy Users-Ohio v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 117 Ohio St. 3d 486, 487 (2008) (emphasis added)
55 Industrial Energy Users-Ohio v. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 117 Ohio St. 3d 486, 487 (2008).
56 Migden-Ostrander V. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 102 Ohio St. 3d 451, 452-53 (2004).
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The Court has rebuffed prior attempts to rebundle the recovery of competitive
services through non-competitive distribution rates. For example, in Elyria Foundry Co.
V. Pub. Util. Common, 14 Ohio St.3d 305 (2007), the Commission authorized FirstEnergy
to recover SSO-related fuel costs through distribution rates. Following an appeal, the
Court held that “[f]uel is an incremental cost component of generation service. Thus, by
allowing that generation-cost component to be deferred and subsequently recovered in a
distribution rate case, or alternatively allowing FirstEnergy to apply generation revenues
to reduce distribution expenses, the commission violated R.C. 4928.02(0).”^^
Here, the record evidence shows that the Order authorized Duke to recover
through distribution rates costs components related to the provision of the SSO—similar
costs that CRES providers must incur to offer a competitive product.

Rather than

requiring SSO service to “stand on its own,” the Order authorized Duke to bundle
components related to the provision of retail electric generation—the competitive SSO—
into distribution rates and therefore provide the SSO with an anticompetitive subsidy. The
subsidy is collected disproportionately from shopping customers; therefore, it is
discriminatory. The Order authorized a result that violates Ohio law and Supreme Court
precedent that prohibits anticompetitive subsidies and requires unbundled and
comparable rates.
C. The Order unlawfully and unreasonably rejected IGS proposal that
would remedy Duke’s unlawful collection of competitive retaii electric
service costs through non-competitive service rates.

Elyria Foundry Co. v. Pub. Util. Cotnm'n, 114 Ohio St.3d 305, 315 (2007).
29
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In conjunction with its rejection of IGS’ proposal to unbundle from distribution rates
costs related to the SSO, the Order rejected IGS proposal to establish a non-bypassable
credit and bypassable charge to reallocate to the SSO costs associated with the provision
of that service. Given that the Order unlawfully and unreasonably determined that Duke
may recover competitive retail electric service costs through nonbypassable rates, in
eliminating IGS’ proposed credit and charge rider, the Order permits Duke to further
violate Ohio law. IGS’ proposal would cure the Commission’s error. As discussed above,
the Order is unlawful and unreasonable and should be modified on rehearing to eliminate
Duke’s recovery of SSO costs through distribution rates.

While the Order should

eliminate such unlawful distribution-based cost recovery, IGS does not object to the
Commission permitting DP&L to collect such costs through a bypassable rate as
recommended by witness Hess.
D. The Order is unlawful and unreasonable because it violated R.C.
4903.09 by failing to state findings of fact and reasons prompting the
Commission’s decisions. In re Application of Columbus Southern
Power Company, 128 Ohio St. 3d 512,519, 526-27 (2011). The Order
failed to appropriately consider or address IGS’ arguments that the
Stipulation recommended that the Commission: (1) unlawfully and
unreasonably apply Chapter 4909 to authorize recovery of competitive
retail electric service costs through non-competitive service rate
structures; (2) unlawfully and unreasonably provided a subsidy to
Duke’s competitive retail electric service rates in violation of R.C.
4928.02; and (3) the Order further failed to evaluate and address IGS’
analysis and quantification of competitive retail electric service costs
proposed for recovery in distribution rates
R.C. 4903.09 requires the Commission to address competing arguments and
provide a record upon which the Supreme Court of Ohio may evaluate the Commission’s
decisions. In re Application of Columbus Southern Power Company, 128 Ohio St. 3d
512,519, 526-27 (2011); In re Comm’n Rev. of Capacity Charges of Ohio Power Co., 147
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Ohio St. 3d 59, 70-72 (2016). The Order failed to comply with this requirement in several
respects.
First, IGS challenged the legality of applying the Commission’s Chapter 4909
authority to provide recovery for competitive retail electric service costs through non
competitive service rates.^^ As discussed previously, IGS argued that R.C. 4928.05(A)(1)
prohibits the Commission from applying its traditional ratemaking authority under Chapter
4909 in this nature. The Order failed to substantively address IGS’ argument.^^
Second, IGS argued that recovering SSO-related costs through non-competitive
services rate structures would run afoul of State Policy and precedent set forth in Elyria
Foundry Co., 14 Ohio St.3d 305 (2007).®° The Order failed to address IGS’ argument.®'’
Finally, IGS’ testimony and briefs presented a comprehensive thoughtful analysis
and quantification of SSO-related costs unlawfully proposed for recovery through
distribution rates.®^ Specifically, IGS identified these costs to exceed $23 million.®® The
Order rejected IGS’ proposed allocation of costs without substantively addressing IGS’
position.®^

initial Brief at 16-26.
Order at 82.
Initial Brief at 23.
Order at 82.
62/d. at 6-9, 16-19
63 Id.; IGS/RESA Ex. 1 at JEH-1.
6^^ Order at 82.
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Accordingly, on rehearing, the Commission should fully address IGS’ arguments
and render conclusions of law based upon the record.
E. The Order is unlawful and unreasonable inasmuch as it concluded the
existence of costs related to Duke’s facilitation of the choice market
may justify subsidizing SSO service.
The Order’s reasoning
circumvents the statutory limitation against regulation of competitive
retail electric services under Chapter 4909. The Order is also arbitrary,
capricious, and an abuse of discretion given that choice-related costs
are already directly assigned to CRES providers. Forest Hills Utility
Co. V. Pub. Util. Common Ohio, 31 Ohio St. 2d 46 (1972).
The Order stated that “separating SSO-specific costs from distribution rates would
likewise necessitate separating any costs specifically related to the customer choice
program.”®^ The Order erred for several reasons.
First, the Order is incorrectly concluded that the Commission has authority to
regulate or provide cost recovery related to the SSO through distribution rates pursuant
to the Commission’s traditional ratemaking authority.®® The Commission has no such
authority; therefore, the existence of choice-related costs cannot justify otherwise
unlawful cost recovery related to SSO service.
Second, the “netting” concept alluded to by the Order is arbitrary, unjust, and
unreasonable inasmuch as it attempts to justify subsidizing the SSO based upon a flawed
comparison. To start, unlike SSO customers, shopping customers are already paying
fees to Duke for services rendered. These fees have added up to millions ofdollars.^^

Order at 82.
66 R.C. 4928.05(A)(1).
67 RESA/IGS Ex. 6 at 3-4; RESA/IGS Ex. 1 at 8-9 and JEH-5.
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Duke has not even attempted to quantify the reasonableness of these fees, which may
overcompensate Duke for services provided to CRES providers and their customers.

It

is arbitrary and capricious to net choice-costs against SSO service costs when the record
reflects that no such costs are actually recovered through distribution rates—they are
already directly assigned to CRES providers.
Third,

although

shopping

customers

and

CRES

providers

are

already

compensating Duke for the services they receive, these services do not relate to
competitive retail electric service. When Duke incurs cost related to the choice market,
these costs relate to services that are a traditional monopoly function. For example, when
Duke provides meter data through an Electronic Data Interchange transaction to a CRES
provider, there is no other way to obtain that data to be able to bill a customer.®®
Moreover, that same data is being used for SSO customers without a fee. When Duke
provides such service to CRES providers, it is not in fact providing a competitive retail
electric service. The provision of the CRES product is handled by the CRES, which sends
an EDI transaction in the other direction to administer the product. Thus, the Order sought
to net choice and SSO-related costs based upon a flawed apples to oranges comparison.
Moreover, if the services Duke provided to the choice market are truly a function of
distribution service and if the Commission includes them in any netting methodology, the
fees and shopping penalties should be eliminated.
F. The Order’s determination that choice costs may justify subsidizing
the standard service offer is against the manifest weight of the
evidence. The record reflects $23 million in SSO-related costs
proposed for recovery in distribution rates; substantial CRES provider
fees to cover choice-related costs; thus, the record demonstrates that

68 RESA/IGS Ex. 6 at 3-4.
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additional costs should be allocated to the SSO even under the
Order’s unlawful reasoning. Westside Cellular, Inc. v. Pub. Util.
Comm., 98 Ohio St. 3d 165; Cleveland Elec. Ilium. Co. v. Pub. Util.
Comm’n Ohio, 76 Ohio St.3d 163,166 (1996).
In a distribution rate case “the burden of proof to show that the increased rates or
charges are just and reasonabie shall be on the public utility.” R.C. 4909.18 and R.C.
4901.19(C). Assuming arguendo that the Commission may net choice-related costs
against SSO-related costs, the Order is not supported by the manifest weight of the
evidence. Indeed, the record contradicts the Order’s conclusion. As the Supreme Court
has held, “[a] legion of cases estabiish that the commission abuses its discretion if it
renders an opinion on an issue without record support.” Cleveland Elec. Ilium. Co. v. Pub.
Util. Comm’n Ohio, 76 Ohio St.3d 163, 166 (1996). Westside Cellular, Inc. v. Pub. Util.
Comm., 98 Ohio St. 3d 165.
IGS submitted testimony indicated that based upon the amount of revenue
recommended in the Staff Report, Duke would recover in excess of $23 million in SSOrelated costs through distribution rates.No other quantitative estimate of the SSO
subsidy was provided in this case. To avoid allocating this amount to the SSO, the Order
relies upon the alleged existence of choice-related costs. But the Order failed to cite any
evidence to quantify such costs. At the same time, the record reflects that Duke already
collected significant, unsubstantiated switching fees and historical usage fees from GRES
providers, adding up to millions of dollars in just a few years.Thus, the record reflects
there are over $23 million in SSO-related costs in distribution rates and zero

RESA/IGS Ex. 1 at JEH-1.
70 IGS/RESA Ex. 6 at 3-4.
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uncompensated choice-related costs. The Order’s failure to allocate $23 million in SSOrelated costs—even under the Order’s own flawed methodology—is contrary to the
manifest weight of the evidence and reflects an abuse of discretion. Cleveland Elec. Ilium.
Co. V. Pub. Util. Comm’n Ohio, 76 Ohio St.3d 163, 166 (1996).

Therefore, the

Commission should grant this application for rehearing and eliminate SSO-related costs
from distribution service recovery and reallocate such costs to SSO service.
G. The Order is unlawful and unreasonable inasmuch as it deviated from
recent Commission precedent, which required a EDU to allocate to the
SSO the portion of the OCC and PUCO assessments related to SSO
retail electric generation. Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 10
OhioSt.3d49, 50-51 (1984).
As discussed above, IGS’ testimony and briefs urged the Commission to allocate
to the SSO all costs associated with the provision of that service. One of the components
related to the PUCO and OCC assessments, which are partially the consequence of the
amount of generation-related revenues Duke collects.

The Order rejected IGS’

recommendation in its entirety.
A recent Commission order, however, in the Dayton Power and Light Company’s
distribution rate case reached a different result.^^ In that litigated case, the Commission
required DP&L to allocate the portion of the OCC and PUCO expense that was the result
of DP&L’s generation-related revenue.^^

Supreme Court of Ohio has indicated that,

for the sake of certainty in the regulatory process, the Commission should issues order
consistent with its precedent. Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 10 Ohio St.3d
49, 50-51 (1984). Given the court’s directive, the Order is unlawful and unreasonable

In the Matter of the Application of The Dayton Power and Light Company for an Increase in its Electric
Distribution Rates, Case Nos. 15-1830-EL-AIR, eta!., Opinion and Order at 10. 12 (September 26, 2018).
72/d.
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inasmuch as it has issued inconsistent orders unbundling PUCO and OCC-related
expenses in one utility service territory but not another within, the same year.

On

rehearing, the Commission should correct this error and direct Duke to remove from its
distribution rates the portion of the OCC and PUCO assessments that resulted from
Duke’s collection of SSO-related generation revenues.
H. The Order is unlawful, unreasonable, and discriminatory inasmuch as
it authorized Duke to impose switching fees and historical usage fees
on CRES providers without evidentiary support in violation of R.C.
4909.15 and R.C. 4909.18. The application of these fees to CRES
providers is discriminatory In violation of R.C. 4905.35 and 4928.02.
The Order states that Duke’s switching fee and historical usage fees were
approved in a prior order. Regarding both fees, the Order states that no evidence was
presented to demonstrate that either fee is unreasonable. The Order is incorrect factually
and legally, and failure to correct the Order would further discriminate against shopping
customers.
Initially, the Order’s reliance Consumers’ Counsel v. Pub. Util. Comm., 10 Ohio
St.3d 49, 50-51 (1984) is misplaced. That case simply holds that when the Commission
establishes precedent, for the sake of predictability, it should honor that precedent in
future case. And, should the Commission determine that it must deviate from its prior
precedent, it must justify its new direction. Here, IGS is not seeking for the Commission
to modify any prior precedent or Commission orders, rather, IGS requests that the
Commission uphold its long-standing precedent that charges, whether to suppliers or
customers, must be based upon actual evidence in the record.
The Order is incorrect that IGS was required to demonstrate the unreasonableness
of the switching fee and the historical usage fee. This is a distribution rate case in which
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Duke requested authority to increase its rates for non-competitive services. This includes
the services that Duke provides to CRES providers. Pursuant to R.C. 4909.15(C)(1), the
“revenues and expenses of the utility shall be determined during a test period.”

In a

distribution rate case, “the burden of proof to show that the increased rates or charges
are just and reasonable shall be on the public utility.” R.C. 4909.18 and R.C. 4909.19(C).
Accordingly, Duke’s costs for providing non-competitive services to CRES
providers is embedded in the test year expense in this case. Likewise, the revenues that
Duke collects pursuant to these fees is a credit to Duke’s costs. Therefore, the combined
impact of Duke’s fees and expenses is embedded in the revenue requirement the Order
authorized.

Given’s Duke’s burden of proof, the Order should have required it to

demonstrate that its fees are just and reasonable if they are to be assessed at all. Duke,
however, provided no evidentiary support for such fees and the Order cited no record
evidence to support the calculation of the fees. Therefore, the Order is unlawful and
unreasonable. “A legion of cases establish that the commission abuses its discretion if it
renders an opinion on an issue without record support.” Cleveland Elec. Ilium. Co. v. Pub.
Util. Comm’n Ohio, 76 Ohio St.3d 163, 166 (1996). Westside Cellular, Inc. v. Pub. Util.
Comm., 98 Ohio St. 3d 165. Just as the Commission has previously declined to authorize
rates without an evidentiary basis, the Order should have directed Duke to eliminate its
unsubstantiated switching fee and historical usage fee. Cincinnati Bell Tel. Co. v. Pub.
Util. Comm’n Ohio., 12 Ohio St. 3d 280, 287. The Order impermissibly shifted the burden
of demonstrating the unreasonableness of these fees to IGS.
Moreover, selectively imposing switching fees on customers when they request a
change in their generation provider violates Ohio law. Under R.C. 4905.35, “[n]o public
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utility shall make or give any undue or unreasonabie preference or advantage to any
person, firm, corporation, or locaiity, or subject any person, firm, corporation, or locality
to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage.” Moreover, it is the state policy
to “[ejnsure the availability to consumers of adequate, reliable, safe, efficient,
nondiscriminatory, and

reasonably priced retail electric service.”^^ It is unduly

discriminatory and unreasonable to impose a switching fee on customers only when they
are selecting a CRES provider, whiie imposing no fee on customers when they are
selecting the SSO.^^ To the extent that the Order does not eliminate the switching fee
aitogether, at a minimum, it must be applied to customers that switch to the SSO.
I.

The Order unlawfully, unjustly, and unreasonably permitted Duke to
Discriminate against CRES providers in the provision of non-electric
services on the utility consolidated billing in violation of R.C.
4905.35(A).
The record reflects that Duke’s current CIS lists non-commodity items on customer
billing statements for its affiliate, Duke Energy One.^^

It also reflects that Duke has

rejected formal requests from IGS to similarly place its non-commodity charges on the
utility bill.^® Despite this clear undeniable discrimination, the Order permits this unjust
result to continue. The Order erred.
Under R.C. 4905.35(A), a public utility is prohibited from giving “any undue or
unreasonable advantage to any person, firm, corporation, or locality, or subject any
person, firm, corporation, or locality to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or

73 R.C. 4928.02.
74 RESA/IGS Ex. 1 at JEH-1 (Duke Response to IGS INT-01-16a).
75 Id. at MW-1 (Duke Response to IGS-INT-01-020(b)).
76 RESA-IGS Ex. 5 at 12.
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disadvantage” (emphasis added).

Moreover, R.C. 4928.17(A)(2) and (3) expressly

prohibit Duke from providing any affiliate or part of its business engaged in the supply of
nonelectric products and services with an unfair competitive advantage through the
preferential use of its utility billing and mailing systems.
The law expressly prohibits Duke to give any undue or unreasonable advantage
to any corporation. Here, as Duke recognizes, it is allowing Duke Energy One, a
corporation, to places Duke Energy One’s non-commodity services on Duke’s utility bill.
Duke also acknowledges it does not allow ORES providers to do the same. Therefore,
Duke is providing an advantage to Duke Energy One.
Ensuring a level playing field in the design of Duke’s new CIS is tantamount for
ensuring compliance with R.C. 4905.35(A) and 4928.17(A)(2)-(3).

Given Duke’s

reluctance to offer CRES providers the same, or similar, billing functionalities it offers its
affiliates, and its acknowledgement that the scope of the proposed system’s billing
functionalities for CRES providers are largely unknown, the Commission should direct
Duke to include in its infrastructure management plan a CIS program design that will
enable non-commodity billing for CRES providers.
V.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated herein, IGS urges the Commission to grant this Application

for Rehearing. It is unjust, unreasonable, discriminatory on multiple fronts, contrary to the
public interest, and would violate Ohio law. The Commission should grant this Application
for Rehearing and ensure that customers are not penalized for exercising their right to
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shop. Further, the Commission should eliminate the discriminatory and unsubstantiated
fees that Duke has sought to impose upon CRES providers and their customers.
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